
  

he was unaware 
the events which were about 

to engulf him . . . 

  
  

  

  
  

FEATURING 
  

NORM MASON SOUND 
PRODUCED BY “THE BOSS” 
DIRECTED BY THE PUBLIC 

the LION PUB 
we ia - SAN FRANCISCO 

iw Sy 4 - Corner Sacramento & Divisadero Streets 
BO JIM JOHN RA 

CONTINUOUS SHOWINGS FROM 12 NOON TO 2 A.M. 
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MUSCLE YOUR WAY TO 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
July 30th 10AM to 5PM 

At Solarius Physical Fitness Center 
1335 Sutter Street 

Solarius will donate a nickel for every exercise 
completed on their Nautilus exercise equipment 

with all proceeds going to the 
“SAVE OUR HUMAN RIGHTS" FOUNDATION 

Iron pumping participants to include 
Grace Slick 

KSAN'S Bonnie Simmons and Bob McCay 
Advocate Editor Robert McQueen 

The Dictators 
The Cast Members of Bulishot Crummond and 

The Great American Backstage Musical 

AE, 
This event brought to you by Solarius in conjunction with KSAN 

RELY 

IN THE BAY AREA 
.25 ELSEWHERE   

NEXT DEADLINE: JULY 29, 1977 

 



The First and Still Number 1 
Disco Music Store 

GRAMOPHONE 
BRINGS YOU THE NEW 

MAXINE NIGHTINGALE. 
“Night Life” on United 

    

See her now at 

T
R
E
 

    Record No. UALA-731-G 

3%     

Montgomery at Broadway 

2 Shows Nightly — 9:45 & 11:45 PM 

Reservations: 391-7920 

San Francisco’s 
biggest gay 
entertainment 
complex 

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM 

DIAL (415) T-E-L-E-T-I-X 
— OPEN EVERY DAY - 

GRAMOPHONE 
  

  

  

MAXINE 
NIGHTINGALE 

Night Life 
Including: Will You Be My Lover 

Love Hit Me/Get It Up For Love 

    

  

Artist L 2 

OF MAGAZINES VISIT THE WORLD 
he IN OUR ANNEX 

N. Y. TIMES, Daily & Sunday 

Polk Street’s Record & Magazine Center 

SAN FRANCISCO 94109 1538 POLK ST. ®@ (415) 885-3322 
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   SUNDAY, JULY 31st- NOON to 8PM. 

GIRCUS 
$3 

Donation 

   
    

     

      

   
   

CIRCUS 
“7 

CALIFORNIA 
HALL 

Polk at Turk Street 
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PROCEEDS TO 

    
   

  

Operation 

Concern!!! 

  

   

   
* 

CAVES 
FOOD: 

Lane = 

   

  

   

    

  

   

      

   

  

O. C, 
OPERATION CONCERN IS THE NAME OF A MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM 

SITUATED IN THE PACIFIC MEDICAL CENTER. IT IS A STANDING COM- 

MITTEE OF THE S.F. TAVERN GUILD FOUNDATION AND A NON-PROFIT 

ORGZNIZATION, IT IS STAFFED BY PROFESSIONAL GAY WOMEN AND 

MEN TO MEET THE MENTAL HEALTH NEEDS OF THE GAY COMMUNITY. 

     

      
    

    

   
SERVICES PROVIDED ARE: INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE AND GROUP PSYCHO- 

THERAPY, REFERRALS, COMMUNITY OUTREACH, SUICIDE PREVENTION 

AND SERVICES TO GAY PEOPLE AND THEIR FAMILIES,      
    YOUR SUPPORT IS NEEDED MORE THAN EVER THIS YEAR!!! 
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Editorial 

NO on AandB 
The B.A.R. urges its readers to reject both 

propositions. For different reasons we believe the 
pair are an affront to the fragile workings of the 
American political system. Proposition A is a repeal 
without cause and a sore loser tactic. Proposition B 
is vindictive and callous. 

. District election of Supervisors is in itself 
neither a good or bad process. If it works, it is good; 
if it fails, it is bad. The method is, however, closer 
to the traditional American and British ideal that a 
lawmaker represent a geographical area and a 
localized constituency. A House of Lords is not our 
way. Pocket boroughs are abuses. District Super- 
visors might prove more responsive to the needs of 
ALL San Franciscans. And then they might not. If 
the method fails, we will soon know it, and we will 
$oon repeal it. In the meantime, the sky will not 
all. 

Proposition B is one man's vendetta in sheep's 
clothing. Its attractive provisions are sops and cloak 
its true intentions. Taken all together, the package 
is an insult. Integrity demands that laws that would 
feed one group and at the same time starve another 
be neither proposed nor accepted. Otherwise we 
make a farce of the democratic process. As its 
author, John Barbagelata, would have us rubber 
stamp his "getting even." 

"B" is bad, and "A" says we have no faith in 
people, in ourselves. We need neither. 

  

  

   

        

   

    

    

PIER 54 
.RESTAURANT 

“ON THE 
WATERFRONT” 

BRUNCH 

11:00-2:30 
Sunday 

Featuring the BEST food in town, served by the NICEST people, in the 
FUNKIEST atmosphere, on the HARDEST chairs in San Francisco. LOTS 
of FREE PARKING. For toll free information from anywhere in San                 

  

  

  

    
  

  

    

  

* The Night They 

! the legendar 

Drove OF 
Anita Down 

by Marcus Manulis 

  

“We all know about rights — it 
was ‘wrong’ that brought us here 

together tonight.” 

— Martha Reeves, July 11, 1977 

Save Our Human Rights 
(SOHR) took a giant step 
forward in their campaign 
to enlist the support of 
Superstars Monday night 
July 11, as close to 1 00 
persons of all persuasions 
converged upon Tom San- 
ford's Er nightclub in 
North Beach to cheer, 
clap and stomp in ap- 
proval for the galaxy of 
alent on display for the 
Gay community's latest 
cause. Several hundred 
more were turned away. 

B.A.R. publisher Bob 
Ross, in white tie and 
tails, opened the extrava- 
ganza with a welcome and 
a brief rundown on what 
SOHR is all about. The 
first entertainer, Lady 
Bianca, slithered onto a 
piano stool and com- 
menced to warm up the 

   

3 

  

crowd with earthy rendi- Charles Pierce served up his infamous Jeanette MacDonald on a swing 
tions of blues that later at The City SOHR benefit. 
segued into a blues/funk lieved: and famill 

repertoire reminiscent of({a well-loved and lamyiar 

Nellie face in stand-up comedy, 
Lutcher. La Bianca, took the microphone next, 
accompanied solely by a sans drag, and was met 
bassist began to build up With spontaneous applause 
the enthusiasm and set Pefore he opened his 
the tone for snerous out- Jhouth. Wh follohed 

urings 0 applause : ’ 
ch 88s 'de Figeonr the and ribald melange o 

rest of the evening. us Dwmenal 

  
  

  

          

Francisco, call 398-7846. San Francisco's "Polish Miami and th . : . e self- 
SUNCH MONDAY thru FRIDAY. . ..... DINNER-7 DAYS A WEEK Love Goddess," Michelle, !ap inted "savior" of 
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children. All this in 
Hepatato dialogue to 
he next act. Screaming 
fans in the lobby waiting 
for the second show 
trumpeted the appearance 
of Charles Pierce, who 
swept into the room in a 
flurry of ruffles, jewelry 
and pronounced posing, 
then promptly and delib- 
erately executed a fault- 
less pratfall on the steps 
ascendi to the stage. 
The audience howled and 
'\was promptly shuttled 
into the Jeannette 
MacDonald classic, "San 
Francisco." A flowered, 
lighted swing was lowered 
from the ceiling and La 
Pierce boarded it and 
commenced to fly around 
the room in "madcap 
gaiety, swooshing right 
into "the audience and 
knocking down the assem- 
bled drum set behind him 
on the stage and very 
nearly bumped the piano 
right ‘through the wall. By 
this time the audience 
was practically in hyster- 
ics. Then followed an 
acerbic, bitchy dialogue 
with the main’ proponent 
of anti-Gay sentiments. 
Through impersonations a 
la Bette Davis, Tallulah 
Bankhead and other cine- 
matic bitches, Pierce 
managed to get his revul- 
sion with the Miami 
debacle through to the 
appreciative audience. 

e then brought on Arthur 
Blake, currently djspiay- 
in; his considerab 
talents at the Mocambo 
and the two held a brief 
but bombastic dialogue in 
impersonations of various 
notables. 

The audience was at 
fever pitch at this point, 
and then came the elfin- 
like star of the show, Miss 
Martha Reeves. One of 
Motown's biggest stars, 
Miss Reeves launched into 
a pastiche of her past and 
current hits. Accompan- 
ied by a tight-knit musical 
group and backed up by 
two male singers, 18S 

set aside an evening to do so soon! 

THANK YOU FOR A GREAT PARTY! 
Over 1,200 people joined us for dinner and 

champagne during our 7th anniversary week celebration. 
Many hundreds of others stopped in for cocktails and 
entertainment. 

If you have not yet tried our new menu, please 

  

   

            

Dinner every night beginning at 6:00 P.M. 
RESERVATIONS 441-7798 

APPETIZERS 
Escargots Bourguignonne 3.50 

   
    
  

   

  

    
    
    
    

  

Shrimp or Crab Cocktail 2.25 
Oysters On The Half Shell 4.25 

Antipasto 2.95 
Prawn Cocktail 3.95 

DINNERS 

    

French Onion Soup Soup du Jour         
Crisp Salad 

Choice of Dressings: Bleu Cheese, Avocado. Thousand Island 
Oil 0 Vinegar 

  

    
    

      

   THE WHITE MEATS 
Veal Picquant au Vin Blanc 6.95 

Delicate medaillons of meadow veal sauteed in butter, 

lightly seasoned with garlic and lemon 

    

   

  

   

  

a8 «ssl 

    

THE SEAFOODS | 
Filet of Rex Sole a la Meuniere 5.95 

This most delightful of fish, panfried and served with 
sizzling lemon butter 

Veal Parmigiana con Pasta 5.95 
Tender veal. browned by the flame. topped with a rich 

tornato sauce and mozzarella cheese. Served with spaghetti 
    
     
     

  

     
Veal Oskar 7.95 

This traditional dish is cooked in the authentic fashion, 

served with asparagus spears. 
and sauce Hollandaise 

Scampi Roma 9.95 

Giant Prawns flambéed in cognac, enhanced with garlic 
and herbs and served on a bed of rice         

  

a 
     

    

  

    

  

Broiled Lobster Tail 
This succulent favorite, cooked to perfection, 

complemented with drawn butter and baked potato 

   THE RED MEATS 
Broiled Lamb Chops 6.95 

Two French-cut lamb chops deftly broiled to your liking, 
accompanied by baked potato 

     

          

  

Seafood Platter 6.50 
A variety of deep fried golden brown delicacies including 

scallops, oysters, and shrimp, served with French fries 
    Charbroiled New York Steak 8.95 

These are choice, marbled steaks, expertly grilled to 

order. Baked potato 

Ground Sirloin 
Steak Champignon 5.50 

Choice ground steak cooked to your taste, and topped 

with a mushroom cap 

       

    

  

THE POULTRY 
Herb Broiled Chicken 4.50 
Carefully basted with butter and herbs, this dish is served 

with fresh fruit and long branch potatoes 

    
         
   
        

   
    Roast Prime Rib of Beef au Jus 8.95 

Order this fabulous roast the way you prefer it. Includes 
horseradish sauce, and baked potato 

Grenadine of Beef Bordelaise 7.95 

Chicken Giovanni 4.95 
Breast of Chicken sauteed in butter sauce, with chives and 

herbs, artichokes and mushrooms. Served with rice. 

     
        

    

      
      

    

  

  

    

Roast Duck a I’'Orange 7.50 Two superb filets, pan-grilled and gently simmered in a 

D--r--~-in tha classic manner and served with natural sauce Bordelaise 
rown rice : FOR TWO 

Carved at your table 

THE GOURMET SUPPER Rack of Lamb a la Maison 22.50 
Served with a melange of fresh vegetables 

      Our Chef's Own Treat 
Ask your waiter about the very special entree to be 

featured on tonight's menu 

    
Chateaubriand Bouquetiere 19.95 

Surrounded by a ring of garden-fresh vegetables 
     
      

    

   Nos HOUSE 
SPECIALTIES 

New York Steak Sandwich 4.95 

Served on toasted French bread with 
sliced tomatoes, onion rings, 

and French fries 

Fresh Vegetable Plate 
A colorful array of garden fresh vegetables. 
designed to pleasethe eye and palate. Served 

with soup and salad. 

         

    
      

    

    

   
Shrimp or Crab Louis 4.25 

Fresh and plump from the sea. offered to you on a bed of 

crisp greens, garnished with egg, asparagus spears. tomato wedges. 

Onion Rings 1.50 Baked Potato 1.00 French Fries 1.00 

BEVERAGES 

    

        
   

Mushrooms au Sherry 1.75 

DESSERTS      
       Exciting desserts are made daily in our own Coffee 

kitchens. Please ask our host, he will provide you Sb 40 

with our dessert menu. Bateimik i 
          

    

     

  
P.S. Exciting brunches every Sunday and on holidays from 11:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Visa, Master Charge and American 

Express accepted. Minimum Service Charge is $1.50. 6'2% Sales Tax is added to all food and beverages served in dining 

room. We are not responsible for lost or misplaced items. No checks please. 

1121 POLK (between Post & Sutter) 
SAN FRANCISCO    



Reeves electrified the 
crowd even more with 
"My Man," "Nowhere to 

Run," "Wild Night," 
"Storm in My Soul" and 
"Many Rivers to Cross." 
After her 
reception, Martha ex- 
ressed her feelings that 
ove is the ultimate solu- 
tion to the bigotry, hatred 
and selfishness so prev- 
alent in contemporary 
American society. eed- 
less to say, Miss Reeves 
received several curtain 
calls with wild applause, 
and the love waves were 
almost visible across the 
proscenium. 

While all this was going 
on, the ever-increasing 
numbers outside were 
shuttled upstairs to the 
disco room where Syl- 
vester and the Messiah 
were rocking forth to 
huge crowds on the dance 
floor. The tireless f- 
vester was in top form for 
his many, many fans. His 

tumultuous | 

NX LADY BIANCA 
so, Mr. Sanford then noted 

NN A h 

MON S 

SYL ESTER that Eartha Kitt was in 

face and body were awash the audience. Miss Kitt, 
with the sweat of his the diminutive personage 

driving, unrelentless out- with the awesome talent, 
pouring of son and Was swept onto the Stage. 
rhythm. The enchanted It seemed the applause for 

crowd gyrated, twisted gach a Dlenames had 
danced, clapped, stomped reached its zenith eac 

   

and plunged into the scene time one appeared on 
with wild abandon. stage. A two-minute 

standing ovation greeted 
Meanwhile back down- Miss Kitt before she could 

stairs, CITY owner Tom utter a word. Her famous 
Sanford took to the stage. feline-like ambience 
Somewhat overwhelmed seemed cowed, unbeliev- 
by the response to his ing, and yet deserving of 
production, and rightfully the outpouring of admira- 
  

CHEESE OMELETTE 

  

SERVED WITH A GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE, 

HASH BROWNS AND MUFFINS 

(CHOICE OF HAM, BACON, OR SAUSAGE) 

DENVER OMELETTE .............. CHEF'S SPECIAL OF THE DAY 

(HAM, BACON, SAUSAGE AND THREE EGGS) 

5.95 
NEW YORK STEAK AND EGGS 

982-0751 for Reservations 

1.99 

EGGS ANY STYLE 

2.45 

2.75 
RANCH BREAKFAST 

EGGS BENEDICT 

HASH AND EGGS 

QUICHE LORRAINE 

391 BROADWAY 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

  

Courtesy Valet Parking 
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tion. She said, "I don't 
care who it is - were : 
entitled to it." Miss Kitt 
didn't expect to perform 
that night, but she did - 
with an a capella version 
of "I Can't Give You Any- 
thing But Love." Another 
standing ovation and Mr. 
Sanford then brought up 
singer Jaye P. Morgan, 
nattily attired in a brown 
robe-like gown topped by 
a tan Western hat. She 
was Joined by Liz Torres 
of "All in the Family" TV 
fame. The two exchanged 
banter calculated to shock 
and amuse the audience - 
iconoclastic, stinging and 
relentless verbiage In the 
direction of Anita Bryant. 
At one point, Miss Morgan 
daintily untied her casual 
own and exposed her 
reasts in defiance of the 

audacity of Anita Bryant 
who would dare to impose 
her bigoted and fascist- 
oriented beliefs on the 
American people. 

Movie actress Julie 
Christie, on location with 
Warren Beatty on the 
Peninsula, showed up but 
opted to survey the disco 
scene and Sylvester when 
introductions were made. 

SOHR realized a grand 
total of $7,210 in ticket 
sales for the event 
including one $3 
donation. Some $900 of 
that amount was from 
$100 tickets. 

Gays Visible In 
Liberation Party 
by George Mendenhall 

Timothy O'Leary spoke 
on the possibility of mov- 
ing to other planets. 
Margo St. James called 
out for legalized prostitu- 
tion. Bob Sirico, MCC 
minister and chairperson 
of California Libertarians 
for Gay Rights, attacked 
the political Left for 
infiltrating the Gay rights 
movement. 

The occasion was the 
July 14-17 national Liber- 
tarian Party conference 
at the Sheraton Hotel. 
The L.P. appeals to vari- 
ous segments of the 
Alitimal opontmiaima, —d 

the 1500 in attendance 
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Shmide 

  

    

  

   
  

appeared to come from 
Wall Street as well as the 
Tenderloin. Traditional 
Democrats would be com- 
fortable with the Liber- 
tarian planks that call for 
repealing laws against 
"victimless crimes" such 
as gambling, drug, use, 
prostitution and “homo- 
sexuality. They would 
also agree with the plat- 
forms calling for more 
rivacy and a resistance 
o wifetapping and cen- 

sorship. owever, these 
liberals appeared to not 
be too comfortable with 
other elements of Liber- 
tarianism. The "Right" in 
the party favors ending 
food stamp programs, 
abolishing zoning laws, 
SPRosition to all taxation 
an compulsory. school 
busin; to integrate 
schools. 

Gay people are clearly 
visible within the Liber- 
tarian Party, and such 
eople as Sirico and Rev. 
al Valrejean, pastor of 

MCC in “Santa Monica, 
feel that the party is a 
worthwhile arena to voice 
their views on Gay rights. 
Included is Rosalie 
Nichols, editor of Lesbian 
Voices. These three com- 
prised a Gay Forum at the 
convention, attended by 
100. They touched on no 
new ground, preferring to 
refer to their opposition 
to Anita Bryant and to 
tell varied antidotes. 
They appeared to be 
pleased with their accept- 
ance within the party but 
expressed chagrin at the 
anti-Gay attitudes from 
elements within the L.P. 

Tony Sullivan appeared 
at another forum to_dis- 
cuss his Boulder, Colo- 
rado, [natriage to Richard 
Adams in 1975. The 
Hollywood = couple re- 
ceived national publicity 
as Sullivan used the mar- 
riage to legalize his 
attempt to become a U.S. 
citizen. The Australian 
has been through various 
hearings since the 1975 
Marries and _a final 
ruling from the Immigra- 
tion Service has been 
"pending" for one year. 

Sullivan said he was not 
eager to have a ruling at 
this tim 1yse he con- 
widcis Re AR osphet™ 
after Miami questionable. 

  

& 
Shuid: 

  

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94104 

     
130 BUSH STREET 

TELEPHONE (415) 981-3915 
  INSURANCE 

ASSOCIATES, INC. 
       

    

Off Rul That it Bad el dl Bu 2d St Bit Bo Bl 

2090 Discount on Film Paper& Chemicals 

Harvey Mik& Scott Smiths 

CastroCamera 
575 Castro Street. Telephone 864:1390 

  

  

  

                          

     
    

  

   
Candidate for 

MR. 
CIRCUS- 
CIRCUS ’77 

        

    
      
       

     
     

      

       

presents a 

“HAWAIIAN 
HOLIDAY” 

trip for two to Honolulu 
AIR FARE & 7 DAYS 
and HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS 

Tickets Available At: 

The *P.S., Kimo’s, N‘Touch, 
Andromeda, House of Harmony, 

Castro Station, Bear Hollow, FeBe’s 

   
  

   
Winner to be announced Sunday, July 31, 1977 

California Hall, 625 Polk Street 

Need not be present to win - 
$1.00 donation for Operation Concern 
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If the decision is negative 
and he is denied citizen- 
ship, he says he will fight 
the case to the +Se 
Supreme Court. Sullivan 
an Adams are bein 
assisted by the ACLU. 
They were invited to the 
convention but are not 
Libertarians. 

Several Qay Libertari- 
ans, headed by attorney 
Lloyd Taylor, brought the 
Gay rights issue before 
the various factions of the 
Libertarian Party. They 
are convinced that their 
party, is a necessary voice 
or Gay people who feel 

that Government intrudes 
on individual freedom. 
While the L.P. may not 
appeal to those Demo- 
crats who favor increased 
government services, it 
may be a haven for those 
who believe that every 
phase of government 
should be drastically 
reduced. It has yet to be 
seen whether Gay people 
who are anti-bureaucracy 
are also willing to give up 
such institutions as a 
national post office and a 
national "military estab- 
lishment. 

‘British Gay 
Editor 

Convicted 

LONDON - Denis Lemon, 
editor of "Gay News," was 
convicted of blasphemy 
for publishing .a poem de- 
picting Christ as a homo- 
sexual. He was handed a 
nine-month suspended 
sentence and was fined 

and court costs. 
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Lemon will not go to 
rison if he violates no 

the next 18 aws over 
months. 

"Gay News," the Gay 
Nlopspager which ub- 
lishe e poem was fined 
$1700 plus court costs. 

Free speech advocates 
rotested the decision. 
he libel law involving 

religion has _ not been 
acted on in Britain since 
1922. 

The blasphemy was in a 
goers titled "The love that 
ares to speak its name," 

and concerned a Roman 
centurion's homosexual 
love for Christ as the 
body was taken down from 
the cross. Judge Alan 
King-Hamilton said the 
poem was "appalling" and 
contained the "most scur- 
rilous profanity." 

He praised the "moral 
courage" of the jury of 
seven men and five wo- 
men at Old Bailey Central 
Criminal Court ‘and said 
he hoped their verdict 
showed the pendulum of 
public opinion was begin- 
ning to swing to a "more 
healthy climate." 

The jur convicted 
Lemon and his paper by a 
10 to 2 majority of "un- 
lawfully and wickedly" 
Publishing a blasphemous 
ibel on the hristian 
religion. 

The poem was written 
by James RirkuD, 54, who 
has taught nglish at 
Amherst College, Am- 
herst, Mass. e was 
reported now in Japan. 

The judge said 
oem's ublication poer P | 
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re- 
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) “pAJAMA PARTY” 

ENTERTAINMENT 

; Our own DAVID KELSEY 

TROPHIES 

PRIZES 
FUN 

$ Thank you 

for the past years. 

x Management & Staff. 

ANNIVERSAR 
SUNDAY, JULY 24 — 6 AM TILL 

1203 POLK STREET 

ON Phone 775-6905 Surprizes by John & Roger 

R ~ je 
3% NTP KS n 
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veals an astonishing and 
lamentable bad taste and 
|error of judgment, and at 
the highest, a reckless 
disregard for the feelings 

|of hristians, whether 
| practicing or non-practic- 
ing, and for millions of 
non-Christians who never- 
theless sympathize with 
the doctrine of Christian- 
ity." 

After the case, Lemon 
told reporters he would 
appeal, that legal costs 
now totaled $35,700 and 
that his paper would "con- 
tinue to publish reason- 
able an responsible 
comment on the Christian 
acceptance of homosexu- 
ality." 

NGTF Resents 
Coverage Of 
Trash Bag 
Killings 

Jean O'Leary and Bruce 
Voeller, Co-Executive 
Directors of the National 
Ga Task Force, with 
reference to press cover- 
age of the recent mass- 
murder case in Los 
Angeles, released the fol- 
lowing statement: 

"We have been singular- 
ly distressed in recent 
ays to note that seg- 

ments of the media have 
described the brutal kill- 
ings as 'homosexual' 
crimes, and that headline 
writers have chosen to use 
such phrases as 'Two 
Homosexuals Held in Slay- 
ings' in reporting the 
apprehension of the 
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killers. (Some reports 
neglected to mention the 
fact that the majority of 
the victims appear to 
have been homosexual.) 

"The media has lon 
been aware that suc 
hrases as 'Two Italians 
eld in Slayings’ or 'Black 

Man Accused in Hijackin, 
encourage prejudicia 
views of whole groups 1n 
our society which are no 
more likely to be crimi- 
nals than any other group. 
And even where crimes, 
such as the Boston Strang- 
ler or Speck murder cases, 
had sexual overtones, no 
segment of the media has 
chosen to call these 
‘heterosexual’ crimes. 

"We believe that in the 
name of simple justice, 
phrases which tend to en- 
courage prejudicial views 
of homosexual women and 
men as a class must be 
avoided. And we resent 
calls which we have re- 
ceived from the media 
asking us to explain or 
defend the actions of two 
deranged individuals who 
happen to be homosexuals, 
in" quite the same way 
that spokespeople for 
other groups would resent 
being called upon to ex- 
plain or defend criminals 
who happen to be mem- 
bers of their groups. On 
behalf of the Gay commu- 
nity in America, we 
deplore and condemn all 
violence and crime 
whether it is committe 
by Gay people or, as is far 
more often the case, by 
members of the hetero- 
sexual majority." 

Alone on a shelf? Come out with a 

B.A R. classified. They deliver! 

5 : » a DUNO RE DUN 
ho >) 

, 2 SL 
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Plus MCs 

AGNES DE LARUE 

ANASTASIA 

H.L. PERRY 

FLAME XI 

  

   

  

Priest 

Sentenced To 
25 - 40 Years 

by Wayne Friday 

The Rev. Claudius I. 
Vermilye, a _ defrocked 
Episcopa priest, was 
found "guilty recently of 
crimes against nature in 
the seduction of young 
boys at his farm for way- 
ward youths near Win- 
chester, Tenn. He was 
sentenced to 25 to 40 
years in prison. A jury of 

0 men and two women 
the verdict 

four days of 
homosexual 

¢ _ pornographic 
ictures involving Mr. 
ermilye, with boys as 

young as 11 years old, and 
other adult sponsors of 
the farm. The Episcopal 
riest is a 48 year old 
ather of five. 

The state claimed that 
the farm he founded in 
1971 as a rehabilitation 
center for wayward boys 
was a "house of lust." e 
i said that he 
Vermilye) photographed 
young oys engaging in 
omosexual acts, sold the 

pictures to sponsors for 
prot, and arranged for 
he sponsors to partici- 
oie in sexual acts with 
im and his young wards. 

Mr. Vermilye was found 
guilty of = all charges 
against him: three counts 
of crimes against nature 
upon boys in his care and 
nine counts of aiding and 
abetting instances of 
specific homosexual acts. 

delivered 
after hearin 
testimony o 
acts and 
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SPECIAL GUESTS ; 

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE! 

“SAVE OUR HUMAN RIGHTS” fg} 
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“ROARING 20'S 
COSTUME PARTY J 
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GRAND COME SEE WHAT MR. SHOWBIZ HAS IN STORE FOR YOU! 
     GRAND 

  

      
        

      
          

      
     
    
       

     
      

       

          

      
       
         

  

   GRAND 

GRAND 
GRAND 

GRAND 
GRAND 

GRAND OPENING 
uly, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 
17 HOUR MARATHON — 
EVERY DAY 9AM.-2AM. 

PIG, COOKED UNDERGROUND 
FREE ORCHIDS DAILY 

HAWAIIAN PU PU’S 
KENETIC ELIXERS 
SEARCHLIGHTS 
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| 1351 POLK STREET 9AM. to2 AM. 885-4535 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
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xa. r~. _ the temporary restrainin, 
Anita Must Give order by the CA 
U cb Chil d *» Tages Save The: Chiliren 

oundation, a 46-year- 
p uaren charity "that Eat 

MIAMI - A federal judge money for underprivileged 

dire has forbidden Anfts Soo en i 
Bryant and her homo- The foundation's head 
phobic followers further David L. Guyer, testified 
use of the name "Save Our before U.S. District Judge 
Children." William Hoeveler that his 

sy ked I organization's fund-raising 
e court was asked for work has been hurt by 

CIRCUS CIRCUS 
CANDIDATE 

JUNE IN JULY 
MS. JUNE STARLING 

Sponsored by The New Bell Saloon, 1305 Polk St. 

Also Presenting at 7 PM on the 25th of July: 

Solarius Physical Fitness 
Center, 3 Sutter 
Street. 

Stave Kalafut, owner of 

ICUs gilarius, will donate a 
nickel to the "Save Our 

9 PM, Human Rights" Founda- 
tion for every 

criticism and bad press 
drawn by "Save Our ild- FRIDAY, JULY 29 
ren. 

. Sutter's Mill, 6 PM, part 
Anita Bryant has an- for Sir. Rhu H 

nounced that she is writ- candidate Joe Ross. 
ing a book called "Save Station 

n 4 
: 0] Castro Our Children" about the Er ull, push 

      

recent Dade County "Circus Nite 

Jiriggle. dio juige Ho oe 
bi Pay ards Demo Club exercising machines. 

using the phrase for the Thi l1-da event 

title of her book. Brunch spool by Solarius i 

O ti GAY CANDIDATES gonjimetion with XSAN 
adio, will give everybo 

C pera rg k TO SPEAK a chance fo DekS their 

oncern ee The Minutemen Demo- Persona. statement about 

ia cratic Club will host a Ruman rights. 

Activities brunch at 11:00 AM on "The real issue here is 

Saturday, August 6, at that of human ri hts and 

  

Ofigms Jackson's Restau- there are a lot of people 

MONDAY, JULY 25 rant (2237 Powell St.). around who are sympa 

ee There will be a presenta- thetic to the movement," 

New Bell Saloon, 8 PM, tion by all Gay candidates says Steve Kalafut. 

Aucti ’ for supervisor who will wp. 

Auction/Party for Ms: [OF SLPIURT Nov ber This type of event 
June Starling eneral election. A $5.00 7 11 Reop ved PY 

ten is required for cally get inyolved snd 52% 
bracels with limited Somethin for what they 

TUESDAY, JULY 26 seating available. For fee], XH Jot Shy JaLs 

SEES tickets write to the club BOio; Sores Concerned 
Empress XI Flame pre- at 277B Shi oy San Fran- community members but 
sents "A Hot Name to §isco, CA 94107, or phone SORTS Bol many of 
Remember" Auction, New (415) 543-3900. us yo Yoatt % h y are who 
Bell Saloon, 9 PM —_——— feel a need to express 

Celebrities To ourselves on these issues - 

Exercise Their 
- and what better way is 
there than to say it WEDNESDAY, JULY 27 
through exercise." 

  

   

  

   
Real Estate Since 1902 

WATSON & WATSON INC. 
Residential - Commercial - Industrial 

REAL ESTATE / INSURANCE 

MANAGEMENT / BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

  

  

Surprises / Entertainment and Auction for June Oil Can Harry's Part ” i : 

o ru, au Setar chcid Human Rights oie Serie auras 
candidates party. ecia g : 

SPECIAL PARTY THURSDAY, JULY 21ST ney Ba, _ equipment - a revolution- 

{ AT 7:00 P.M. XII Jane Doe. Grace Slick of the Jef- ary type of exercise 

ferson Starship, KSAN's machine which co-owner 
KIMO'S — 1351 POLK STREET Jerson Siarship, RANE Meier. Speed has mick 

  

THURSDAY, JULY 28 McClay, Zahn Artman of named "The  Sexually- 
Bill Graham Productions, Liberated Barbell." There 

Andromeda presents the staff of the B.A.R., are 15 machines in all, 

"Circus-Circus Nite," The Dictators, Fee Way- with each machine work- 
9 PM. Live music and bill of the Tubes and cast Ing a different muscle 

dancing (Jackie Strong members of "Bullshot group- 
Trio). Fram mond’ _and Ba 

Starlight Room, 9 PM, 2ng Shoat American Racks 
Annual Body Auction and Se CR 2 Gay people doing business. with 
selection of the Mecca Franciscans wh ; Gay. people. Keep-it-in“th - 

: o will be ©3Y.Ppeop 8D ie Com 
Model of the Year in exercising their human Munity with a B.A.R. Warit Ad. 

    honor of Jackie Starr, Ms. rj 
| Circus-Circus candidate. tights, Sesid0y, Juv 30, 

ITEMS INCLUDE: 
FLAME'S 

JEWELS, RHINESTONES. GOWNS, 
FEATHERS. CROWN, TIARAS % % 

A La COSTUMES. WIGS. SHOES AND 
3 MEMORABILIA TR AK RK 

PLUS SURPRISE ITEMS FROM 
THE PRIVY COUNCIL ¥% % % Ww 

TUESDAY, JULY 26 
9:30 PM. 

NEW BELL 
SALOON 

1203 POLK ST. 775-6905 {© 

        

EMPR%ESS X¢I 

« San °FranCisco 

‘FLAME 
PRESENTS      

   

    

        
NAME TO 

REMEMBER’ 
AUGTION 
ALL PROCEEDS TO OPERATION CONCERN7 CIRCUS CIRCUS 

  

    
   

  

   
   

  

gay mental health org 
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381 BUSH / SAN FRANCISCO 94104 / (415) 781-6760 

  

Selected Listings 
       

     

     
    

      
      
     
     

    

          

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
MONTCLAIR e 6133 ASCOT DRIVE 

       

            
      

              

      

       
     

      
   

Spectacular contemporary with panoramic view of San Francisco 

bridges and bay. Custom built one of a kind quality is the key- 

note of this dramatic home. Slate floors, gourmet kitchen, etc. 

A truly inspirational use of glass and space. 

OAKLAND SEynevipes 

Cute Spanish of) a factor of in-law unit. Backs up 

to Diamond Park fruit trees, creekside setting. Good starter 

home. 

CALL PHIL PARDEE (415) 451-4874 

    

  
  

  

WILD HORSE RANCH 

NAPA VALLEY AREA — 20 ACRES             
        
       

        
       

The charm of old Spain is reflected in this Spanish modern home 

with pool. Tri-level house sits on solid fork formation giving its 

name PIEDRA DEL CASTILLO. Home has 4 bedrooms, 3 baths, 

2 fireplaces, approximately 3,000 sq. ft. with many Spanish de- 

tails. Overlooks breathtaking Lake Fry. 

CALL DON WATSON (415) 781-6760 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

BAR -- SOUTH OF MARKET —S.F. 

GAY MOTORCYCLE / LEATHER CROWD 

EXCELLENT EARNINGS. LEASE / TERMS. 

ANTIQUES - POLK STREET —S.F. 

ESTABLISHED, WITH/WO INVENTORY 
MAKE OFFER. 

BAR - POLK STREET —S.F. 

NEAR FEDERAL BLDG. EFFICIENCY KITCHEN. 

LUNCH POSSIBILITIES. OWNER HAS NEW VENTURE. 
     

CALL DENNIS TRONCATTY (415) 781-6760 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

INSURANCE & = 
Undorslands 

Porsonal Insurance Needs. 
CALL WALTER WOLF (415) 781-6760   
      

MORE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

BAR & RESTAURANT — DOWNTOWN OAKLAND LOCATION. 

GAY CROWD, GOOD EARNINGS. BUILDING ALSO AVAILABLE. 

CONVALESCENT HOSPITAL — OAKLAND. QUALITY FACIL- 

ITY ... EXCELLENT CASH FLOW. PRIME INVESTMENT OP- 

PORTUNITY. PREFER EXCHANGE FOR INCOME PROPERTY. 

FURNITURE STORE & BUILDING. GOOD EARNINGS. TERMS 

AVAILABLE. 

| G. 180 ROOMS, ALL FUR- 
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT. 

HOTEL & COMM 

CALL PAUL PITNER (415) 451-4874 

      
         
     

NISHINGS INCL 

     

  

     
  

    Office & Warehouse space available throughout the Bay Area. 

BRANCHES / OAKLAND / PIEDMONT / SAN MATEO / VALLEJO / SONOMA       
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Dos eats al MCC Files Suit 
eral was the last straw. . 

Shack said the book is Over Prison 

"Ban 
filled with "lies, hate and 

Rev. Bob Arthury Na- 

slander." To rub a little 

tional Director of Prison 

Bryant Loses 
Her Agent 

by Wayne Friday 

  

: salt in Bryant's wounds, 
It has been a bad month Shack immediately an- 

for the as Juice pouticed he had Signed 1 
vangelist Anita Bryant. book concerts, advise, and i." ] 

Her Ee ifn agent Dick generally manage _ the Miniotty i Siiropoliiay 

Shack, who has managed career of Rod McKuen, ommunity EC rT 
Ms. Bryant's career at the ~ poet/singer who z Jawai} against G in 
various degrees of success fought the Bigot Bryant er i) flome Tom 

for years, announced he on the human rights issue Fre.» = a0C. BE oe ora 
had enough of Bryant and in the recent Miami cam- Thursday, July 14. The 

her group. He said the paign. suit asks the U.S. District 
book tha yant is writ- 
ing about her successful ig : Jp order fhe Ano 

METROPOLITAN prison officials to stop 
rohibiting Church minis- 
ers from ministering to      

       

    
      

  

       
             

     
    

COMMUNITY |= = *°™ 
Currently, Federal 

(apne 
0 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Rev. Charles W. Larsen, M. Div., Pastor 

Assistant Pastors: 

Rev. Bruce Hill and Rev. Jane Taylor 

Sunday Services: 1:00 PM and 7:15 PM 
Wednesday Services: 7:30 PM 

23rd & Capp Sts., 1 block off Mission 
Mission United Presbyterian Church 

Childrens’ Church School, Sundays 1:00 PM 

Counseling Available 

Church office: 1076 Guerrero, S.F., 94110 

Phone (415) 285-0392 

A Christian Church Serving our Gay Community 

ison officials say that 
hey "do not gpDrove of" 
Metropolitan ommunity 
Church, thus making a 
overnmental decision as 
o which Church is ac- 
ceptanls, and which is 
not. The wardens do not 
allow religious publica- 
tions from the Church to 
be sent to prisoners. 

MCC, an ecumenical 
Christian Church_founded 
os Rev. Troy Perry in 
1968, now has 100 preach- 
ing Joints all over the 
world and a membership 
of 20,000. Its primary 
ministry is to Gay Jeople 
(although 10% o he 
Church's members are not 
Gay). 

The Federal prison offi- 
cials say that the Church's 
ministry will bring vio- 

  

Church's ministry. 

lence into the prisons, but lawyers and leaders of the 

the Church has been min- major active civil liber- 

istering to California's ties groups in the country. 

prisoners since 1975, when 1 .a4ers in the Ameri- 

a three-judge Federal _, "Civil Liberties Union 
Court held that California Pride Foundation, Sexua 

could not bar the Church's 75, "Reporter, Journal of 
ministry in the prisons un= p,m ssexuality, Dade 

less the State could show County Coalition, Penn- 

a "clear and present sylvania Council _ for 
danger” to prison or = Sexual Minorities, Cali- 

and” safety from in € fornia Committee for 
In After poyal Rights, and the 

that decision, California ~Smmittee or. Homo 

agreed to recognize the J .a] Education, Evalu- 

urch and allow Its 54j,n" and Research were 
clergy to minister to pris- mono the participants. 

oners. No "danger" from ! : 
The discussions opened 
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Our staff of competent professional 

Real Estate Brokers and Salespeople is the 

finest in the city. We have a well-earned 

reputation of reliability, integrity, 

friendliness, cooperation and skill . .. 

and we render our services with the highest 

standards of our profession. 

Look around you . . . the Columbia sign 

is becoming another famous San Francisco landmark! 

COLUMBIA REALTY OF S. F., INC., 2217 MARKET STREET . SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94114. 626-6657   

the MCC ministry in Cali- | C 

fornia's prisons has re- with the presentation by 

sulted. the Dade County Coali- 

———————— tin and a Post -morten) 

1v71 assessment was made. 

Sexual Civil joist joalvsls Sovesied 

: : oth the strengths an 

Liberties weaknesses of the Florida 
effort. After conclusions 

Experts were drawn, the Commit- 
tee agreed 2 lend jis 
expertise to a direct lega 

Convene attack on the repeal ge 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - the ordinance. 
The seventh annual meet- The Committee then 
ing of the National Com-heard from its Little Rock 
mittee for Sexual Civilrepresentative regarding 
Liberties concluded athe recriminalization in 
week-lon conference Arkansas. The Commit- 
July 11 wherein it_consid- tee decided to institute a 

ered the status of sexuallegal challenge to the 
civil liberties in the wakestatute which penalizes 
of the Dade County voteprivate homosexual con- 

and in light of the recrim-duct after more than a 
inalization in Arkansas of year during which such 
gies homosexual con-conduct had been lawful. 

uct between consenting After a detailed report 
adults. by the editor of the a 

The National Commit-al Law Reporter of more 

tee is composed of repre-than 50 sex-related 
sentatives of the mostpieces of legislation 
important 
working specifically in the 
field of sexual civil liber- 
ties. Leading members of 
the academic community, 
professors of law, psy- 
chology, history, anthro- 
pology, and sociology, 
came together with prom- 
inent Roman Catholic and 
Protestant theologians. 
They participated with 

organizations hroughout the country, 
an in-depth analysis was 
made and considered in 
the context of current 
social changes and reli- 
gious pressures. 

Gay bars, Gay restaurants —who's 
getting your glass business? 

GLASSES ETCETERA 
861-7230 

  

of a natural 

   
    Combo: Parted on left 

Whatever you did with your 
natural hair, you can do with 

Headstart's Combo. Probably 

more 
Created by hair designers 

Barris & Zervoulei. the Combo 
is the first stretch wig designed 
to comb in any direction. It can 

You can see it today at: 

HAIR-2 
| 166 Geary — Suite 1505 

|] San Francisco, CA 94108   
  

Only Headstarts Combo 
gives you all the styling possibilities 

head of hair. 
AN 

    
brushed-back 

Call 415 - 397-6702 °° — | 

be parted anywhere. Brushed 

forward or back, or no part at 
all. It can even be cut for a more 

traditional look 

But the greatest part is the 
difference you'll see in yourself 

rescemar \ elura, 
ff tem 

ADSTART HAIR FOR MEN INC NEW YORK 
  

   

  

  

Call or Send for Brochure 

HAIR-2 
166 Geary St.—Suite 1505 
San Francisco, California 94108 

Name: __ 

Address: 

SHBV0: eee EHD muscssisnemsmsed     PORE NO. eee eee] 
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FOUR DAY SALE 
  

Paperbacks 
25% TO 50% OFF — LARGE SELECTION   

Adult Movies, Magazines, SUNDAY, JULY 24 

MONDAY, JULY 25   
  

JEAN SHIRT 

am, 
Fey ) {XJ} 

i “’ * 
PL 

   
      

FASHION 
JEANS 
AND 

Buy one for 
regular price 
and get the 
2nd at 1/2 

     LEVI 
JACKETS 

Regularly $22.05 

NOW 2 for 34.10 

i: (Save $10.00) 

  

R
R
R
 

~
~
 
=~

 
~ 

EY 
777-4837 771-4643 ™ 960 FOLSOM 
Friday & Saturday from 10:00 A.M. until 12 MIDNIGHT. 

Sundays and Holidays from 12:00 P.M. until 8:00 P.M. 

Monday thru Thursdays from 10:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 
(When the TRADING POST is closed, try A TASTE OF LEATHER for your 

Spergency needs, 11th & Folsom, 2nd Floor (Fe-Be’s), 10 P.M. until closing 

every night. 

he) bes RAHA \/ISA & 
Ri =] j 

The Trading Post 

TUESDAY, JULY 26 

        
   

   
    
  

   
    

  

   

UNBREAKABLE SUNGLASSES 
Half Priced! 
Reg. $6.00 = NOW 3.00 

Reg. $10.00 = NOW 5.00. yy 

    

Jewelry 

HALF OFF! 
Police 

Whistle 
Reg. $3.99 

  

Hiking Boots 

R 1/3 Oft       

  

Reg. $76.44 
NOW 38.22 | Regularly $38.90 

Style 1420 SALE PRICE 25.67 

Style 2006 

Half 
Price! 

AROMAS 
RUSH... LOCKER ROOM = $4 ea. 

2 for $7 

UNIFORM SHOP 

ALWAYS AVAILABLE: MOVIES 
AROMAS 
ANTIQUES 
MAGAZINES 
ADULT TOYS 
HIKING BOOTS BELTS BILLY CLUBS 
WESTERN WEAR PANTS PATCHES NIGHT 00S 

UNDERWEAR, SOCKS CAPS GLOVES SHIRTS 
MOTORCYCLE LEATHERS SUNGLASSES ‘T'-SHIRTS SON} HANDCUFFS 

GREETING CARDS FOR EGGINGS MEE JACKETS 
ALL OCCASIONS 

modes OPENING SOON 
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CH nals, 20d So Leg Nou, pi SE 
1stric ections would, reve that o O 

Behind the Headlines me Gay vote’ in|He public disapproves of 
ses an article in this issue by Gay people teaching in 

demographic expert Les elementary schools. How- 

Gay Teachers & Political Pols; Morgan. over, the same polls tell 
se FLIER REE 

Yes On Prop. A Gay teachers - and jslation in Air 
  

: Ee Fi {2 i 2 It appears that the 
ightfu angere e oh 

by George Mendenhall tof ger Evite. ublic is Dar iul that some 

Thi ‘ and legislators who are| a people may molest 

is columnist has be- "Gay" vote on the Board considerin omitting Children and that they will 

come, convinced that the in the 5th District while teachers fom future leg- somehow cause £ i dren 

election of supervisors by possibly losing many other islation concerning Gay to become Gay ii they are 

districts would be a seri- yotes as the rest of the employment rights. They upfront. This latter fear, 

ous Manis for Gay city goes its merry way. are also aware that the that Gay teachers will be 

people. aving spent At ‘present we have every issue of Gay people teach- ood "role models an 

many hours studying the supervisor - even those ing is the primary obsta- us cause children to be- 

pro-and-con arguments ishi 3 319” come Gay, is unfounded 

and in discussing the ig 1.3 personally disiike CJe to Gay jobs’ legisla but the Tsay movement 

issues with politicos, I : i te 3 has not even started to 

feel compelled to urge Sights Eloceions Wik Dig) During the many de- adequately educate the 

Gay people to vote Yes On seriously damage _ our bates in the state legisla- public otherwise. Until 

A, to repeal the current clout at City Hall. I urge ture on Gay job rights the movement gets itself 

law. My reasoning is that Gay people’ not to i*8¢ bills, this reporter hasitogether and is able to. 

under the district system render 11 votes for one observed that legislators organize and publicize 

the "Gay vote" will be are fearful of the Gay research that is contrary 

erceived as being the teacher. In Miami, it to this argument, there 

astro area. This means Readers are urged to became the central issue will be continuing diffi- 

that we will have one read the convincing pre- which gave us a 70% de- culty in movin ah-inclu- 

sss as as Se Sane sive job rights egislation. 

Those who say "leave 
the teachers out" in order 
to get legislation passed 
may be missing the big 
point: that if Gay teach- 
ers are not included Gays 
will virtually admit that 
‘homosexuals are unworthy 
Ito be teachers. 

The alternative is obvi- 

{| lous and it will be costly in 
) time and money to do it 

'but it must be done. The 
( 'National Gay Task Force, 
( the Whitman-Radclyffe 

‘ Foundations and, locally, 
Save Our Human Rights 
are beginning to accumu-| 
late funds for the task 
that is ahead. It is essen- 
tial that we convince the 

b phe that We Are Your 
| Children!! 

x % x 

The Gallup poll indi- 

NEaR cated surprising strength 
) among the public for Gay 

gLLIS ) ob legislation, once the 
p Gay teacher issue is re- 

Gay supervisor. 

ESS ASS Ta aS ZS aS Tale 
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SALSOUL RECORD SALE Solved iy i Impossant to 
note tha e public was 

(July 21st through August 1, 1977) ) asked about "homosexu- 

Albums 
pis - a somewhat fore- 

SALSOUL ORCHESTRA... “Magic Journey” J posing i term to many, 

Includes their hits “Magic Bird of Fire”, “Getaway”, i's : ae ae act 

A New Day” and “Short Shorts’ ............ouuinrvnnnnnnnnns ; ) [widely used by the public 
(| ‘and indicates an incCreas- 

CLAUDJABARRY ....... “Sweet Dynamite” ( ingly acceptable lifestyle, 

Includes the Tom Moulton mixed “Sweet Dynami’, “Love 
0 the use of the word "Gay 

oh A [hati} y might have produced even 

For The Sake Of Love” and “Why Must A Girl Like ME esis en ) a more liberal response. 

( Gallup polls are nation- 

ALL OTHER SALSOUL LABEL LP's ($6.98 ist) ................. J ally recognized as being 

12" 45's 

ENTIRE STOCK OF SALSOUL-family DISCO ALOIS. 0% vn wait as 

Includes: 

    

Private Interviews. 

Sensible fee. FIRSTCHOICE. . . ........ MOMENT OF TRUTH 

LOLEATTAHOLLOWAY. ........... SILVETTI 

CREAMD.COCO ........ 

PAULMAURIAT. . . ... «cove 

DOUBLE EXPOSURE . . . ...... 

PAULVINCENT ........... 

Relationship-oriented. 
Ages 25-55 

**IF YOU'RE DANCING TOIT . .. 

IT'S SALSOUL 

356 HYDE (near Ellis) MN J 

San Francisco 
Cl 

Monday thru Saturday 11 A.M. - 7 P.M. ov A 

771-9878 
) 
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A gay introduction service for 

the San Francisco Bay Area, 

in San Francisco. Discreet. 

775-9169 

David the Matchmater 

valid, whether they are or 
not in reality. The Mervin 

Field lls “in California 
are also nationally re- 
spected; hence, it is_sig- 

nificant that Field 1s 
currently interviewing on 

the subject of homosexu- 

ality. is results will be 
released in August. 

This reporter has ob- 
tained a copy of the Field 

poll questions and the 
word "Gay" is used instead 
of "homosexual" in the 14 
questions being asked. It 

is a more detailed poll, 
d which more clearly seeks 

out the answers that Gay 
activists and legislators 

need to know. Of course, 

it is only a poll of Cali- 

fornians, but its results 

will receive national 

attention when released. 

Field initially separates 

Gay men and women In 
attempting to discover 

the attitudes toward each. 

He is asking if the public 
believes they should be 
(choose one) punished and 

kept away irom normal 

people, tolerated - but 
only if they don't publicly 
display it, ‘accepted by 

society and protected by 
law from unfair discrimi- 

nation - but not encour- 
aged or approved by 
society and encouraged to 
4gvelop their own Gay 
lifestyle. The results of 
this line of gusstioamg 
will more closely zero in 
on what the public thinks 
about Gay people in Cali- 
fornia than any previous 
survey. 

Interviewees are asked 

if they approve of Anita 
Bryant's "anti-Gay" atti- 
tude that homosexuals are 

"sinners, a great threat to 
children and a threat to 

normal family life." They 
are also asked if the 
rights of other minority 
groups may be RR 
if Gays are denied "legal 
and social approval to live 
openly as Gays." 

Field becomes more 
specific than Gallup when 
he breaks down whether 
the public approves or dis- 
SOproyes of: "1. Making it 
illegal to discriminate 
against Gay persons by 
anyone selling or renting 
housing, 2. Forbidding 
Gays from becoming 
school teachers, 3. Per- 
mitting same-sex mar- 
riages, and 4. Permitting 
Gay mothers and fathers 
to retain custody of their 
children if otherwise fit. 

Meet 
that 

Special 
P Guy 

    

       
      

  
    
    

*” A COMFORTABLE COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
1550 CALIFORNIA 

(IN THE NOB HILL MALL) 

771-9733 

JACKIE STRONG TRIO 
“Music You Can SlipiInto . . .’ 

from 9 P.M.       

Weekends featuring the incomparable 

BAY AREA REPORTER 
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A & B Should Lose August 2nd 
  

  

As nearly everyone in’ stand to lose the most). I 

this city must know by fail to understand what dreamed 

now, the Special Election Gays think they will gain boasted that he 

forced on us, at the esti- having the downtown boys 12 charter amendments on 

pated gon She aeting run City Hall. the ballot and never lost 

like ,000.00, on Au- : one." 

gust 2 concerns two prop= I write about the two 

Chamber o 
and even some Ga 
cians. I easily understand I think Prop. A deserves been thinking right, 

the efforts of the Board to lose and will lose. would have made 

and the Chamber (who to dump Moscone a sepa- 

a
l
a
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i
s
 

S
E
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by Wayne Friday 
Barbagelata 

Elec- YOU know where I stand. I 
urge a NO vote on both. 

politi- and just general disarray. hell. 

JAPAN CENTER THEATRE 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1977 

ADVANCE SALE (NO LIMIT) 

SATURDAY, JULY 30 

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE BOX OFFICE 

SUNDAY, JULY 31 

CIRCUS-CIRCUS, CALIFORNIA HALL 

AVAILABLE: NOON to 6 P.M. Both Days 

DONATION: $6.00/Ticket 

CONTESTANT APPLICATIONS 

AVAILABLE ONLY AT 

THE RECORD HOUSE 

CASTRO STATION 

THE *P.S.   EERE EEL ES EH EH1ES IES ESL ESL ES EL ES 1ESLE 
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When 

Well, John, I think 
u are in for a first. - . 0 

Doula Propositions only to let Xqthough Prop. 

picked up some support - 
upervisors namely 

elder, Senator 
by the 
Novem~ Prop. A seems to be Francois, 

ber. Leading the battle in really having its problems: Marks, the POA, as well 

favor of Prop. A are the campaign managers quit- as other Supervisors who 

Board of Supervisors, the ting, press aides mad as secretly support 

Commerce, hell at those in charge, whole plan smells to hi 
Had Barbagel 
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rate proposition. =~ Man city politics if A and/or B 

who oppose Prop. B would lose. 00 riddance! 

dearly love the chance to|That alone should be rea- 

vote against the Mayor. |son to vote against these 

But Big John had to Con=ipropesitigns. ‘Not all of 

fuse the damned thing by Johnny B's allies are bad 

meddling into District though. I think Quentin 

Elections (like it's still Kopp is a decent public 

District Elections under servant. Being somewhat 

B, but yet it isn't). Then of a realist, I predict that 

he decided to make if B should somehow pass, 

Sheriff Hongisto and DA Quentin Kopp will be the 

Freitas pay for being next Mayor. Freitas 

friends of the Mayor and would win re-election; 

muddied the thing even Hon isto would win in a 

more by including them on|landslide, and Moscone 

the recall plan. Barba-|would lose. Therein lies 

elata might manage tothe problem; if the Mayor 

rum up some anti- Toitas goss: so goes the one good 

votes, but nobody in their riend the Gay community 

right minds will vote for B/can hardl afford to lose - 

if it means getting rid of Police Chief Gain. 

Hongisto. o those who 
have given up trying to Remember that San 

fioure it all out will vote Francisco needs Gay 

NO simply because they supervisors, as well as in 

don't understand the other responsible jobs at 

damned thing anyway. City Hall. Inder istrict 

Even the most naive LiZCOPUhI be elected in 
olitical observer knows Bistrict 5 where Harve 

the entire plan was tO \jlx has an Ane 

umd the Mayor anyway = chance. A hard-fought, 
so why didn't Big John just : 2 

say a a onl oy Nell lanned an ai wel- 

edly a Dump Moscone pigirict 4 could elect a 
plan. Minus all the added B 1.0 King or some other 

clauses he might just have Y She Ga EYSOn. 

pulled it off. Running cit Ba we 
Anyone who follows this wouldn't be a le to elect 

column knows that I have any Gay. 
no great love for Moscone | 
- never did have. But, he 
is a damn sight better [POLITICS & POKER... 

than the likes of John 
Barbagelata and his| Willie Brown says he 

cronies, and besides, he has been cured of his 

ran for a four year term - "mayor sickness" - don't 
and won - and if we don't bet on it ... Gov. Brown 

like the way he has done is a true media freak - 

his job after that four sees some 26 newspapers 

ears, we vote him out daily ... Rod cKuen 

the same with the D.A. signed with Anita's former 
and the Sheriff). Barba- personal manager, Dick 
gelata is still spitting sour Shack ... a group of Milk 

grapes over his defeat by for Supervisor backers 
e Mayor, and the man took a big bloc of seats at 

Just ain't gonna get off the Castro Theater for 
is Honor's back until he the August 3 showing of 

has used every means to Harvey's favorite movie 

make Moscone look like a musical "Bandwagon" 
failure. Barbagelata | (864-1390 for more info) 
threatens to get out ofl... the new "Board" of      

     
    

        

   
   

NLR TN RIE YU Lee 

Guaranteed hair replacement with the latest 
most sophisticated surgical alternative to hair transplants 

Simple cosmetic surgery. Independent doctors 
Local anesthetic. Undetectable 

For information 

Name   

Address   

Phone Age 

300 Montgomery St.. Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94104 (415) 788-7171 yy 

  

   

    

FELD 

NN 
   

FSP Once upon a time... 
wo nice producers, named Jack Anderson and 
Harry Meharry decided it was time that the 

inhabitants of the sleepy little village of 

San Francisco had a daring and different alternative 
for the same old places to go Saturdays and Sundays. 

id so they decided tq offer a delightful 
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH along with a wonderful 

NEW MUSICAL SPOOF at the beautiful new Miz Brown’s 

Restaurant and Back Room Cabaret at 2565 Mission Street 

in San Francisco. 
  

    
     

    

) 

    

was the name of the show...it had a hilarious script by Jim Eiler, 

it was directed by Jack Anderson and featured Richard Dorsey 

at the Hammond, and a great cast. 

    

eople came from miles around... some recaptured their 

lost innocence (those that had any to begin with). 

Everyone i their seams laughing at Cinderella’s 

plight and her treatment at the hands of her ugly 

stepmother and sisters (Jim, George and Larry). One 

and all feasted on delicious EGGS BENEDICT or 

MUSHROOM OMLETTES, they crunched their sour- 

dough toast, and many giggles were heard when 

bubbles from the GLASSES OF BUBBLY went up 

several noses! It was, indeed, a brunch fit for a king 

(or a queen). 

Opens Sat., July 23 
PERFORMANCES — SAT. and SUN. 1:00 PM 

at the BACK ROOM THEATRE CABARET 

2565 Mission St., S.F. 

CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH AND SHOW — $7.00 (Show only — $3.00) 

Conevenient Parking is available on 22nd St between Capp St. and Bartlett 

FOR RESERVATIONS: 386-3086 

Special Reduced Rates for groups of 15 or more, let us host your party for you. 
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HOW COME THE LATEST HAIR STYLE SAVE OUR 

ALWAYS LOOKS GOOD ON SOMEBODY ELSE? 

1 chose that about runni 

give you an individual style that will be easy to care for between visits. We'll even 

give you a cup of coffee and some lively conversation (but only if you want it). Moscone is a 

And, our prices mav surprise you. 
"man without 

King’s Court 
CUSTOM BARBERS 

150 Powell St., San Francisco - By Appointment Only 

GA 1-3051 

liar" and a|port in the 

principle nity  . .- 

ments without a quiver of McAlister, 

an eyelid" ... The Teddy the Gays 
Roosevelt : 

Club now has chapters in Patchtner       
   

         

     

  

in District 3 ... the usu 

    CALIFORNIA ICE SERVICE 

24 HOUR <REe DELIVERY SERVICE 

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 

“FOR THAT EMERGENCY SERVICE” 

PHONE 

285 6785 . 285 6786 
FOR ICE AROUND THE CLOCK 

(sohn's gettin 

   
     
    

  

court revelation .os 

Carter giving up on his 
plan that wou d have referendum 

  

    

      
         

      

      

    

er registration on elec- ballot in 
tion day ... San Diego Briggs was 
mayor Pete Wilson, t e/recent Ga 

  Gays in tha 
‘Chronicle's 
O'Flaherty's 

PARTY ICE « BARICE * CUBLETS e DICE ICE Terrence elementary 

  

   SPECIALIZING IN DRY ICE the Bigot Bryant a classic August 2! 
ves  JOPF 

SERVICING SAN FRANCISCO, NORTHERN SAN MATEO COUNTY 2 doce resident of the 

AND SOUTHERN MARIN COUNTY POA, held a press confer- 

‘ence last week to demand 

fhe resi nation of Chief my 

Charles Gain - a continu- 

ation of the “5 contin ls NTINEL 

RADIO DISPATCHED AND CONTROLLED 

TRUCKS FOR FASTER SERVICE!!! 

PICK UP SERVICE AT 125 BARNEVELD 

————— 

WOULD YOU RATHER. ctv ess cece cess 

  

BE ABLE TO VOTE FOR - AGAINST ELEVEN SUPERVISORS? 

OR ONLY ONE? 

District...and a number of anti-gay supervisors (who know that 

there are few gay voters in their districts)? 

Barbagelata retorts that lining. up im 

—| Assemblyman 
who makes untrue state Y D friend to God's sake, 

will run for 

Republican Attorney eneral . . Kay 
lanning a h 

San Francisco, L.A. and campaign Ior City Treas- 

San Diego ... Leonore urer _..- State “Senator 

for Supe John Briggs in town wit 
Cautrelle to run for ups Side 8 

chances of Bob Mendel- and announced _ that 

{ that greedy met with 

Interior Dept. job lookin 3ryant in Kansas. 

poorer with Lorch new hopeful that ~Anit 
campaign in 
his = anti-Ga 

future GOP candidate for ported that 

Governor, popular with public do not want Gay and the D.A., finds him- 
Dey . .. the people teaching at } 

school 

column on. remember to vote on 

- “en ly urged 

"Get Charley Gain" press strong o es 

HUMAN show that the POA 

| RIGHTS had better get On about every six month 

their act together - fast. + + + Jim Biv ie 

San 

California for'ly workin 
teachers sohn, while the voters 

aldo thinking saying 
sitions - 

ay commu- 

ard Francisco 
‘should vote for Aj; how- 

uts let me see if I have this 
s right now. I think they are 

to both propo- 
O VOTING on 

Because no two people are alike. The man who looks fine with the latest style is (Who the he 
O C 

the man whose hair texture and features are complemented by that style. The "Board" anywa ?) _. the visor in District both a that is. 

trouble with any “latest style” is that it can’t take individuality into account. Moscone 4) arba elata Jack Campbell who head- The SE TINEL is now 

So, a lot of men try it and end up looking wrong. feud really getting itter ed the Dade Eounty Co- urging its readers to stay 

At King’s Court we don't try to fit you to a hair style. We do it the other way - Moscone says John has! alition, ning a home!at home on Slection day. 

around, by cutting your hair so that it looks best for your face. We take into become a life-long enem here Lee ity Attorney Will one O Ha goss 

account whether your hair is thick or fine and how much of it you have. We'll who "can't stand losing; ' candidate Jim friends over on Hayes t. 

ortant sup- kindly tell me how one 

wins an election by_ not 

‘bothering to vote? Vote 

Alister as you please, but, for 
lease vote. 

© San ateo-based 
ADVOCATE advises San 

voters they 

ever, last fall they 
couldn't . bring themselves 

s to make a decision in the 
Marks-Mendelsohn contest 
the idea there, no doubt, 
hat too many of the pub- 

a will lisher's friends were open- 
for Mendel- 

which he says were behind Marks). 

required states to allow he will place on the 

vo 
June 

recent 

what do we do if we get one gay supervisor...in the Eureka Valley 

KEEP YOUR VOTE FOR 
  

ALL SUPERVISORS, VOTE YES ON A. 

City, VOTE YES ON B - supervisors must live in their district, 

but the WHOLE City can vote for each. 

have been doing a good job (22?), they shouldn't be worried. 

(There are promises to the gay community that were not kept.) 

Certainly Sheriff Hongisto will be reelected. 

  

NATURALLY, THE MACHINE HATES B. 

AVOR TO GAY 

FRIENDS IN THE OTHER DISTRICTS. VOTE YES ON B. 

      

VOTE YES ON A & 
L.H. 1ltd., P.0.Box 42010, San Francisco, California 94101 

lest 
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BARBAGE LATA’ S 

If you want district representation, but responsive to the WHOLE 

And if the Mayor and D.A. 

. B PROVIDES FOR RUNOFFS, REQUIRING MAJORITY VOTES FOR THESE OFFICES. 

JOHN BARBAGELATA - NO FRIEND OF THE GAY COMMUNITY = CAN'T REALIZE 

WHAT A GIFT B IS TO US ~ POLITICIANS WILL HAVE TO RESPOND TO US. 

WE CAN GET OUR SUPERVISOR IN DISTRICT 5, AND WE CAN VOTE FOR OUR 

DO GAY PEOPLE OF THIS CITY HAVE ENOUGH RIGHTS TQ BE DIVIDED??222? 

B 

for some of 

a Yes on > 
- this week, George?) and is now 

  

On our own staff of 

{eased ant olitical writers, Harvey 

1 "Ps 2% 
ilk, no friend of the 

re Mayor, although known to 
admire both the Sheriff 

self voting to keep the 
Moy in office by Jrging 
a NO vote on both A . 
George Mendenhall, the 

rowley, the/ 1 p.ue tried to be con- other political writer at 

sistent on the August 

special election. I cannot urged a NO vote on bot 

|say the same 
colleagues. 

.A.R., also strongl 

A "& B in the last issue 
but he changed his min 

lyon A (got something you 
Y want to tell me ere, 

urging a Yes on A and a 
NG ng B. 

I think those of us who 
write, be it advice or 
otherwise, owe something 
to the reader; and when 
any writer or paper 
changes its Rosition from 
week to week, they stand 
to lose their credibility. 

Wayne Friday 

Gay Coalition 
Says “No On 
A&B’; 

Plans Mass 
Demonstration 

The Coalition for Hu- 
man Rights will actively 
campaign for the defeat 
of Propositions A & B in 

the August 2 referendum. 

The decision was 
reached at a general 
meeting of the Gay com- 
munity held this week in 
the aftermath of Gay 
Freedom Day activities. 
The Coalition, an organi- 
zation of over a thousand 
Lesbians and Gay men, 
also plans a mass demon-~ 
stration on August 20 
demanding human rights 
for Gay people. he 
event, which marks the 
signing of the United 
Nations Charter, will 
coincide with a similar 
demonstration in New 
York City at the U.N. 
Plaza. 

The Coalition agreed 
that both propositions A & 
B threaten the human 
rights of all San Francisco 
minorities, including the 
Gay community. 

"Lesbians and Gay men 
were in the forefront of 
finoTity groups which 
successfully fought for 
district elections _ last 
year," said Gwenn Craig 

  

   
  

The Coors Empire & Gay Rights 
PART I: DID ANITA GET COORS MONEY? 

ARE GAYS WELCOME AT COORS? 

BY GEORGE MENDENHALL 

COORS is a popular beer sold in 15 Western states, produced by 

the Adolph Coors brewery in Golden, Colorado, ten miles from Denver. 

COORS is not pasteurized which makes its brewing an expensive’ 

operation; and the beer can not be stored for any length of time without 

refrigerated. The rice in the manufacturing comes from the fields 

in Northern California, with special seeds supplied by Coors. Hops 

comes from a controlled area of Germany. When it all comes together 

with Colorado spring water, one of the finer beers in the United States 

results. The end product is distributed by Coors exclusively. 

The multi-million dollars Coors empire is one of the most profitable 

businesses in the world with sales over $450 million a year — without the 

company ever borrowing money. Those buying a COORS may con- 

ceive of a little brewery with the conventional dependency on other 

industries and services in order to survive. Instead, the Coors operation 

is an empire—a world within itself, controlled by 104 years of family 

ownership. Tourists are amazed to discover a Coors-owned and con- 

trolled brewery, can and bottling factory, railroad, coal mines, rice 

fields, construction company, hospital, police force, fire department, 

power plant and porcelain factory. It is the Disneyland of the brewery 

business, minus the fun rides. 

In its self-imposed isolation and determination to fight any govern- 

ment regulations or control over the operation, its owners (currently 

Joe and Bill Coors) have consistently supported policies and people 

who in the ‘outside world" support the extreme political Right. 

The confusion and conflict between the Adolph Coors Brewery 

and the gay community began many months ago when Bay Area Gay 

Liberation, a San Francisco group, openly supported striking workers at 

the Coors brewery and issued statements about how Coors allegedly 

discriminated in its hiring against women and Chicanos. Howard 

Wallace, then a BAGL activist, was then able to secure a ‘gay rights” 

support statement from the Brewery Workers Union. Some gay bars 

began to discontinue selling COORS at this time as the general 

"Boycott Coors’ movement spread. COORS sales in California de- 

creased, costing the company its First Place standing. 

Most Gay bars in San Francisco discontinued selling COORS this 

year as rumors spread that the company was contributing large sums of 

money to Anita Bryant's Save Our Children, Inc. Watching COORS 

drop in sales in the Bay Area, an alarmed Joseph Coors stated, “The 

rumor that this company is supporting any anti-gay campaign in any 

way what-so-ever is completely and absolutely false.” The company 

manager, Bob Russo, urged that no one connected with the Coors 

family or its parents bodies had ever “contributed to any anti-gay 

campaigns. The rumor to this effect is completely and absolutely false.” 

Using these statements, a few gay bars began to stock COORS again. 

The Gay Tavern Guild of San Francisco avoided getting involved in 

the Coors controversy because of a lack of available information. Its 

officers have said “show us the facts before we boycott.” 

The truth is that this reporter could find no direct connection 

between Anita Bryant and Coors. Following the Miami vote, this 

reporter went to the Dade County courthouse and read through 

thousands of names in the “contributions” list submitted by Save Our 

Children, Inc. Only a few people own and control Coors. These names 

did not appear on any of the lists . .. the only vague connection that 

could be discovered is that Joseph Coors supported Ronald Reagan for 

President and Reagan's former Florida campaign manager, Mike 

Thompson, became the head of Anita's anti-gay Florida effort 

* Ow wT Ow 

In its attempt to remain isolated from the rest of the world, it 

appears that the Coors family has taken considerable strides to preserve 

its “‘family’’ atmosphere in the factory complex. One way that it 

eliminates undesirables is to place wires about various parts of the 

prospective employee's body and, using a “lie detector’ test, ask 50 

questions. It may be debatable whether a Gay person would be 

detected. The reader may decide himself that from this sampling of 

questions that have been used: 

"Have you ever committed an undetected crime?’ —f the inter- 

viewee knows that the homosexual acts he is committing are illegal 

and he answers NO, the testing machine might indicate an improper 

body response. Follow-up questions may be then asked to determine 

the real answer to the question. 

"Have you ever been convicted of a felony?" — This question pries 

into the police record in a person's private life, which has no bearing on 

his ability to fill cans with beer. “What was the felony all about?" is the 

logical follow-up question. 

"Have you ever participated in any type of march, sit-in, riot or 

demonstration?’ — Note that “‘march” and ‘riot’ are in the same 

question. Someone answering NO might cause the tester to fluctuate. 

Then the question might be “What kind of march, sit-in, riot, or 

demonstration?” That could reveal that the prospective employee was 

in a gay parade or demonstrated against a gay steam bath that allegedly 

discriminated in admitting patrons. 

"'Is there anything in your personal life that might tend to discredit 

or embarrass this company if it were known?'' — While some might pass 

by this question easily, a hesitant response could bring a negative 

machine reaction, allowing for a follow-up question which would 

directly touch on the person's lifestyle. 

There is no questions that the Coors family wishes to know more 

than whether the interviewee is. physically and mentally able to do 

simple, monotonous factory work. The personal life and habits of 

employees are matters of concern to Coors. Other questions asked in 

the polygraph test touch on the smoking of marijuana, whether you 

have ever had a financial debt, whether you have argued with another 

employee, if you have ever lied about being asbsent from work and if 

you have ever ‘had trouble’ with a management person. 

The current Brewery Workers strike at Coors partly centers on the ¢ 

validity of the company giving a “lie detector” test. The union position, in a world where all 

aside from any gay consideration, is that the test must go. the senses ~~ were 

To be continued balanced and simul- 
taneous, a closed 
world of tribal depth 
and resonance, an 

Mendenhall will be flying to Denver and Golden, oral culture struc- 

Colorado (home of the Coors operation), to compile : tured by a dominant 

materials and conduct interviews. He will be [auditory sense of 
contacting disgruntled brewery strikers, company ife. Marshall 
executives, librarians, politicians, and study various McLuhan 
written materials to settle the rumors aboutCoors. 

  

Before the inven- 
tion of the phonetic 
alphabet, man lived 
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Robert E. Mann 

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 

HARVARD LAW SCHOOL 1961 

FORMER LEGAL DIRECTOR S.I.R. 

ANNOUNCES THE EXPANSION OF HIS 

LAW OFFICE HOURS 

SATURDAY MORNING 

Legal Clinic 
9 A.M. to NOON 

1255 POST STREET, SUITE 501 
JACK TAR OFFICE BUILDING 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109 
(415) 885-2824 

No Appointment Necessary 

CONSULTATION FEE — $10 

          
  

EER BUST 5 - 8 PM 
sunday, July 31st 

dl 050 

Celebrate 
A TASTE OF LEATHER'S 

10th Anniversary al 

ith & Folsom Streets 
1501 FOLSOM 

621-9450 
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A & B??? 

For the past five years I 

have heard every argu- 
ment for and against it: 
the emotional, the logical, 
the stupid, the great, the 

  

by Harvey Mil 

MAX: CORL 
415-621-7107, 563 Castro Street, San Francisco, California 94114 

AN EXCEPTIONAL PROMOTION 

14k Gold Chain 

23 JULY - 10:30a to 6p 

24 JULY - 12noon to 5p 
SAT 
SUN 

Our Customary Prices are 10% 

to 15% Less than Other Local 

Sources . an Additional 20% 

Reduction will be Effective 

For - This - Promotion 

Join + Us for this Special Event 

Share a Glass of Wine and 

Meet Our New Sales Personnel 

off-the-wall, the Jezsonal, 
the statistical, the you- 
‘name-it. The interesting 
thing is the "new" argu- 
ments that all of a sudden 
come from otherwise 
responsible people. These 

‘seem to come from the 
supervisors themselves, 
and are echoed by those 
who have lost their influ- 
ence - .i.e. the major 
media and power brokers. 
And from their political 
groupies. 

To go into each argu- 
ment would take a book. 
Let me answer the latest 
rswesping’ the Gay com- 
munity. I hear all Kinds of 
"statistical" evidence 
about the Gay voting bloc. 
Yes, Gays do live all over 
the city. But we do NOT 
vote in any bloc. We have 
voted only in a bloc when 
threatened. We have 
never voted as a bloc in 
any supervisorial election. 
How can we lose our vot- 
ing bloc power if it never 
has been used? Gays are 
all over, but we are all 
over the political spec- 
trum too, and we vote 
that way. 

I have yet to hear solid 
arguments why we should 
op. have district elec- 
tions. Some sound good at 
first, until you look care- 
fully at the facts. Others 
sound good until you look 
at who's talking and you 
see they come from power 
brokers who will lose their 
influence. 

Much like the "Chron- 
icle" and "Examiner" tell- 
ing you why district 
elections are no good - no 
£204 for them! Under 
istrict elections both 

lose their influence. Both 
papers, through their 
endorsements and cover- 
age of the news, help to 
elect who they want in 
City Hall. Interestingly, 
the owners of both papers 
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think so much of this city That is where I stand. I 

that they don't even live say to hell with all those 
have been fighting the 
zbattles for district elec- here, aid, from a Geyl 
tions of supervisors. 1/point of view, 

paper is pro-Gay. 

who have used us once too 

often. 
The [longer vote for them or 

That we will no 

people they help elect are listen to them just to get 

not so pro-Gay either. 
Under district election we 
might see the papers 
change their views as the 
people start to elect 
supervisors who are Gay 
or highly pro-Uay instead 
of phony "friends." 

Even in the Gay com- 
munity we have people in 
the same political position 
as the "Chronicle" and 
"Examiner." Take the 
"Advocate," a paper that 
is neither based nor 
printed here. A paper 
whose owner neither 
works nor lives here. A 
aper that tells us what is 
best" for the S.F. Gay 
community. What David 
Goodstein is really saying 
is what is "best" "for 
David. So that he can 
retain his Ry sonal, over- 
bpjanced influence at City 

all. 

The above examples 
translated mean that if 
nothing else, district elec- 
tions transfers the power 
to elect our supervisors 
from the media to you, 
the voter - and I like that 
very much. 

ANTI-GAY ATTITUDES 

Recently, some insights 
to the gompaigns on both 
sides of A have come 
to light. We have seen - 
as pointed out in last 
week's "Sentinel" - anti- 
Gay attitudes on both 
sides of the race. We 
have seen some who are in 
charge of each of the 
campaign's take, to one 
degree or another, a 
"closet" view of the Gay 
vote. We have seen the 
YES and the NO peapiss 
and others, court the Gay 
vote and then ask us to 
remain in the closet. We 
are, once again, being 
ysed as a political foot- 

all. 
For too long we have 

NOT taken the stand that 
the BLACK movement so 
well uses - i.e., if you 

“want our vote, we want 
our fair share. For too 
long we have gotten less 
|than our share, if anything 
lat all - except for a smile 
and a pat on the back. 
There is no need for us to 
go through the back door 
jlever again. It is the front 
door or nothing. We have 
the same political "lead- 
ers" in the Gay commu- 
nity lead us through the 
back door telling us what 
‘is "best" for us and then 
seeing the Gay community 

      

  

    

    

getting nothing but 
crumbs - most of which 
these so-called leaders 
pick up. 

There are several ways 
to respond. One is to sta 
at home and say to he 
with all of them.” Another 

very loud 

aigns that we will no 

‘whatsoever - that 

‘they "used" 
often.   
about doing whatever 
‘feel is the right move. 

has. 

means that the 

is to make very public and 
our stand andi, 

tell the heads of all cam-| 

Snger listen to anything 
that they have to say, conditions of 

the 
‘had their chance - thar Rorkers: Wes" 

us once too 
We'll be damned if 

we will let them "use" us 

a smile and a crumb 

tossed to our best" 

groupie. That we Gays 
will vote the way we feel 

is right for us and let the 
chips fall where they will. 
No more listening to their 

"scare" stories. o more 

the "lesser of two evils." 

No more "better than ever 

before." No more having 
straights and their Gay 
roupies telling us what is 

Rest.” If they want our 
vote, no more promises - 

but action. No more vot- 

ing for "nice" guys. No 
more advice from our 

leaders who have sold us 

out so that they can ride 

in the back of the bus. 

The Gay vote must de- 
velop as the Black vote 

The Blacks do it. 
Labor does it. We must 

do it. 

So we come to the 
choices. Some who are 
fully - and mayve rightly - 
disgusted with all sides 
may stay home. I take a 
different view. I look at 
district elections as a 
form of government that 
will last long after all of 
us are gone. If district 
elections were used just 
to change the names at 
City Hall, it would be 
wrong. For in ten to 
okie years we will have 

new names, new attitudes. 

Those we love and hate 
will be gone. What will 
remain is the FORM of 
our government. To me, 
that long-range thinking)s 
the only approach. e 
should only vote to change 
if our government is not 
working. District elec- 
tions means that city- 
wide elections did not 
work. District elections 

govern- 
ment will become closer 
to the people. Either you 
have faith in the people or 
in the power brokers. 

If you believe in your- 
self, then vote NO on both 
A & B. If you are ready 
to turn the power back to 
the "Chronicle," the 
"Examiner" and the 
"Advocate," then vote 
yes. 

B.A.G.L. News 

On Sunday, July 31, Bay 
Area Gay Liberation 
(Bat) will show the 
ilms "A Day Without Sun- 

(in “ which Anita 

  

shine" 
Bryant sings "San Fran- 
cisco") and "Lovejoy's 
Nuclear War." The films 
start at 7:30 at 32 Page 
Street and will be fol- 
lowed by a discussion. 
The suggested donation is 

"A Day Without Sun- 
shine" is a powerf 

xpose of the Florida 
{Citrus Commission which 
Bryant fronts and the 

ualid working and living 
orida farm 
"Lovejoy's 

V presents a 
cross-section of opinion 
about nuclear power and 
ishows how one person 

ain. Then we should 82 took action against it. 
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Mr. Marcus 
  

Preliminary plans were re- 

vealed this week by the Benefits 

Sub-Committee of Save Our 
Human Rights to stage a Mardi 
Gras Ball on Saturday, February 4th 

in San Francisco. Top name enter- 

tainment and the crowning of King 
& Queen of Mardi Gras to reign for 
ONE night only will be culminated 
with prizes for the best masquerade 

costumes. Candidates for King & 
Queen of Mardi Gras will be obliged 
to run in pairs, the winners being 
decided by the couple who sell the 

most $1 vote tickets. Starting on 
Sunday, Jan 29, the 1-week long 

campaign has been designed not to 

interfere with the Empress Corona- 

tion. Start your needles and thread 
for this gala extravaganza. Watch 
this column for exclusive details for 
this fund-raising event. This coming 
Monday night, July 25, Tenderloin 
Tessie and friends will stage a fund 
raiser for SOHR at the Santa Rosa 
Inn in Santa Rosa with a super 
show for a nominal admission 
charge. The Leatherneck, South of 
Market's newest and most popular 
bar, will stage an entire week of 
outrageous and far out happenings 
for Save Our Human Rights 
beginning on Monday, Aug. 15 
through Aug. 21. This one should 
be MOST interesting. 

Later on this year, all bikers, 

bike club riders and dykes on bikes 

will be invited to participate on a 

1-day in-town scavenger bike run 
with items obtained by solving 

riddles. The sweepstakes winner 
will receive a gorgeous stained 

glass window instead of a dust 
collecting trophy. Buddy riders and 
cars will be invited to participate in 
this event. 

wf Rr ® 

The Barbary Coasters M/C will 
team up with the Knights of Malta 
M/C for their joint, “‘A Knight at the 
  

Buying? Selling? Needing? Offer- 

ing? B.A.R. classified ads have 

proven themselves again and again. 
  

Mardi Gras For 
Human Rights 

Southern Scandals 
Opera” run on July 29. The run will 
include a 24-hr. open bar, five 
meals, bike & buddy events, people 
events, costume competition and a 
lavish show. With John Blythe LN 
directing the extravaganza, it pro- : 

mises to be one of the most riotous 
run shows to date. The show will 

center around a take-off of Chorus 
Line, the thing here being An Opera 
Line—can you imagine butch drag 

queens auditioning for an opera 

part? | can’t tell you more except 

the cost of the run is $40 and is 

limited to 125 persons set in the 

lush surroundings of Spring Gap. 

Don’t wait—this one should be 

faultless. 

The Constantines have an- 
nounced their Renaissance Run on 
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X-RATED / BAY AREA REPORTER SUPPLEMENT 

Jobs, Film Reviews, Features, Graffiti, 

Leather, Mail Order, Models, Masseurs, 

Organizations & Aids, 

Estate, Roommates, Rubber Goods, Toys 

— & Games, Services 

Personals, Real 

. AN ADULT WAY OF LIFE . . . FOR ADULTS! 

fo advertise . ... It Pays! 
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Roger & J. Wrangler wondering what the camera man is really up to. 

Both in the 3-D zinger “Heavy Equipment’’ — now at the Nob Hill. 

the weekend of Aug. 19, the cost Pine called The Pines and everyone goraning in a corner with one of action; a prominent SF attorney 
being $40 before Aug. 6th; $45 seems to have good things to say Oakland's nelliest leather queens — standing tall for big fees, but kneel- 
after. More details on this run later, ahout the place. The |-Beam will be 

but plan now or you may be left out opening on Haight St. soon and 
in the cold. promises to be a show-stopper with 

Now a fantastic light show a la laser 
beams. So extravagant is this new 

OBSERVATIONS OF A MAD concept, the owners had to get 3 
MAN . . . Tenderloin Tessie, just different permits for it and when it 

returned from Ft. Worth, where she opens in August, your minds will be 

crowned the first Mr. Cowboy/ blown. Those two hunky bikers you 
Ms. Cowgirl of that city. Con- saw riding around Stinson Beach 
gratulations to the winner Miss the other day were Ronnie Clute, 
Cowgirl Alice Phallus and Mr. Cow- pres. of the Sierra Pacific Rangers 

boy Danny. La Tessie had a blast in and Mike Shiell, aka, Col. Clinque. 
spite of the heat and was well If the president of the Rangers is 

received by the Texans; likewise, called the Captain, and Mike is a 

Ron Ross just returned from a rest- Colonel, and he joins the club, does 

ful if not exciting visit to Houston that mean he will be demoted? At 
with rather un-glowing reports this writing, four men have sub- 
about most of the bars selling mitted their applications for 

Coors Beer and the Gay community Emperor VI of San Francisco, Peter 
there being clicque-y. Emperor IV Decker, former Mr. Gay SF; Gary 
Michael is reportedly slinging the McDonald, Chairman of Operation 
booze at the Detour there, one of Concern; and surprise! — Bob Ross, 
the many dumpy, roach-infested editor and publisher of B.AR., 
bars which reportedly abound there 2-time former Pres. of the Tavern 
... If you're wondering what hap- Guild, Chairman of the People's 

pened to David Manduca since he Fund and other high posts. The 

sold the Elephant Walk, you can be Candidate Review Board meets on 
assured he HAS been busy — re- July 20th, and the race this year 

opening the Chicago Saloon very should be most interesting. 
shortly and renaming it the Cellar OF MICED & MEN(but mostly 
with expanded space and a new trip men) . . . Cruising through Mr. B's 
we're all waiting to see. Bob Ballroom one night: one of SF's 
Conroy just opened his new joint on nelliest leather queens grunting and 

one with a codpiece, the other with ing low for show pieces and a dizzy 
a hairpiece and both accomplishing queen with a mechanical toy with a 

nothing; a mediocre lawyer from recording of “fuck you, fuck you, 

Marin, bitching about the $1.00 OUCH!” and an insane giggle. 
admission price but hogging all the Biggest laugh getter, however, is 
  

You Are Invited 
to a Party 

with 
DAVE KOPAY 

Author of “David Kopay Story” 

on 

Thursday, July 28, 1977 

5-8 PM 

Sutter’s Mill 
(backroom) 

$5.00 donation to benefit 
Alice B. Toklas 

Memorial Democratic Club 

Box 11316, San Francisco 94101 861-4881     
  

Bob's Bazaar Section X 
® PERSONAL ADS AND MAIL ORDER PRODUCTS GALORE 

For Your Convenience Section X Is Designed To Be Easily Removed If You Wish 

SECTION X PULLOUT 
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Marcia Pistol on the P.A. system 

advising guests, that “‘while you are 

coming, your wallet may be going,” 

so watch your wallets in crowded 

bars and other palaces of delight. 
Someone ought to tell the 

Mockingbird that | don’t have the 

time to write the Lavender Connec- 

tion in Data Boy, but thanks for the 

compliment —it is well written and 

blunt, not filled with falsehoods, 

innuendos and presumption. Jerry 

DeFord, coach of the champion 

Badlands Softball team overheard: 
“Irene’s the Coach turned Peanut 
Vendor, now that MY team is 10-0 
in league play’ but That feud has 

only just begun from knowledgable 

sources. ; 
Wonder who it is that caused 

the bust of the Jaguar Book Store? 
Same person who's giving the 
Beau Geste Cinema a bad time and 
also manufactured the Robert 
Hillsborough death as not being 
anti-Gay? Tsk-tsk, how much 

MORE do we have to put up with 

this demagogue? Kimo's, the hot 

new bar on Polk & Pine, celebrating 

their grand opening on July 25 thru 

29th, with all kinds of activities 

planned, including puu-puu’s, 

whatever They are. And speaking 

of Grand Openings, Mark Cal- 
houn’s new Starlight Room on 
Market & 7th, is one of SF's most 

gorgeous entries. in the booze 

parade, a fun-filled week of activ- 

ities with all kinds of celebs in 

attendance. You Must try their 

Roller Ball game, conducted inter- 

mittently every night for fun prizes. 

Check it out, NOW! Don’t forget 

  

the Mr. FeBe's Contest is being 

staged every Thursday night be 

tween now and the 28th of July, 

with the winner being named on 

Sunday, Aug. 7. The Spoon 

Awards will be on Sunday, Novem 

ber 20th, so all you stirrers get into 

action; they will be MC'd again this 

ear by Randy Johnson and Ron 

Ross. One of the latest nominees tO 

date is Cam Solari of the CMC for    
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SEXTRAVAGANZA 

“ALL OVER TOWN” 

First Run from 

TARGET Studios 

“DUNE FOX” 

ALL those things he did on the last 
CMC run, but | dasn’t go into detail 

at this time. When Ron Ross arrived 

from Houston last Saturday night, 

he immediately made it to the New 

Bell, luggage and all, prompting 

one of the regular tipsies to croak: 

"Oh Emma, are you finally leaving 

town?’’; whereupon Mrs. La Kish 

almost dropped a whole tray of 

drinks on Noel, the artist-about- 

town! ~ 

Hope Mike Dooley and room- 

mate, Jack, are having a great 
vacation in Honolulu ...did the 

Care package come in handy 

Michael? 

For public record— The Lips is 
on the wagon and has been since 
Monday the 11th, and it sure does 

feel good . . . 
So far FIVE Candidates filed 

for Emperor: Bob Ross, Jim 

Ostlund, J.C. Cunningham, Gary 

McDonald, and Peter Decker. It 

remains to be.seen who will pass 

the Review Board. ..since they 

have to pass a credit check and 

have no outstanding bad checks. 
Good Luck to all that are accepted 
to run. Sorry, but the Great Pussy 

Paulson decided not to run . . . but 

| love you even more for it Pussy. 

Pussy can be seen at Bella's World 

on Castro on Saturday afternoons 
looking and finding. Welcome 
Home Bella from your vacation and 

for your new enterprise on Castro 
. itis going to be called Welcome 

Home, isn't it? 

Don't forget to get your tickets 
from Larry Casas, for Mr. Circus- 

Circus for one dollar for a trip for 

two, hotel and plane in Hawaii . . . 

you can get them at the Kokpit, 

* P.S. and other places . . . you do 

not have to be present to win, BUT, 

you should not miss Circus-Circus 

on Sunday, July 31 at California 

Hall — it is a ball and proceeds go to 

Operation Concern 

The Outer Limits Horoscope 

parties once a month are a blast 

Mel and Floyd certainly have got 

their shit together and have turned 

Outer Limits into a great people's 

bar. Thanks fellows 

Strange How 

ACHINE 
JULY 28 - AUG. 3 
PHILLIP AND MICHAEL in 

FALCONS “BOYHOOD 
DREAMS” 

BRENTWOOD Co-Feature 

Mike Savage in “MIKE 

SAVAGE AND THE WOODS- 

MAN" 

ow 

Don't forget, Circus-Circus is 
Sunday, July 31 at California Hall; 
support the candidates for Mr/Ms 
Circus-Circus, and have a good 

time. Have you bought your ticket 

for the 75¢c T-Shirt Raffle? Only a 
dollar. Have a good time, support 

all community-oriented benefits, 

and remember, Anita Bryant re- 

cently stated to an audience in 

West Virginia: ‘I will pay ANY price 

in my fight against homosexuality.” 

You should all be willing to pay 

ANY price to fight bigots, dema- 
gogues, and ALL those who would 
seek our demise. Have a good time, 
love one another and remember, 
it's Nice to be important, but it's 

more important to be Nice. 

Love you all, 

Mister Marcus 

Madame 
    

    

   

  

Super Turn On'by a Cover Boy 

MICHAEL DELFINO as 

“SUPER JOCK” 
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BOB'S BAZAAR JULY 21, 

NEW POLICY NOW IN EFFECT. Open Noon until Midnight; 
Live Shows Nightly at 9 Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday. 

Registration fee $3 at all times except 6-10 p.m. on Wed., 

Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sunday, when it is $5; passes are honored 
only when the $3 admission applies. All programs are 3 hours. 
New show each Thursday. NEW IN SAN FRANCISCO for 
Seven Committee members: Fifteen models on call, check it 

out, Call 474-6995. Enter thru Adonis Bookstore. Members 
only — but you may join. 

NOW OPEN AND RUNNING WILD: Cinemattachine in San 
Diego at the 4441 Club, 4441 University Ave. Same schedule 
as San Francisco, Seven Committee cards honored—with even 
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Leslie's column in Data Boy 

predicted that one of the suspects 

in the Southern California murders 
would be released as he was a 
friend of hers and she believed in 
his innocence. And sure enough, 
the next morning's paper said that 

Hill was released. Are you a prophet 

Madame Leslie? Hi Greg. 
August 13—Queen Mother of’ 

ALL California, Greta Grass has 
her Investiture in the California 
Room of the Sir Francis Drake 
Hotel . . .Tickets available at the 

Red Lantern Saloon for $5.00. Hope 

you had a nice time in Long Beach 

last weekend, Queen Mother. 
Hope you are mending and feeling 

better "‘Gene’’ of Dahl and Penne, 
after your unfortunate accident. Hi 

Vanessa. 

Thank you Wayne Friday of 

the ‘N Touch for a pleasant after- 
noon . ..we really know what is 

happening, don’t we . . . Hi Mavis. 

Can't wait to see Lucious Lorelei’'s 
NEW and FANTASTIC light show. 

Kimo's Grand Opening is for 
FIVE days: the 25th thru 29th, and 

promises to be utter madness . .. 

things happening all 17 hours each 

day . .. guess that Polk Street will 

be insane for that five day 

celebration 

Mark Calhoun's Starlight 
Room had a bevy of beautiful 

people during their week-long 

grand opening. A lot of fun was had 

by all that went to wish Bob Shore 

and Marc Calhoun ‘Good Luck’ 

Hi Sugar 
Saturday, July 23 at the 

Galleria, the Game Cock Court is 

presenting a Galleria Disco tick 

ets are only $3.00 and all funds go 
towards Save Our Human Rights 
So let's all get out for the event 

For plants and gifts, stop by at 

Shirley's on the street level of the 

Andromeda lots of interesting 

gifts and novelty items, but not 

those kind, right Shirley? 

My favorite Emporor, Bob 

Cramer, has returned from a 
    

   

   

  

BAnxAMERICARD    

Please rush me bottle(s)   

1Btl $500 = 2Btls $8.60 

Extra Super Strength: 
1 Btl $10 00 2 Btls. $15 00 

| am enclosing $ 

Name 

“COME ON, TRY MINE!” 
...IT'LL BE THE BEST WORKOUT 

sojourn in Fire Island and looks 
marvelous. Sorry you couldn’t go 
this year Pussy. 

Johnny Wise is back from 

vacation and holding forth at the 

Gangway again and his customers 

are sure happy, right Suzie? Hi Gary 

Abbot. 
Our favorite Mame of Portland 

is on the ‘Wagon’ but only due to 

the fact that she is recovering from 

hepatitis, contacted in California 
during the last hanging. Walter and 
Rex, don’t forget where you were 

Friday evening last... hope that 
you had a good, good time. 

Understand that the Valli Haus 
in the Valley in L.A. is going to 
reopen shortly with John Watlers 

back running it. How is that Reva, 
for info? 

Remember to VOTE... every 
VOTE counts, and we do need 
them. 

Love to all 

Sweetlips 

Confused? 
New ‘Rights’ 

Groups 
Explained 

Several new San Fran- 
cisco groups are using the 
"Human ights" label. 
The media have confused 
the groups - as have many 
Gay people. This explana- 
tion may help: 

COALITION FOR 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

An umbrella group of 
unaffiliated activists and 
Gay organizations. Fre- 
quently meets to plan 
actions and discuss tactics 
in liberation efforts. 
Information: 863-9000. 

  

SAVE OUR 
HUMAN RIGHTS 

~ Professionals attempt- 
ing to give a literate 
response to the news 
media on Gay activism. 
Information: 621-5208. 

     
         
      

   
    

        

     

  

     

        

     

YOU'VE EVER HAD! 

AROMA OF MEN 

Super Strength: 
$5 Ea. — Two for $8 

    

Extra-Super Strength: 
$10 Ea. — Two for $15 

    

Also available at: 

Jaguar 
\ Bookstore 

4077 18th St. 
S.F., Ca. 94114 

  

     

Sold as 
1 novelty only 

  

1 would like this on my 

Master Charge 

BankAmericard 

     

        

(Calif res please add 6% sales tax.) 
Please-add $1 00 for shipping and handling 

  

Address 

ACC INO. ai. } 

&» 
EXD Dae i ——— 

  

City State 

\ of AROMA OF MEN today’ 

Super Strength: 

Mail with vour remittance ta 

Zip 

AROMA OF MEN—P.0. Box 14067 —B — San Francisco, California 94114 ‘ 
A EN i] ww aa ow so dw i 

  

  
  

LESBIAN RIGHTS 
ALLIANCE 

Attempting better com- 
munication between 
Lesbians and an outreach 
to the media and public, 
Supporsive of Gay women 
and Gay men and their 
rights. Information: 
Celeste Newbrough, 285- 
9564. 

CALIFORNIA HUMAN 
RIGHTS ADVOCATES 

Northern and Southern 
branches. Purpose is to 
5 wages and expenses of 
obbyists (Stes adeau in 
the North) in Sacramento. 
Contributions ma be 
mailed to 317 astro 
Street, San Francisco 
94114. 

- Courtesy of ALICE 

SOHR Forms 
Foundation & 
Announces 
Educational 
Programs 

by Douglas MacDonald 

In a move to strengthen 

tax-deductible status to 
follow. 

Richard Marell, SOHR 
legal counsel, stated that 
now "the primary purpose 
of SOHR Foundation ‘Inc. 
is charitable, literary, 
educational and scientific 
with regard to human 
rights, human behavior 
and inter-personal rela- 
tionships - and specific- 
ally non-political." 

. Not only will incorpora- 
tion make it possible for 
SOHR to get on with the 
business of education, but 
it will also assure the 
Piblic that SOHR is on a 
irm and legally super- 

vised financial footing. 

SOHR was formed in 
San Francisco by a group 
of concerned people the 
day after the election in 
Miami. 

The principles that have 
evolved from that meet- 
ing are: 

1. Human rights are basic 
constitutional rights that 
cannot be taken away by 
popular vote. 

2. Save Our Human 
Rights emphasizes the 
basic constitutional sepa- 
ration of Church and 
State. 

3. Save Our Human 
Rights believes President 
ICarter's stand on human £3 : 

the organizational struc- | 8 is must include al) ople, all minorities, and 
ture of SOHR, the interim | must include Gay people 
Board of Directors on July 
10 adopted and sent to 
Sacramento the articles 
of incorporation and the 
Dv laws. Under Section 
501(c)3 of the Revenue 
and Tax Code, SOHR 
thereby becomes a non- 

profit, tax-exempt foun- 
ation with the additional 

    

    

  

     

    

     
    

falso. 

The plan of action of 
SOHR is: 

1. To inform the public 
through a media campaign 
that Gay people are 
fellow human beings and 
responsible citizens. 

SUMMER Ra 

FUN FOR ALL 
ADULT FASTEN YOUR 

COLOR SEAT BELT | 
ALL MALE FIRST 2 Rows 

(PARIS & VISTA ONLY) 

JACK WRANGLER vs ROGER EQUIPPED WiTH 
REAL SEAT BELTS 

vs CHRISTY TWINS vs AL PARKER aor VS oUMBRELLAS 
A 4-THEATRE PREMIERE-4 4 vou CAN BUCKLE 
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES ND WON'T GET 

NOB HILL BEAUGESTE | PARIS | VISTA | cyvoi 
729BUSH 17 ST.at MARKET 755N.LACIENEGA BET. COR.OF HOLLYWOOD STAND im 

AT POWELL & CASTRO S.MONICA&MELROSE & SUNSET BLVD. J 

781-9468 621-9275 855-9121 666-9070 

    

2. To urge Gay people to 
come out to families, 
friends and neighbors, 
telling them that Gay 
people need their support. 

3. To encourage all inter- 
‘ested people to write and 
call their local, state and 
national representatives 
and especially President 
Carter. 

Ook oR 

Save Our Human Rights 
consists of three main 
committees - Media/Edu- 
cation, Legal, an 
Finance. 

Media/Education is the 
largest and its function is 
to inform and educate the 
public via a multi-media 
campaign and the devel- 
opment of literature, 
workshops and a speakers 
bureau. 

The Finance Committee 
has been assigned three 
tasks: 

1. To receive, secure, 
disburse Kesh prope: 
inancial records of, and 

publish regular reports of 
all SOHR monies. 

2. To encourage and 
facilitate fundraising for 
SOHR by already existin 
roups, individuals an 
usinesses. 

3. To organize fund- 
raising activities of its 
own. 

Sub-committees have 
been set up to handle 
major gifts benefits. 

The Benefits Sub-Com- 
|mittee is responsible for 
2Ppring coordinatin 
and the financial contro 
of all SOHR benefits and 
co-benefits. Also, its 
responsibility is to 
'develop benefit programs 

d "Galleria Disco," a c¢ 
benefit with the Northern Ball 1977 tickets will take 

‘Foundation 

ET INIT WTrITmoTos EPR, | 

4 

both by SOHR itself and = All persons interested 
with other organizations in the literary, education- 
and businesses. a scientific and chari- 

ta The Finance Committee e_jctivities of Save 
also handles street collec or Human Rights may 
tions, merchandising (T- phone 621-5208. 
shirts, banners, jewelry, 

5fth Annual 
Closet Ball At 

buttons) and solicitations 
at street and craft fairs. 

As of July 15, SOHR 
has collected over $15,000 

Saar fe soci Japan Cenler 
at The City. Theater 

The next SOHR event iS es———————————————— 
o- Advance sale of Closet 

California Human Rights place July 30 from Noon 
Advocates (Sacramento to 6:00pm at the Golden 
lobbyist) on July 23. Gate Theater Box Office 

The Legal Committee and July 31 from Noon to 

has had the responsibility | Si Californie Hell The 
of drawing up the by-laws| ice” of the ticket is 
and handling the incorpor- §¢ (0. The Ball is Satur- 
ation process. It will re- day, August 27, at the 

ov the SOHR legal Japan Center Theater. 
advisory arm. The net proceeds will be 

® ok % donated to Operation 
Concern. 

Save Our Human Rights Ses 
Contestant applications Foundation Inc. will not S 0 

engage in or affiliate with are available from Dick 
any political entity or Bumpus at the Record 
cause, as it is mandatory House, Larry Casas and 
by law that the activities Dixon at the *P.S., and at 
0 any jax=deduciible Castro Station. 
corporation be confined to 
activities of a non-politi- ciohe TT OSes ov 
cal nature. the community with a 

Those interested in night of fun and camp by 
working in the political rovidin a truly unique 
area are urged to join the orm oO entertainment. 
Media/Education Commit- Ihe contestants may not 
tee, for political -and have J peared in "high 
statistical research is the drag" before, and appear 
only legal activity SOHR on stage for the first time 

Inc. is_pres- in masculine attire. They 
ently permitted. This is then have one hour to 
until the second corporate create the illusion of 
arm is created which will femininity.  Determina- 
include political activity tion of the winner is %Y 3 

e such as lobbying and legis- panel of judges selec 
lative action. rom a cross-section of 

the community. 

wWHATY"° MORE COULD YOUASKFOR! 
THE WORLD'S GAY FEATURE MOTION PICTURE IN INCREDIBLE, AWESOME 

WITH Xx 
SPECIAL GLASSES 
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Yes, there is a plot, A young 

man works in a book store for a 

bitchy, older queen. Said queen is Porn Corner queen, Sai queen 
meantoas range 0 man who IS 

SEE ented kindly by young man. For 
. his kindness, he is rewarded by a Heavy Equipment book of magic, and lo, this magic 

turns the young feller into any 

fantasy he wants. You guessed it, 
by George Robert from Walter Mity into Jack 

Wrangler, and he gets what he 
PORNO IN 3-D others . . . didn’t catch their names. wants, etc. 

  

You all must know of the “J. So, we have 4 fantasy sets: 1. | 
Well, back we went to the Nob Wrangler School of Grimace and Wrangler tearing and masturbating; 

Hill Theater to see a 3-D zinger Ripped Shirts.” Was that TV 2. Wrangler having a beach-toilet 
called "Heavy Equipment”, starring commercial inspired by him or the scene with 2 surfer twins (who 
mostly Jack Wrangler, with a good other way around? And | thought can’t swallow much . . .: 3. Wrang- 
segment of Roger, and a few orgasms were supposed to fun, oh ler & Roger in gym doing this and 

REET, 
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT 

NOWPLAYING! 

LIVE! 
~ IN 

- PERSON 
MULTI- MEDIA 

PRESENTATION 

BLUEBOY MAGAZINE'S 

ROGER 
ON STAGE 

      

  
   

ABSOLUTELY 
MUST END JULY 26TH 

MATINEE & EVENING SHOWS DAILY 

CALL BOX OFFICE FOR TIMES 
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Jack Wrangler, meditating, and Roger in a new Zen position, from the 

  

    

3-D flick “Heavy Equipment’ —now playing at the Nob Hill. 

that—your basic sex scenes; 4. 

Wrangler in a three-way with 

‘construction’ workers. In that 

scene, they don’t get rug or beard 

burn, but Caterpillar burn, a new 

twist! Oh well, a pay check’s a pay 

check. 

The 3-D effect left me feeling 

like | had spent the afternoon at the 

eye doctor. It was strange seeing 

various dongs looming out at you, 
although the cum shots didn't 
make me duck. It's an interesting 
technique, and there are funny 

scenes, but one does get a bit tired 
of Wrangler doing the same things 
he does in every other flick. Aren't 

there any new faces around? 

Wakefield Poole is still the only 
one who does put out good quality 

sound. ‘Nuf said. 

If you want it, go see ‘Heavy 

Equipment” at the Nob Hill, and, 

don't forget your card. 

Wrangler in 3-D 
. Gay adult films take a 

big step forward this week 
with the opening of the 
world's first homosexually 
oriented feature picture 
in spacescope, a three 
dimension process used 
for the production of 
"Heavy Equipment" play- 
ing in San Francisco at 
the Nob Hill Cinema and 
Beau Geste Cinema. 

Roger, the sensational 
new macho find, co-stars 
with Jack Wrangler in an 
all out but tongue-in- 
cheek fantasy of a book- 
store "Mr. Peepers" who 
wants to get it on with 
construction workers! 
Co-starring the dynamic 
Christy Twins and model 
sensation Al Parker, 
Heavy Equipment" boasts 

the biggest, cast with the 
biggest equipment ever. 

Directed by Lancer 
Brooks of "Erotikus" and 
Dust Unto Dust" fame, 

the feature offers some 
excellent outdoor shots 
complete with construc- 
tion equipment and con- 
struction workers - hard 
hats and all - plus power- 
ful studio set “motifs 
featuring all of the stars 
in various "pictures and 
poses. 
The : 3-Dimension 
rocess is used for the 
irst time in a Gay film, 

and the realism ac ieved, 
- according to preview 
reports, is nothing less 

than awesome. =~ Ten 
inches looks like forty 
inches when it comes 
right out at you from the 
screen. 

In Los Angeles the first 
two rows of both theaters 
are being equipped with 
seat belts so you can 
buckle in - and free um- 
brellas are being provided 
so customers don't get 
drenched! 

In San Francisco, the 
Nob Hill will continue to 
offer an on-stage appear- 
ance of Roger, twice daily 
and three times on Friday 
and Saturday. This marks 
the fifth week for Rogar 
at the Nob Hill where he 
has broken all records. 

Sharing the bill at all 
four theaters is an inter- 
esting 30-minute featur- 
ette entitled "Narcissus," 
compiled by Hand in 
Hand's filmmaker Jack 
Deveau and starring mam- 
moth Bill Eld, Myles 
Longue (star of the recent 

"Rough Trades") and a 
final ten-minute orgy with 
eight Black studs. 

$1.00 memberships, 
available at the box of- 
fice, are required at all 
theaters. 

~ GayReds 
Forum 

The Spartacist League 
and the Red Flag Union 
(Bolshevik Tendency) will 
present a forum on Gay 
oppression and the current 
mobilization against 
democratic _ rights on 
Saturday, July 30, at 
7:30 PM at the Buchanan 
YMC 

  

Featured speakers will 
be Michael Weinstein, 
leader of the RFU (form- 
erly the Lavender and Red 
Union) and editor of "Red 
Flag" (formerly "Come 
Out Fighting"), "and Judy 
Morris, Central Commit- 
tee member of the 
Spartacist League. 
  

Fear of rejection, 
at the root of so 
much Gay isolation 
alienates ~ us from 
each other and often 
makes us mean. 

- John Rechy         

    

    

THE WORD "GAY" - WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 

Self-Interviews - 5 

by Jack Warner 

Q. Let's go back to something you said in our 
last interview. You said, "Why i Jy some kind 
of elitism? It is self-defeating.” 

A. Just before that, I said, "I can't feel that 
any one group of gay people is any more gay than 
any other group. ."Elitism," according’ to my 
dictionary, is leadership or rule by an elite. An elite 
is a socially superior group or a powerhul minority 
roup. What I mean to say is that I don't think there 

is an elite among gay people, and I don't think there 
ought to be. What gives any one group of gay people 
the right to speak for all gay people? What gives 
any one group the night to set standards and make 
rules? As I am fond of saying, there are as many 
kinds of gay People as there are kinds of people in 
our society. Let us be tolerant of each other the 
way we want straight society to be tolerant of us. 

Q. But what do you mean by "self-defeating"? 
A. When the members of any one gay group set 

themselves up as superior to the members of any 
other gay group, they are necessarily putting them- 
selves in opposition to other gay people. If gay 
people oppose each other, they lose sight of the true 
enemy. Straight society has been dividing and 
conquering us for centuries. If we disagree among 
ourselves, only our straight enemies will profit. 
Haven't you noticed what a great service Anita 
Bryant has done for us? She has united us. She has 
reminded us, very forcefully, that the enemy is 
people like her. She doesn't say that she is 
condemning only an elite or only some special 
segment of the gay Population that a self-appointed 
elite would like to feel superior to. She is attackin 
all gay people. Any gay group that considers itsel 
superior to any other gay group is creating a phony 
issue. =~ And while that phony issue takes up our 
attention and our energies, the real issues are 
neglected. That is what I mean by self-defeating. 

Q. Gay people are united against Anita Bryant, 
but do you really think that gay people are united in 
other wags? 

A. TI would like to see gay people united, insofar 
as possible, against those who would do us all in. I 
think we are more united than we used to be. That 
is what the gay liberation movement is. We have 
become conscious of being gay. Better still, we 
have discovered that there are other Pegnle out 
there like us. How many? Thousands? illions? 
Personally, I now have the feeling that I belong to an 
enormous group of people who have a similar 
purpose. I now feel that I am no longer helpless and 
vulnerable. I didn't feel this way even as recently as 
ten years ago. Yes, I think we are united. We ‘are 
more united than we have ever been before in 
history. Something is being done, and we are all 
doing it together. 

hi That, of course, means political power and 
social acceptance. 

. Indeed, it does. But it also means a lot of 
things personally to every gay person. It means a 
sense of identification. It means belonging. There 
is something that gay people used to talk about, and 
it may well be universal. Let me speak from my 
own experience. When I was a child, I believed that 
there weren't any other people in the world like me. 
I thought I was the onl oy in the world who looked 
at pictures of men in LIFE magazine and the Sears 
Roebuck catalogue. And when I was older, in high 
school, I was an outsider when other kids made dates 
for the Saturday night dance. My peculiarity was 
even talked about in the family, and perhaps in the 
neighborhood. I recall hearing my aunt tell my 
mother, "There's popsthing wrong with him. He 
doesn't like girls." I was 18 years old and in the 
Army before I realized that I wasn't alone. : 

Q. Finding other gay people was a revelation? 
. A. It was more than that. It was finding an 
Meade I became a whole person for the first time 
in my life. I had self-respect. I had a purpose. I 
stopped worrying about being different, and I could 
get on with the business of living. 
i Q. And you were free to assert yourself sexu- 

ally. 
y A. Definitely. But what I am saying here is 

that it is not entirely a question of sexual activity. 
It is a question of being somebody, of Deine worthy 
to live in the same world with those straight people 
who had assumed that they were right and I was 
wrongs What I found was acceptance - exactly the 
way I was. Among gay people I was accepted as a 
human being, and egan to believe in myself as a 
human being. There has been, through the years, a 
Feat migration of gay people from the farms and 

e small towns and even from sizable cities in 
certain areas. These gay people go to cities like 
New York and San Francisco, where the gay life is 
more open. Is it because of more sexual opportuni- 
ties? at is only part of the reason. Some gay 
people bring their lovers with them. It is a matter 
of finding one's own kind. It is a matter of 
identifying and belonging. Today in San Francisco, 
if I want simply to go out for a drink and there is not 
a question of sex, I will still go toa gay bar, because 
that is where I feel comfortable. at is where I 
belong. I identify with other gay people. This 
identification is important, 

Saga of Little Ruby 

Hermaphrodite Turtles? 

    

  

were creating a drain, and a stop 

Iwas finally put to the business. | 

mean they barely had enough left 

for future foundations, and Franco 

has Holy Mother Teresa's arm and 

won't give it back. It seems he used 
it as a battle standard during the 
Civil War, shocking many non- 
Spaniards. My Carmelite friend 

§ went on to tell me about an inter- 

national crisis caused by an Italian 

| was supposed to go to the Far 

East, however | had to return to the 

UK for some last minute business 

regarding relics. It seems some of 

the younger nuns in an obscure 

convent in western Scotland have 

gotten the ‘relic bug.” 
written to Rome for all sorts of first 

class relics of the various saints o 

our order, unfortunately we are b f th d fone oA 

running low. I'm supposed to find member of the order. stationed 0 
Mt. Carmel in Israel. He was raising 
an enormous herd of pigs, about 

700 of them. There was nothing 

out what doing with them. 

remember talking with a 
Discalced Carmelite once, and they 

had the same problem . . . so man . : 
requests for 2 two holy ay a student in Rome. (From the private collection of Sr. Ruby). 

All Color ha 

All Male 

You Ask For! THE WORLD'S 

FIRST CAY FEATURE MOTION 

PICTURE IN INCREDIBLE, AWESOME HEAVY XN | 

EQUIPME 5 
PREMIERE WEDNESDAY, JULY 13th 

JACK WRANGLER vs ROGER vs 

CHRISTY TWINS vs AL PARKER 

nob hill 
729 Bush Street, San Francisco 781-9468 

by George 

   
       

(The former) Sr. Odilette, looking grim while setting type when she was 

FirsT Two Rows 
Eovipped Wirh 
Sear Belrs So 
You Can Buckle 
iN, Plus Free 
Umbrellas So 
You Don’y Cer 
Drenched! 
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wrong with that, except Carmelites rather shocked at all the ‘“Romish”’ JOBS 
don't eat meat at all, Jews & trappings, and when the bishop 

Muslems don’t eat pork, and the arrived in full regalia | saw some of TRAVEL AGENTS 
friars didn’t have that much gar- them blanche visibly. | too received Looking for a new Gay Hollywood 
bage. Unfortunately the Italian rather strange glances. Our habit is connection. COMMISSIONS extend- 
brother wouldn't get rid of them. not drastically revised, and | refuse od special rates, package plans 
Rome was finally called in as both to compromise, unlike some of our Contact sales oifice: Corel Sande 

the Jews and Arabs were almost kind in California. Motel 1730 N Western Ave 
rioting. Said brother was trans- The Rt. Rev. D.E.D.E. Ainsisoitil- Holl ood 90027 (213) 467-5141 
ferred to a small priory in Sicily Smythe (Norman influence for y E15 
where it was felt he would be more sure), LLB, DD, OBE performed. | cee - - 

content and among his own kind. didn’t notice the Holy Spirit as- Masseur-live in. Will train. Under 
Peace has now returned to that cending or descending, just a lot of 25. clean cut. 365-9303 or 494-2159 
sacred mountain where the holy people hovering about each can- B15 
prophet Elias flashed off to the un- didate, touching him/her. Is this 
known in a fiery chariot. some sort of vicarious transferal of FOR SALE 

  

love boat 1 

coits of 
san francisco 

   

    

  

    
  

  
bay cruise 

       

   

  

the “spirit?” re 
- : London | had a good talk with our former Land for sale in Bienes, 3 sto 2 

ier 43 Ey ; 8-22-88 5; Qdilette about all this transfer of Meadows, trees, all usable. 
2 Dear Diary, : acres, lake spgs $36,000. Info & 

; allegiance. | asked why bother, 
Here | am back in London. The : : map: Steve G., Box 109, Mt. 

especially in these days who really c CA 95656 E16 
problem was solved up north. It pays attention, except the Irish and Aukum, 9 

seems they didn't fully realize that io |1alians? Well, she went on For Sale: Cocktail Lounge. Super 
relics are holy objects (sigh, these about being a stickler for rules. She So. Bay locale, great potential — 
moderns)to be venerated and not wishes to join a certain group of Gay bar. $85,000, Stivers Real 

sunday    
  

14th ted in making “rather quaint Anglican nuns who delve in ab- Estate, 378-5544 E16 
augus ighland weavings to be sold to stract philosophies and other fringe ENEMA PHOTO SETS! 

tourists” —for a rather spectacular | cica| dallyings, and in order to Unusual equipment (8 types) and 
price. | informed them that they jin one has to be a fully confirmed bondage enema scenes profession- 
could weave to their hearts’ a.qican | then informed her she ally photographed! Great camera 
content, but Rome took more than ce aint, didn't have to apostacize work. Choice lighting, hand printed. 
a dim view of using relics that way, , gq, that; there were enough For free brochure, send SASE to 
In fact they have had a book of fringe convents in our holy faith, CHRIS, 681 Ellis St, Suite 889, San 
threats since the 11th century, deal- fom upper California to far Hong Francisco, CA 94109. Age (over 21) 
ing with misuse of holy relics. | Kong, where she could virtually do and signature required. E15 
guess at the next General Chapter anything she wanted. It was then DODGE 440 ENGINE 
we're going to have to push for ghe aqmitted her little secret: she rebuilt in Jan 77, trans rebuilt Sep 
more reading of Canon Law and aq 4 ferish involving hermaphro- 76 Make offer. 621-4659 or 
related items. dite turtles. | stopped her right there 467-1702 : E15 
While in Scotland, | met an old 5ng said God would understand, 

friend who was a student in Rome 8:9 and it would be better if she stayed 
with me. She invited me to her \ i or separated brethren. We MODELS & formal aspostasy ceremony at Ely, : really didn’t need anything like that near Cambridge (England). She going on. I've encountered dogs, ESCORTS 

was going to become an Anglican. | oto monkeys and ocelots in the 

8pm to midnite 

live disco dancing 
»elyse & company 

buffet 

boarding 7pm 

    

  

  

     
  

  

       fogly duis AoW ihe! ig various convents I've visited thru- BY PUBLIC DEMAND! Shp es Ss li Hin] | out the world, and I've heard about Here are the 8-types of sensuous ne is bl Lordion it's strange pets in Indonesia and part equipment | offer for your erotic Gh Shor i Ine ie county is of Africa. | didn’t need any more. pleasure: 32" Colon tube for that AG interesting Ev 16 5 We then said a little prayer together "HIGH" you have yet to experi- Wl os OI Ind its and promised to remember each ence, Vibrator tube, Hospital can Soy hors Thor loriors other at Christmas, and | took the with the “forever” tubing, the Twin A ne we Lady train to Cambridge and toured the disposal “quickie” douche with air Gherol fe 4 ie ors University, wondering what would pump, Barium bag and nozzle, the Fe Corto hee: a vouuliar be joes from drunken bulls to popular Bardex prostate massage Confirmation Tor af th pris, Jig "> 1 oe O Lo nat ear, he Fras tut synge 42 v8: er ug -Un Tnatsly 8 ky On the train back to London my colon tube enema given with lots of Ql ‘he panshes are not J hey looked no ,ghts were distracted by a T.L.C. Call CHRIS 626-0426 for 
young French couple in the throes details-ask about the infamous 
of passion. They were facing me, “Duo” enema trip!?! See my ad for 
somewhat, in a most intimate “Enema photo sets’ under ‘For 

sailingspm 
donation $S15.00 

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED through the following 
businesses: BAJ, CAFE BIARRITZ, CASTRO STATION 

FEBE'S, FICKLE FOX, GALLEON, HOMBRE, HOUSE OF 
HARMONY, LION, MEN'S ROOM, MINT, NEW BELL, 

RED LANTERN, STARLIGHT ROOM, SUTTER'S MILL, 
TWIN PEAKS, WOODEN HORSE 

      
    

      

          

  

must be at least 21 not responsible for articles lost or strayed 

  

   

  

VOTE TUESDAY, AUGUST 2 
  

manner. Mark Twain was right, Sale’. E15 
mankind is halfway between the 

ANTHONY angels and the French. So | quickly Italian, 27, 5'8"", slim and hung. Out 
opened my office and saw: “'Do not calls only. 431-4041 : E15 

  reprove your neighbor ...and do 
not despise him in his merry- 
making . .." (Sirach 31:31). It was 
on a book marker someone had 
given me. And | smiled. 

ORAL ARTIST 
5'7", 130, well-defined, vers. young 
male has a hot body & aims to 
please you. Oliver 931-5205 E16 

$20 - Hot muscular stud! 
Next: Hopefully the Far East Next . Massage, etc. 6'1” 

Tan; nicely hung. 

Car - Bill 441-1054 E15 

HOT 56" ITALIAN MODEL & 
ESCORT AFTER 4 PM. OUT 
CALLS ONLY 776-3897 E15 

Black and Lean 
Handsome Ex-Marine 

WANTED Muscular, smooth, well-hung 
Ron (415) 621-0448 E15 

Yng Apollo blond, well endowed 
verst. Bruce Juul 564-2171 eve- 
nings after 5 E17 

3 Sexy 56" Latino, 19 del and sponsible, intelligent, well-educa- + 7S, Mods Bn 129 revive, Veratie op Se 250. arth, vim body - unti E15 in 1 looking masculine gu hone BAR WANTED Carlos: AMR arlos: 621-4768; Will trade $125,000 equity in 22 unit rate 5% wea Ne bldg. located in hot Alamo Square ates. Call 603. or 921-0167 E18 Versatile nude masseur, delivers 
3448 exciting, complete massage any- 

time/ Dave: 26,51" ’m 160¢# , clean- cards & old postcards. Any quanti- i : ’ t, trim & hung. 824-5343. E15 ty! Ken Prag, Box 531, Burlin ame & J CA 94010 343-0242 9 E16 Very goodlooking masculine mas- F < seur for horney males. Friendly, 
ECOL: NOW — Newspapers & ready, hot, hung & well defined. 26 oken glass bottles wanted — 511". 1604 : Out Ralph Joy 468-2737 EB ’ Nick 961-1882 io 

  

A PAID POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

RICHARD of Gan francisco 
® ESCORTS 

* MALE MODELS 

* TRAVEL MATES 

* MALE COMPANIONS 

  

   

  

     

  

pms onto 

  

  

    

     

  

FOR BUSINESS FUNCTIONS OR PLEASURE 

  

   
Good-looking exciting man wants DINNER, DANCING, THEATRE COMPANIONS 
permanent P/T F/T work. Very re- 

  

   
SIGHTSEEING AND SHOPPING TOURS 

EVENING VIP ESCORTS 

  

    
    

  

DAY ¢ HOUR e WEEK 

    

SAN FRANCISCO IS MORE FUN IF YOU SHARE IT 

Composites $3.00 
1552 HOWARD ST., SAN FRANCISCO 94103 

415) 863-2434 
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Old stock certificates, stereoptician 

     

  

  

      

    

    

  

  

  
  

Virile goodlking bodybuilder for Treat yourself to an hour long 

your pleasure. Ben. completely relaxing massage by an 

MASSAGE 621-7685 E16 experienced & sensitive young guy. 
Private masseur, clean-cut gdlkg., You deserve the best! Please call 

City views from Mint Hill 
UNFURNISHED 1 BEDROOMS   
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discreet, cffers complete sensual Charles (415) 776-4740 E16 1 1 
we massage. Available anytime. Call Clean cut, slender, age 43, massage $25.00 Move in Credit 

Doug-26, masculine model/profes- Dick S F. 771-6023 E16 any age. A touch of class. 431-5072 * WITH THIS AD 
sional masseur. Tan smooth musc Tota sensual massage by muscu- E18 3 : 
ular body. 59" 145 Ibs. Appoint- (5 well-built man, 2 Handsome, 731 To a ihe QC Walking distance to: Eagle Creek Saloon, Church Street 
ments Anytime (415) 563-7089 E16 y4j6nted. Jack. 552.4400 E16 ery, im an guy Station, Rainbow Cattle Co., Scotty's Pub, Burton's, 

hs Sosa op 3% Cyne = Safeway, The Mint, and at least 10 car/bus lines. 
and hung. 826-1076 E15 Oo 
Versatile nude masseur, delivers $175/Month 626-0350 
exciting, complete massage any- 

time! Dave: 26, 5,11", 160=, Long-haired guys with few inhibi- $180. IBr Duboce Pk area. Gay 
clean cut, trim and Hung! 824-5343. tions in front of a camera sought by mangt. 861-1297 E15 

ETS similar dude, 28, for nude photo Lg unfurn garden studio. Stv/frg, 

WARNING! 

Florida Orange 
Black, horny, hung masseur 6' 11", studies. Non-commercial. Set of crpts/drps, nr bus/BART in secure 

165# , 10" cut, thick. Gdlkg, great pictures are yours plus? Imac. $176 util incl. 626-9765 
& Coors Beer. muscular, athletic. In/out/Travel. 474-0762 E16 E15 

Avail 24 hrs. Allen of S.F. 771-6368 Thirsty male has 6-pack for guys 

3 E17 who dig water sports. Call Tom One bedroom and studios. Large 
ew rin a £2 IT'S HERE 922-2708 E16 walkin closets, back yard. $150 to 

; The massage academy is for all CLUB 7-11 $235. Gay management. Call 

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

people who want to experience a For guys with 7" or more to meet 929-7243 E15 
professional nurturing, full body other guys with 7" or more, get Spectacular view, choice area, pvt 

massage. For your appointment together privately and do their gniry, fireplace. 5 rm, 2 bdrm $395. 

  

  

  
  

   

621-0969 E15 thing. We mail detailed Roster to all 556.4413 E15 
” ie W Tr members. For more info pls write 

»: 76 <X ds PEOPLE Club 7-11, PO Box 7305, Long 2 and 3 room apts. Newly deco- 
x Beach, CA 90807 E15 rated. Secure building. Hardwood 

      

    

  

floors. Call Tom at 929-7243 EY] 
EMAND 3 

WER Two bedroom, UC Med Center 

Seemyadunier iMag” Chile ROOMMATES area: new building, fireplace, deck, 
private garage, AEK, dishwasher, 

Hung B/M, E. Bay, digs masc. men, 2 classical musicians seek resp, W/W shag, washer & dryer, Jaany 
35 + I'm grk active 681 Ellis St. non-smoking musician to share extras. $450/mo. Call 731-7632 E 

#:32.SF E15 large, 3 bdrm Victorian flat. $125. Upr Market near Castro. Gar 3 BR, 

Under 30? Good build? 10" in ex- Call Doug before 10 AM. 567-3861 6 rms, AEK, frplc, sunny view, 

  

   
    

Button, button, 
Who makes the buttons? 

Lou Greene 
And his button machine. 

  

  

      
  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

ft ) 1 coe 3 change for modeling. Call 365-4304 Avail mid-August E15 laundry, no pets. $450 ca 
or A» oy aA Re : © ~ for details or send photo to A., 150 Wanted Responsible person to 285-2167. Avail July a. 

Redwood Ave. # 8, R.C. 94062 E19 gnhare 3 bdr. 3 bath Mtn View home ROOM + KITCHEN PRI 

419 SouthVan Ness . 626-8484 Masc W/M, early 30's, tall, muscu- with 2 peninsula men. $150. (415) in lovely home with Garden in 
ay lar, hairy body, wants to meet 964-9353 eve E15 Hayward for Student 390 mon 

slender Oriental & Chicano type for \Wanted young employed Gay male plain ie OX 2 

: ials friends & fun. Don 673-4371. to share beautiful apt. in SF with Castro Valley, phe 2 

For the biggest selection of drinking glasses Anytime E15 same. Fantastic view of downtown, Luxury 2 bedrm apt. View, fire 
and the best prices in town, check out Aunt was an opium addict! Chuck, bay, E. Bay & bridge. 16x10 ft ik 5 20 on an Wh 2 doth 

t : We deliver ° 647-5705. Dopers, winos, beer deck, own bedroom, good trans Dr PL; Alain Sa. $375 
our expert service. : nk Oper 0) aa) washe or nr. 0 Sa. 

hounds: yantsst,, SCHON Hig 205-6412 861-1755 861-2037 or 863.6176 E15 
welcome Elif wytime. Keep trying E - 

( N & FUN Xe share 2bdr 2ba apt. Nc Rooms where you can live comfor 
Get your SUN & rUN at the Man to share Zbdr )a ap PT tx 

FLOR QUARTERS (BQ) 2544 druas. Res $145 % util 679.9497 table no matter what your mooc 
ELO QUAR RS oy + d ugs. Resp. $145, %, util 629 pe From $22 50 wkly or $85.00 month 

0: AYO. 1BCI088 ION) DASIMON imi tigi rac Sa I Te ENDS, fferson Hotel 440 Eddy St. 24 
Bob Ross Mall), Oakland. 70" outdeor pool, Roommate: male or female to share Ve hilo Call Bill or John jo 

1550 Howard Street sauna, private rooms, movies, TV house Potrero Hill. $150/mo + util 776 5948 E16 ; lounge. 10:00 AM to 2:00 AM daily. |; 282-4080 E15 roe : 

San Francisco, Ca. 94103 Me over 18 onl 568-7575 = -————— $325. Unique 5 rm 1% ba two-story 

leph (415) 861-7230 os or Fo G . ) Special-roll Share large Oakland brown shingle |. house Compound of restored 2 Vionday Nite Gamblers Special- aL ie wr : 3 
Telephone onday a P w/2 Gay men. Nice neighborhood bldgs. High ceilings, oak firs, sun 

of dice determines admission price- tai . 
if ie pha a to lose. Wednesdays close 1 SF, BART, Lake Temgscal, deck overlooks park. $200. 1bdr 

. ic 3  g Berkley wiview, fire, beamed cell., ,.) game bldg, near Civic Ctr, 446 are Companion Nite. $5.00 gets a, «133 +839.1279 E16 Te hs Smt 

2 room & locker. Stags get 50% off - Fell, 8 pen July 

LEATHER on next visit. Early bird special ®190 Shr Ige 2-bdrm flat. View, own Noon to 6 E15 
every weekday. First customer rm, fireplace, lot of light, plants, $385. Beautifully sunny remod. Vic 

admitted free p quiet atmosphere Near 25th & 6 rm flat. Cent heat. 24th & Folsom 
- Guerrero Sts. Emp., mature male to 424 4106 £15 

Peppermint Parsley Farm: Nudeage 35. Refs required. 647-4213 SANT 
swimming, sunning, hiking. $10/7.gpm E15 3% Sus bie Sides nr a 

16th Mission “ § day or work. B.Y.O. Food. 3 hrs NE - Tov 
Feathe ed of SF in mtns. Jim Clark, Star 2120 + % utilities. Spacious fully $185-$300. Delux Oakland apts. nr 

furnished Millbrae home to share. 
Route, Somerset, CA 95684 E1615 min fm SF. Sincere only. Call Lake Merritt/dwntn, all conven 

J os 

Fi icn [mm Santa Cruz—Now forming. sun or evenings. (415) 692-2226 E15 'ences: pool, pking. security. 
a MENDOSON —a membership club. 836-0718 431-0106 E15 

7 Wanted: employed, responsible 
Solid pewter eagle belt buckle. $14.95 Sun, fun and interpersonal rela-\y Mm. Gay, 35-45, to share Victor Lg studio & 1 bdrm apts in comp 

tionships. Clubhouse, free beaches. renov bldg. Intercom, wshr/dryer in 
Send $2.00 for brochure. PO Bowen J OW Re bldg. Studios $150-$160; 1 bdrm 
1671, Santa Cruz, CA 95060. Act n : $225. Refs. See Mgr 1470 Fulton or 

Photo? 16 refer day worker. $160 incl util || 563-2229 E16 

Dow yhoo! ities. Call 563-3957 (5to 8 PM) E15 Call 90% 
Tall, slim, gdlkg W/M, 29, seeks , 

$350 Haight-Ash Ige 2 br big slim Asians under 30 for good 
times. Mark 673-2280 eves & w/e FOR RENT kitchen open on all sides to Buena 

E16 Vista Park. Vict. remod, sanded 

Want to Get It On? Victorian flats. Fully carpeted. wood floors. Refr 752-9324 El 
6’, 165¢# , fire sign, blue eyes, 32 Security. Good neighbors. 90% Large 4 room one block from Lion. 
yrs, want hot guys 21-35, likes top Gay. $350. 626-0350,431-1489 E15 New pt, carpets, drapes. $325. 
& bottom, toys, FF, some leather. Need apt mgr, will adjust rent. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   

    

Reply w/pic. Mark, 681 Ellis # 1021, Commercial rentals for Furniture 931-9045 E15 

SF 94109. Afternoons E15 Store, Gay Bar, Barber Shop, Rug Studio-one bedroom-furn near 

i ilipi 7e7 . From $100. o House-quiet-secure. Garage Goodlooking Filipino guy, 5'5'*, Outlet, or whatever pera q 
1214, hy for men over 30 for 567-2265, 626-0350, 431-1489 E15 avail. $166. 621-0853 E15 
fun and games. | have a PhD in’ Studios from .. Hn ..$140 
taking it in the rear. Definitely a 1 Bdrm from .$175 Furn or unfurn house. Fireplace,     

.$275 view. Bernal Heights $250. Call 

  

lover. Call Mike 673-6925 E15 2 Bdrm from 
Flats from : ..$350 826-1291/282-6277 E15 

Include 10% postage & handling. California residents add local sales tax. 
  

    

  

     

  

All major credit cards accepted. Include account number & expiration date. DISCOUNT 

Leather Forever, 1738 Polk Street, San Francisco 94109 Students and under 25 only $3.00 Share rentals from $100 $125. Vict flat to share. Much light, 
{215) 536.6773 anytime at Fred's Health Club, 1718 Privately owned No Fee E15 fireplace, own rm., carpet. 626-0350 

Broadway, Redwood City. EB phone 626-0350, 552-2877 E15 431-1489, 552-2877 E15 
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DECORATING 

861-1297 
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BEYOND RECOGNITION 

PAINTING AND 
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Wallpaper 
Hardwood Floors 

Inside Painting 
Outside Painting P
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Wildest in the West. % block to 

BART - Greyhound - Golden Gate 

Transit & Muni. Not just the center 

of the action, but where it's at. 

National Gay Hotel, 1139 Market 

St., San Francisco 94103. $6 night- 
ly, 22.50 weekly. 864-9343 E16 

COMPLETELY REMODELED 
VICTORIAN UNITS 

Very large 3 room with new carpet, 

paint, carpets, intercom, etc. Rent 

$265 per month. For further info call 

626-4420 or 863-3027 E15 

$300. 1 bdrm, sundeck, remod kit, 

bath, sweeping view. Fillmore. 
626-3671 E15 

$360. Lg. secure 2 bdrm, w/w crpt, 

gar, 15, wash/dryer avail. Fillmore 
626-3671 E15 

$385. Lge 5-rm flat. 2 Br. Garage, 
sunny, outer Mission, view; and 

$185 Garden studio. Util incl. 

826-4669/843-7347 E16 
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New 1BR flat. Glen Park. Cpts, 

drps, AEK, deck, yard, garage, exc 

transportation. 648-5167 eves/wk- 

ends. $240 E15 

1 bdrm apt So of Market. $185-no 

first and last. $25 cleaning dep. Cat 

OK. 861-5497 after 6:00 PM E16 

Beautifully restored flat near Du- 

boce triangle. 5 rooms with sky- 

light, back porch, oak floors, extras, 

in quiet building. Yard with trees, 

shrubs, deck. $350 per month. 

Lease. Call 626-9729 E15 

  

  

  

$195 renewed Victorian 1 bdrm, all 

elec., nr Civic Ctr. 861-3399. Crpts, 

drps, $165 deluxe studio, all elec, 

cpts, drps, nr Civic Ctr. 861-3399 

E18 
  

HAIGHT STREET 
Sunny 1 bdrm, new kitchen, w/w 

carpets. $210. 771-9861 E16 

VICTORIAN FLAT $375 
5 large rooms, 2 fireplcs, 11 ft. 
ceilings. Quiet bldg. 3 blks from 
Dolores Park. (415) 788-5881/ 
285-7750 

PACHGTS VICTORIAN 
2, two bedroom apts available 8/1. 

Formal dining rooms, 2 fireplaces, 
sunrooms, large kitchens, W/W 
shutters, stove, refrig. Luxury de- 

signed interiors. $395 per mo. 

Garage available. Call 863-9992 E16 

  

  

  

Granny’ 

Truckers 
Why are we 
the Busiest? 

Ask around! 

  

Call Bill (415) 431-4257       
  

NNN NININIININIINISSSSSSNS 
  

Small simple 2 bdrm flat on quiet 

side st. off Fillmore nr Bush. Fresh 

paint, laundry, carpet, basic appli- 

ances. $215/mo 567-2693 E15 

$175-$195. Opera House Apts. 
Remod. studios-mod kit/ba, cpt/ 
drp, exposed brick walls. Fell/Van 

Ness. Tony 621-3367. Pets OK. E19 

  

UNFURN STUD. & 1 BEDROOM 
$160 - $180 gym, whirlpool, sun- 

deck, steam room. 851 O'Farrell (no 
pets) 673-3537 or 474-0776 E17 

Men's hotel residence. Polk St. 

New decor. Furn units incl maid- 

linen-phone. Low nightly-wkly- 

monthly rates. 474-1721, 431-9190 

John. E17 

Polk-Sutter Studio furn. $100/mo. 
No pets. 474-1721 or 885-4446 E18 

Charming 1 bdrm garden apt in 
owner-occupied landmark Victor- 

ian. Sunny, quiet, secure, w/w crpt, 
dshwshr/dsp, laundry, shutters, 

blinds; near 4 Muni lines; 10 min fm 

downtown. 1735 Webster at Bush 

$325. 567-2693 E15 

WINTON HOTEL 
445 O'Farrell St., S.F. Tel 885-1988 

  

  

  

  

24 hr. service. Clean & Quiet 

Reasonable rates — % block from 

downtown airline terminal — near 

theaters, shopping district and 

nightspots. Near Bus station. E15 

  

We invite you to stay at 

THE KINNEY HOTEL 

Nice, quiet, clean rooms, from 

$18.50 on up. Stop by after 9 AM at 

410 Eddy or phone 776-0835. 
Security Guard Protected. E15 

  

BRISTOL HOTEL 
56 Mason at Eddy. Now renting at 

$25 per week. All rooms Ig, airy, 

w/pvt bath. Color TV in lobby. 24hr 

security-Gay-No pets. E15 

THE FAIRFAX HOTEL 
Under new Gay management. 420 
Eddy - 2 blocks off Polk. Weekly 

  

E15 and monthly rates. E15 
  

1 Bdrm Studio apt. Quiet st. off 
Guerrero & 22nd. Remod kit & 

  

SERVICES 

SAN FRANCISCO 
TRUCKING Moving & 
COMPANY Delivery 

Near or Far/2 Men/Large Truck 

621-6772 or 431-672 

  

    
  

Gardening done w/T.L.C. House- 
cleaning also. Saus., S.F. too. Ron 
332-2154 E15 
  

PLUMBING 
code violations, copper piping, re- 

modeling -and additions. We are 
fast, efficient, cheap, guarantee our 
work and give friendly free esti- 
mates. State Lic # 335973. Call 
Jerry or Ed at 552-2685 bef 9 or 

eves. - E18 

GEMINI 
MOVERS 

MOVING & HAULING 
Experienced, reliable, careful. Pads, 

new van. John 431-0152, Vic 

552-4425 E18 

Performance/Instruction. Classical 
organ or Flauto Docle. Roger 
Barton, student SF Conservatory of 

Music. (415) 665-8136 E16 

Your name sent to the top porno 

houses. Save time & stamps. $2. 

Smithcon, PO Box 18031, Dallas 

75218. Fast!! E15 

If you're planning to move soon 

BE CAREFUL! 
Take a little time to check out your 

mover. TOM THE MOVER gladly 

provides references. Maximum 

rate: $9.50/hour. Call 863-3157 E15 

NEW HORIZONS 
Moving, deliveries and basement 

cleaning. 7 days a week. Frank or 

Rob 387-8534 E15 

GRANDMA'S HOUSECLEANING 
Years of experience. Phone 
387-5600 E16 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Vitamins + Minerals + Herbs = 1 

formula! Service + Mark 621-6533 

MOVING 
1 Truck 2 Men 

861-2216 863-6967 E17 

Complete Haircare 
in your home 

Haircuts, permanents, tints, (head, 

face, chest, etc.) by licensed hair- 
stylist with 20 yrs experience. 

Reasonable. Call after 4 or week- 

  

    

  

i Do you need 

OLD APPLIANCES 

\. 

MOVING-HAULING-DELIVERIES 

2 men with large van 

Reasonable rates 

Jon 431-0152/552-4425 £15 

Interior painting. Older homes my 

speciality. Every room done to per- 

fection. Flat daily rate. Quality 

work. Call Jim 864-5640 E16 

WE'LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD 
MOVING & 
HAULING 
4 years experience 

Large Enclosed Van 

Every job owner supervised 

Reasonable Rates 
Extremely Careful 

Call Keith — 282-8085 E19 

BUILDING-REMODELING 
Years of experience in Bay Area 
including: remodeling, additions, 

decks, shingling, cabinets, formica, 

minor plumbing & electrical. I'm 

reasonable & dependable. TRY ME! 

JACK 839-4654 E15 

BAY AREA MOVERS 
Exp. flat rate pricing. 

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

THE JOY OF 
WE PICK UP WE TAKE RECYCLING 

REFRIGERATORS BOTTLES (Unbroken) 
STOVES (Wine, Liquor, Beer) 

WASHERS & NEWSPAPERS Serving the 

DRvens ALUMINUM CANS . ‘San Francisco 
WATER HEATERS TIN CANS 
BATH TUBS Bay Area. 

a Junkman? 

(YARDS... 

BASEMENTS. .. 

GARAGES) 

\ Ralph Joy 

468-2737   J 

(he moving men 
EXPERIENCED 

MOVERS Call 
Roy 

REASONABLE or 
RATES Dan 

      

  

The 
Moving Men 

647-1819      

  

  

Certified Public Accountant, ac- 

counting & tax, Lloyd Taylor, CPA 

788-1140 E26 

Decks & Nothing but Decks. Your 
design or mine. Many photos of 

work. Free est. Von Meyer 285-2884 
E19 

  

  

MOVING AND HAULING 
Enclosed Pick-up Truck 

Experienced Dependable 

Reasonable CALL DAVE 

931-3855 E18 
  

Lic. Professional Painter, Wall- 

  

  

bath, W/W crpt. $200. Phone ends. (415) 941-7481 E16 No hourly charge. 836-4308 E16 paper, Graphics. 525-0296/673-2214 453-7668 E17 E15 
= —-Classified Ads are Payable in Advance — No Ads Taken Over the Phone ———————————______ 

NAME PHONE 

ADDRESS 

CiTY STATE ZIP   

NO. OF ISSUES _ CLASSIFICATION: AMOUNT ENCLOSED 

  

  

Please make all checks payable to: Bay Area Reporter 
Mail to: B.A.R., 1550 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103 

  

   
BOB'S BAZAAR 

Rates 

FIRST LINE $1.00 

All Subsequent Lines 
$ 50 

ALL CAPS: Double 

price of lines for 19 

spaces. 

ALL BOLD: Double 

price of line for 16 
spaces. 

ALL DOUBLE BOLD: 

Triple price of line 

for 12 spaces. 

DISPLAY RATES 

UPON REQUEST. 
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NOW A HIT IN SAN FRANCISCO AFTER 
EIGHT RECORD-BREAKING MONTHSINL.A. 

Tues-Thurs 8:30 / Sun 3:00 & 7:30-%6, $7 Friday 8:30 / Saturday 8:00 & 10:30-%7, $8 & 

tickets to BankAmericard or Master Charge by calling box office. Tickets also available at BOX OFFICE, Gramophone Records, Macy's, ® 
i i i Box in Box Office i ’ i , Montgomery Ward, Neil Thrams in Oakland, San Jose Box Office, SantaCruz 

Porm, Capel so ASS, Vickaon, pegs Ome ROUP SALES (415) 982-4763 MAIL ORDERS FILLED. 
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Phone charge 

® 
® 

: MONTGOMERY PLAYHOUSE, 622 BROADWAY, SAN FRANCISCO « 788-8282 
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Donald McLean 
“Great,” “Wilde,” “Marvelous,’ 

' “0 19 

oze 

    

       
      SE grossed in the wit and 

  

  

    

   

  

     

      

   

    

portraying Oscar Wilde in 
a play entitled "Diversions 
& Delights, and I spent 
two acts thoroughl 

rama of the famed (in- 
deed, notorious) Irishman. 

John Gay has written a 
play - not an evening of 
recitations or recollec-   

Show Biz in Review 

  

Stage: 
Oscar Wilde— 
Diversions & 
Delights 

I approach one-man 
PILAR DU REM evenings of anything with 

    

trepidation. I find that by. 
MONDAYS the end of Act One I am 

saturated with whomever 
and wish only for a rowdy 

   

  

tions. We see Oscar Wilde 
in 1899 in a secondrate. 
Parisian lecture hall, try- 
ing, to earn money to keep 
body and soul together to 
buy him his absinthe, 
shortly after his release 
from jail and shortly be- 
fore "his death, which 
resulted from a combina- 
tion of narcotics, syphilis, 
a punctured eardrum ‘suf- 
fered in prison and never 
treated, and culminatin 
in cerebral meningitis. 
is not the toast of English 
society we see, but the 
remnants of a brilliant wit 
scarred and bitter. In the [i 
first act, Wilde poses and ji 
devastates with his views! 

  

   

  

    
   
   

    

   

    

     

      

   
   

      

9:30 and : : : on England, critics, Amer- j! : line of screaming chorines g anc, ’ ‘ 11:00 pm in Act Iwc to Break fee ican ig ad Woner : J Vincent Price offers “’Diversions & Delights’ as Oscar Wilde. 
1390 California plies SO to RD sinthe be ins to take vindictive brat who used Price, Gay and Hardy } at Hyde shows (my idea of perfect $Hect and Wilde recalls Wilde to attack his father, have given us very pos- . hell would be sitting {HS affair with his beloved and the Marquess was no sibly the definitive por- | San Francisco through continuous per- Bosie" (son of the Mar- better, a vengeful, power- trait of Oscar Wilde, who formances of "I Do, I quess of Queensbury, who ful snob. Wilde's descrip- could be accused of many \ cover $2.00 Do") called him a sodomite and tion of his two years in things but never being bad > whom he fought in the jail, his abandonment b company. I am, therefore, de- courts to no avail). The is family, friends and" lighted to report that at picture that emerges of England, and his bleak e2 2 the Marines Memorial "Bosie," Lord Alfred future makes for a multi- Stage: Theater, Vincent Price is Douglas, is a spoiled, faceted view of a man * 

&. 
NIGHTINGALE GOTH 

enerally thought only to 10. 
Ee an pL The EE ith Chantoozie 
talent. Time 

Tr Gay's pla = filled with 
its from Wilde's writings, : : 

his acid one-liners ("no- , Ihe Chi Chi Club on Hing on Seeks lee Toainsy is sow hopling 2 upon morality, which 1s toozietime," produced by oh as relevant today William Barlow, Jr. to 
with Anita Bryant as it Showcase the talents of was shocking then. Gay Singer Denise Kilbourne. 

: has created a superb por- If you think the title is trait of a self-destructive bad, “you should see the Fs genius, and Vincent Price show.” Miss Kilbourne is ¢ must surely be the ideal an affable jack-of-all- actor to create the role. trades, meaning she does AM Price gives a finely a lot of things in the etched, remarkably course of the Evening, 

y 

  

IX YR IR AL WY WED-SUN JULY 27-AUG 7 That ne af pth. un- well, She RD That zany musical-comedy threesome from New York leashed withou ever ranges and constantly BILLBOARD CALLS HER “one of the most versatile Fe 
young artists in the past several years.” From her 

| Million Seller ‘Right Back Where We Started From" “As energetic, brisk and ingratiating an hour of enter- image 
tainment as one is likely to encounter.” \ and a starring role in HAIR, Maxine has put a lot of 

| experience into her appealing show. 

That “Evolution of The Blues” Man The Grand Imposter! 
& His Family! RS oy 

h| y 

RS 
t y 

pe 
: (Ro - 

TINE HANES TTC THY TT See 

HENDRICKS & HENDRICKS J UES; SUN AUG 23-SEPT 18 
1g!) ES-SUN ile I | Hepbur, Hildegarde and all your favorites rolled into 

“Top award-winner and perennial critics’ choice, Jon ROT I LTR R TY TY Te PA RAT 
Hendricks teams up with his wife Judith, daughter 
Michelle and son Eric in a smashing new group 
the hit of the 1976 Monterey Jazz Festival. Jon's hit “A phenomenal occurence! Frank Sinatra should 

get such an audience response!” —John Wasserman show has run in San Francisco for over three years . . 
you must catch his new group, before he takes his play “Classically camp, deliriously happy and funny." to Broadway in the fall.” 

: Ws. SHOWS / DISCO / Montgomery 
wt 9& 1PM 9PM —2AM / At Broadway 

CHARGE TICKETS BY PHONE: ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS. DIA 
RTICKETS BY MA P TI y R PICK UP AT THE CITY NITE 
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Jiraying Jom the urbane keeps having to switch un- ilde clings to for smoothly fo encompass approval. It is fiercely the range of her selec- funny and dramatically tions, which are not al- moving simultaneously, ways well chosen. She is and Price is an actor who not a belter, so she opens can speak volumes by a with "Broadway Baby" mere lifting of the eye- from "Follies" and right brow or a slight curl of off the bat, she's in the lip. Jose! Hardy has trouble. She's at her directed with excellent limited best in such selec- fluidity and focus, and the tions as "La Vie en Rose," set and lighting by H. R. a couple of Jacques Brel Poindexter are {remen- numbers and one funny bit dous assets. to "The Swamps of 
ter 

: Home." Her is The combined talents of dreadful, the Ot a 

—John Wasserman, Chronicle 

      
        

   Tuesdays thru Thursdays at 8:30 Saturdays at 7:00 and 9:45 p.m. Fridays at 7:00 and 9:45 p.m. Sundays at 7:30 P.M. 
CHARGE TICKETS TOMASTERCHARGE OR BA : CALL TOLL FREE (800) 241-8444, SAY TELA CHARGEGABD: 

jules feiffers 4 

hold NE 
a 

f 533 Pacific 
A San Francisco 

398-2707 

  

            

  

   

  

    

  

—Herb Caen 

— Phil Elwood 

INFORMATION & ADVANCE TICKETS: ac pyr, 
391-7920 oial TELEX 

PACIFIC STEREO 
U-CHARGE EMPORI pills 

    

    

JACK ANDERSON AND HARRY MEHARRY 

Present 

  
CAFE SOCIETY 

REVUE 
Directed by John Land 

  

Discover for yourself a great new, comfortable and inexpensive Show Room — 

The Back Room Theatre Cabaret in Miz Brown's beautiful new restaurant at 

2565 Mission Street, San Francisco. Easy, free parking is available on 22nd 

between Capp and Bartlett. 

  

STARRING 
JOHN ROMANO DALE — The 92 - year - young, legendary showman. 

“He has more energy than ‘A CHORUS LINE’ ” - SF Examiner 

    

JESS BOLERO — His impressions of Lena, Pearl and Carol are a pure delight. 

  

SARAH BALDWIN — Find a better club singer in town, and I'll buy you a free drink. 

  

The great RICHARD DORSEY at the Hammond 

The JOHNNY LAND SINGERS AND DANCERS 

NO MINIMUM voovee $3.00 
SHOWS AT 8:30 and 10:30 PM 

THUR., FRI., and SAT. 

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 386 - 3086 
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to be laughable - one unch of 

ber, one ballad. . . 

tumes, but the lavish 
trappings onl oint u ography 
the: wostul deficiencies 15 Sylvester Stallone 
creativity. James Torgal 
has not directed; he has 
hauled out every cliche of 
staging known to an old 

needless to say, the 

   

  

JUNE 24 thru AUGUST 1 
Friday & Saturday from 9 PM 

    

Special Performances 

Mondays at 9 PM . . . 

The Music of Rogers 

and Hart and 

Cole Porter 

   
Columbia Recording Artist, 

Miss Norris has recorded: 
“Silently”, a single, plus 

““Let’s Start All Over Again” 

A hit album 

the great popular performers of the next two decades.” 

  

1e Domino 
COUNTRY CLUB 

Serving Authentic French Cuisine 
    

Telephone: 626-3095 

Dinner: 6:15—11:00 PM, Monday thru Saturday 

    

—STANLEY EICHELBAUM 
S.F. Examiner 

Featuring 

Tickets Available:   

like a butterfly in heat, so 

backup boys - Michael 
Grove (who at least shows 

vaudevillian, and there is Poteniial) Anton Mori, ‘ erry Ponciano and Dan Stage: 

Direct From New York! 

Bobbe Norris! 

  

      
      

    

   

          

“On the basis of present evidence, Miss Norris could be one of 

John S. Wilson, New York Times, June 10 

Ward, who 

about five aspirin 
sters in 1939 wor 

2742 17TH STREET (at Florida), SAN FRANCISCO 

   

funny, and the format of not rhyme or reason to Thompson - come off as the show so predictable as the progtession of songs. the epitome of the cliche 
A numbers chorus boy. 

ballad, one comedy num- thrown together; it looks 
like Barlow and Gorgal 
were hoping to create a 

Barlow has given the Mitzi Gaynor-type night- show firstrate production club act ‘and put it in a values, good sets and cos- theater instead. As a 
nightclub act, the chore- 

would make 

The duo piano chores 
are handled ably by Mark 

at ' Parr, 
though a drum would have 
been a great addition, 

Bruce and 

there are some 
jorgetialie original songs 
b arlow and the entire 
80 minutes are presented 
in one droning act - the 
smartest move the pro- 
ducer made. 

The Great 

American Back- 
stage Musical 

  

If you are one of those 
people who run to local 
art houses or stay u 
4 AM to watch a 
Grable, Alice Faye 

Ss Kay Francis 4 
when heroines nobly wait- 
ed for the leading man to 
return from the 

  

[r— 

while achieving fame and Denise Kilbourne surrounded by her boys in ‘““Chantoozietime’’ — 
stardom themselves, then 
hie thee to the Mont- 
gomery Playhouse where a 
wonderful “bit of 
entitled "The 
American 
Musical" has settled in 
ujie a while in all prob- 
ability. 

Bill Solly and Donald tain t 
ave us "Boy who loves Kelly but she rett are excellent as the Meets Boy,” have now can't see him "for dirt, brash, breezy Johnny and written a zippy pastiche reveals he is really the the torching Harry, ‘while young- ‘son of a millionaire. Do a sprite named M 

group, bu 

Backstage 

& 

¢ Johnny row?! 
is led pitrey, first by an 
aging English s 

  

“The attractive singer has a compelling voice— pure, mellifluous 
and appealing...she can be intensely moving...” 

“...a cheerful, lively revue...” 

DENISE KILBOURNE 
Directed and Designed by JAMES W. GORGAL 

THE CHI CHI THEATRE 
440 Broadway —San Francisco —392-6213 

WED., THURS. 8:30—-5$5.00 FRI., SAT. 8:30 & 10:30—$6.00 SUN. 7:30—-$5.00 

Downtown Center Ticket Office —Macy's— Emporium & Capwell's—Chi Chi Theatre 392—6213 
For All Major Credit Cards Call U-CHARGE 824-2743       
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(clockwise): Don Thompson, Michael Grove, Jerry Ponciano and Anton 
Mori. 

Constance Duquette and And then there are the then World War Il. But performers - a real find Kelly, tears in her eyes, named Gaye Kruger 
manages to achieve fame strikes responsive chords on the silver screen with- of Alice Faye with a gut him, while Johnny and beautifully modulated Bani his Siskick enter- voice and performance, 

e troops and Harry, Tim Bowman and Joe Bar— 

arsha 
in"a Kelly and Johnny find Kramer belts out a dand grin New York cabaret. each other in the end? number ooticioy "Tl Wait aly loves Johnny, leader Will the sun rise tomor- for Joe" as the saucy of the soubrette who's the hero- 

The book by Solly and ine's best friend, and Don iren named ward is the weakest link Stitt, while suffering pro- 
in an otherwise highly jection problems, is an en- 
successful chain. It is a 82g8Ing Banjo. 
flimsy framework to hang Then there is Tamara 14 songs and 6 firstrate Long as the English performances on; the actress Constance. It is songs by Solly are lyric- impossible to describe ally a delight if musically what she does, except to unmemorable, But direc- say she is so cli ped and tor Robert Talmadge has lJowkey that one fears she cleverly kept the evening might have vapors in the at a brisk pace with clean, midst of seduction, but it stylish direction that isis one of the funniest, 
always diverting and most unique performances entertaining. you're ever Becly to see. 

    

   

  

   

   

     

  

   

     
Tamara Long as Constance Duquette in Model # 704, no bones, no stay, zips up the back, very comfortable for seduction. 

She sings well, as do they 
all, but her sense of 
comedy is totally original 
and thoroughly be 
It stands apart because it 
is the only portrayal in 
the show that resists com- 
parison. 

parody; it is written with 

another time, another era. 
It is immediately familiar 
and totally 
especially with such num- 
bers as "Opening Num- 
ber," "When the Money 
Comes y 0 
You," "I Could Fall in 
Love" and a ridiculously 
stiff-upper=lip bit of non- 
sense, 

  

  

   

  

  

guiling. 

The show is not a 

reat affection recreating 

enjoyable, 

In," "News of 

heerio. 

Musical direction. by 

cept that you had a good 4} stage. 
time for "a couple of 

hours. And that's called|book ... or lack it. space. 
entertainment, folks! 

* “|collection of sta 
    

      

    

    

         
   

   

        

   

   

“women into vulgar har- 
ridans and the men into members - 

Helen man, 
well sung and Nanc 

Pre beth 

stick figures. 
Morgan 
played by Carol 

allowed her, is actually 
Texas Guinan, bellowing 

hat Morgan made 

Ginger Rogers. 

otherwise 1s a dismal 
Fred, lacking both voice 
and charm to justify the 
bulk of the material he is 
saddled with. Debra Knox 
is blonde and sings pleas- 
antly in a throaty voice 

   

         

  

Gaye Kruger & Tim Bowman sing 

“Cheerio”’ 

  

Stage: 
A Marvelous 
Party 
The back room of the 

Savoy-Tivoli has now been 
transformed into singer 
Helen Morgan's art deco 
nightclub, circa 1930, .on 
the night when Gershwin's 
"Girl ~ Crazy" _has just 
opened on Broadway. 

ith Morgan perched atop 

  

"SE's most 

unique 

multi-media’ Sights, & 
sounds 

explode 

ona 3-D 

  

   

  

    

   
    
   
    show 

       
    

     

   

  

     

her piano, the guests ar- The screen. 
rive for "a marvelous § aysremen 
arty” - Ginger Rogers, ons 
red and Adele Astaire, §1650 Market 

Fri. & Sat. 
8 & 10:00 

an Francisc 
863-7550 

Admission 

Ethel Merman and Gersh- 
win himself (George, not 
Ira). They sing the great 
Gershwin ‘standards (with 
a dollop of Porter, Kern & 
Hammerstein), trade quips 
2d dance at the drop of a 

ask. 
If this all sounds like 

the makings of a great 

  

         

  

Debra Knox as Ginger Rogers & Virgil Pearson-Smith as Fred Astaire, and dramatical 

Glen Kelly, sets by Allen present a toothy twosome in “A Marvelous Party.” 

Klein, costumes by Julie ipo marines are certainly not unlike Ginger; there : s 
Weiss, and lighting by|there, DA hs like: the comparison ends. The . 

William Strom all contrib=|, “sosfle that falls flat, spark the : Kroschel is an art deco 
i ; % spark that made stars of ute Immeasirably fo whet the concept is better than Fred and Gin Jsjight, and the lighting 

bei Eo amy Shows to the execution. Director/ jacking in 
ong tust don't Producer Barry Koron and Knox, though one sus- 

by e oT robin much came up with a simple but pects Julie Knox as Ethel 
Snes it om leaving ax. Original concept, but it Merman has 
about It upon eaviag dissipated making it to to spare if s 

thing 

is notably po "Pom Mourant is a big 
son-Smith | 5550t." There are many 

lenty of it ff 
had any- fj 

tities, ten i ! songs, well belted, and fill | First of all, there's the gS) Nong. rR tts I 

Koron and Strange de Jim as Adele's fiancee gets inf 
have written a Sophmoric a few good Bika, particu 

9 ? Il ; larl 
8 jones a dangerous song in and penis-oriented smutty Bla 

£ : this show), and there are 
ImArTEnat Wises 2 we four hard-working chorus f 

James Sode- | 

Smith and Eliza- 
arris - who lend a 

od deal of the energy to 
e proceedings. 

" If "A Marvelous Party" |i 
"Hello Suckers!" and trad- is to be remembered for 
ing raunchy quips with anything, 
Adele Astaire; none of the introduction of a talented lf 
oignant vulnerability vo 

] her Te 
trademark is obvious any- audiences. 
where in the evening. as 

The bulk of the show sing, dance and act with f 

centers on the first meet- equal charm and grace, | 
ing of Fred Astaire and she 

a within the confines EN 

it will be the 

named Michele | 
San Franciscolf 
Miss Freiberg, |i 
Astaire, can] 

ot one of fhoge i 
Virgil dynamite stage personali-| 

Pearson-Smith offers one ties that overcomes all 
excellent tap routine, but obstacles 

definite talent worth 
watching. Let no one tell 
you otherwise, it's HER 
party! 

Barry Koron, on top of 
producing, directing, writ- 
ing and creating the show 
takes on the role o 
Gershwin, mainly so that 
he can play the 11-minute 
"Rhapsody in Blue." Bear- 
ing a marked resemblance 

sloppy dresser, mention of 
it onl be made at some 
time); otherwise we 
assume no one knew how 
to let down a hem). 
Koron tackles Gershwin. 775-7574 
Gershwin loses: musically 

at Hyde 

San Francisco 
Jim Piersall has created 

some snappy dance rou- 
tines, the set by Michael 

Wallace, 

il 

I 

she's a I — - i “ a As 

1390 California 

Open 7:30 AM to 3:30 AM 

  

to Gershwin, in an ill- DEWEY BROWN 
fitting suit (if his research 
revealed George was a TUESDAYS 

9:30 and 11:00 pm 

DINNER RESERVATIONS 

   
   
   
   

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. PHONE 474-6161 

  
  

    

   

    

   J 
The musical of the decade    

  

Opens July 22 
at the Palladium Theatre, 

1031 Kearny near Broadway, San Francisco. 
Tickets available from BASS, 

Ticketron, the Palladium box office 
and major ticket outlets. 

Curtain times: 
Wed., Thurs.-8:30 p.m.; Sun. 7:30 p.m. 

Fri., Sat.-7:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m. 
Ticket prices: 

Wed., Thurs., Sun.-$7, $6; Fri., Sat.-$8, $7. 
Dining room opens at 6:00 p.m. 

Deaf Community Benefit July 24, 8:30 p.m. 

All performances will be signed 

for the Bay Area deaf community. 

For information call 391-9665 or 434-1308.         evening, you're right ... 
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BUS TOUR to the 

"2nd Annual 

  

Washoe County Fairgrounds 

Reno Nevada 

GO WITH ROYAL 
**FUN** **HAVE A BALL** 

**ALMOST SOLD OUT** CALL NOW 

**TWO BUSSES LEAVING GORDON’S 
RESTAURANT 118 JONES STREET** 

**SAN FRANCISCO** 

**FRIDAY EVENING** **7.00 P.M.** 

**AUGUST 19,1977 ** 

INCLUDED IN TOTAL PRICE** 

DONATION PER DRINK) TO PAY FOR BOOZE ** 

THE PIONEER INN (FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ** 

(OR DO YOUR OWN THING AT PAUL’S)**   
NO MATTER WHEN YOU GET 

RENO GAY RODEO 
Sat. & Sun., Aug. 20 & 21, 1977 

**(ONE BUS SOLD OUT)** **BOX DINNERS ON BOARD (BY GORDON’S) 

BAR ON BOARD BUS (25 CENTS 

BY THE SUNDOWNER HOTEL AND CASINO ON SATURDAY NIGHT 

$59.95 PER PERSON (DOUBLE OCCUPANCY) 

$85.95 PER PERSON (SINGLE OCCUPANCY) 

**BUSSES WILL LEAVE RENO AFTER THE RODEO ON SUNDAY ** 

Station House Travel, 563-1481 —_ Royal 665-8280 

    
   

    

  

ALMOST SOLD OUT 

DON’T MISS IT 

HAVE A BALL 

CALL NOW 

FUN 

TWO NIGHTS AT 

$10.00 BONUS GIVEN 

COST OF TOUR:   
THE MUNCHIES 

We Are Here To Serve You 

The 
CHURCH 
STREET 
STATION 

2100 MARKET STREET eo 861-1266 

WE ARE TRYING HARDER! 

QUALITY FOOD AT REASONABLE 

PRICES WITH EFFICIENT 

FRIENDLY SERVICE. 

FOOD TO GO. 

EVERYTHING ON OUR MENU 

AVAILABLE FOR TAKE OUT. 
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fine talents involved in "A 
Marvelous Party;" unfor- 
tunately, they're all in 
supporting roles. The idea 
was firstrate, the realiza- 
tion isn't. 

Club: 
Eartha Kitt 
She came to conquer, 

and conquer she did. 
Eartha Kitt, one of the 
handful of stars who de- 
serves the word "inimit- 
able," slunk onto the stage 
of the Mocambo in a re- 
vealing black knit gown, 
reclined in  sybaritic 
splendor on her chaise 
lounge and gave a lesson 
in total assurance to lucky 
spectators. rom her 
opening "I'm Still Here" ("I 
was a new face in '52; I'm 
much older now, but so 
are you.") to a stunning 
rendition of "Surabaya 
Johnny" (possibly the 
finest since Lenya) to Eric 
Carmen's "All By Myself" 
with dramatic recitative 
to her standard "C'est ci 
Bon," she was mesmer- 
izing, providing a lesson in 
"How to be a Good Audi- 
ence." She totally com- 
mands, she's a superlative 
entertainer, she's simply 
the inimitable Eartha. 

  

  

Stage: Sex 
Show 

At 330 Grove Street, 
the Gay Community Cen- 
ter presented for three 
weekends Daniel Curzon's 
"Sex Show." Curzon's 14 
sketches about our sexual 
mores and conditioning 

    

are often funny, always 
lirreverent and exception- 
‘ally well presented. The 
|cast of five males relate 
'the history of venereal 
disease _ accordin to 
Curzon, the trite "If I only 
had a lover; if I only was 
free" dichotomy, "Zeus 
seducing Ganymede only 
to be arrested By the 
Trojan Vice Squad for 
contributing to a minor's 
delinquency, a transvest- 
ite washed up on a de- 
serted isle with a horny 
survivor, the social taboos 
regarding when and how 
men may touch each 
other, and two dogs com- 
paring notes on their 
careers in porno films 
Jmang others. Many of 
the sketches need punch- 
ng up for blackout value 
an extensive ‘cutting 
almost consistently; 
better an hour of sharp, 
honed funny material than 
90 minutes of dissipated 
impact, but the Curzon 
direction is inventive and 
fast paced. Best of the 
sketches is "Body and 
Soul," about a man in a 
conversatiomal conflict 
with his penis, "Bobbie," 
the fight for a child be- 
tween a male chauvinist 
father and a Lesbian fem- 
inist mother, and the 
aforementioned "The 
Ways Men Shall Touch." 
"VD," "Sex Education," 
and "How Sins Affect the 
Weather" seem unneces- 
sary filler material at 
best, but Curzon's batting 
average, especially in the 
second act, is extremely 
high. 

The show resists the 
danger of slipping into the 
smutty or offensive, due 
in large measure to the 
performances of Dan 
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BATHS 

1157 Post St. SF. 771-1300 
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Turner, Jordan Leal and 
Stephan Martin, a trio of Film: Viva good comic actors who 
appreciate the value of 3 | warned. 
subtlety and controlled Knieval! 
mugging They make Donald McLean 
much of the ‘material Viva the immediate Seem Zippier ghan lt Jct EU pa of Evel 8c Societe 
a is, an ee Warneke Knieva rom movies! ‘and Carl Williams FF fe Ths self-indulgent "foster ate Society the remainder of the the 
sketches. 
ambitious show with much 

over-hyped im 

he greatest 
potential. Curzon plans of 
to Fe~onen the show in Marjoe Gortner ripped off Sept. after some re-writ- the public for Jesus and ing; next time around, Bank of America. 
don't let the title "Sex Buttons, who 

social satire wit a sharp Obnoxious 
edge. 

Actor, 

  

An uneven but Fioce of trash Dass Revue” Comes 

public cre 1] gp To The Mission 

Red to North 
" r : 1 rivals dampens the spirits of the Show" deceive you. It's Mickey Rooney for Most ep 

) is on nightclub enthusiast. For hand with Lauren Hutton the 
(what can you say about what could be more ap- an 8x10 glossy?) and Gene 
Kelly (how “the mighty 

  

      all breeds dogs & cats 

Free Photo WITH FULL GROOMING 
MON. THRU SAT. 
   

   
8-6 

  

861-3058 

  

bo 

  
  

    
   

Also available... 

YOUR PET PHOTO ON 
# PHOTO BUTTONS 
# PHOTO T-SHIRTS 

(NOMINAL FEE) 

  

    
     

  

   
           

380 SANCHEZ S.F. OFF 17th ST. CASTRO MKT. AREA         
  

Ne EE ER A SU Sl ARF a CI » 

   
118 JONES STREET e 771-7575 

COCKTAIL HOUR 5 PM 
DINNER FROM 6 PM TILL 11 PM 
(Friday and Saturday until 11:30) 
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Sundays— Cocktails 
From 4 PM 

DINNER FROM 6--10:30 

JOHN SANT & GUESTS 
6-10 PM 

GLENDA GLAYSER 
MONDAY & TUESDAY 

RUTH HASTINGS & CO. 
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY 

FREE... THE EASIEST PARKING IN TOWN 
At Corner Lots (Turk & Jones) Convenient Valet Parking 

CECE 
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have slipped, if “not 
fallen). bbs at the Al- 
hambra; consider yourself 

  

  

Troo ing, downtown or 
each at times 

ardent theater/ 

neighborhood folk 

ealing than to stroll a 
ew blocks or easily park 

the car. Currently run- 
ning in 

    

Miz Brown's Back, John Romano Dale, 92-year old song and dance man and Jess Bolero, 
Room Theater (Mission St. appearing at Miz Brown's Back Room Theater. 
between 21st & 22nd) on 
weekends is Jack Ander- 
son's "Cafe Society 
Revue." 

On the same bill: an 
exciting singer and beau- 
tiful new face, Sarah 
Baldwin; a 91-year-old 
song and dance man, John 
Romano Dale, who was | 
hoofing before the '06 | 
quake; a versatile impres- | 
sionist and mime, Jess | 
Bolero. : 

The show was uneven | 
and had many rough | 
edges; still, the Frincios s ! 
had the gift of drawing _ 
the audience to their 
hearts. Everyone had a | 
good time and for $3.00 a 
ead "Cafe Society" is an | 

entertainment 
worth investigating. 

You Too 
General 

MacArthur?? 
Mamie Eisenhower 

reveals in her grand- 
daughter-in-law, Julie 
Nixon's new book "Special 

argain 

        

   

      

   
   

    

   

        

   

   Peo le (a Sollectibn of 
rofiles that enera : - community to join them d : rouge. NO doubt. the hors 3t, 3 dance on Saturday, Seon’ Fillion onefit, the of Bataan was trying to J eat the Qay Co Pind. The “duos charge forestall his own ~ words, Bunny ganier i Grove 

Old soldiers never die, 1:30 AM. Featured is o 
they just fade away. feminist combo, with 
N\] /) \AJ] TS... guest musicians entertain- 
N : O : WwW J -Dance ing during the breaks. 
ee efreshments will be] ._San Francisco N.O.W. available, as well as child invites the Bay Area Gay | care. Part of the pro- 

  

  

will be $2.50. 

  

A B.A.R. classified ad pays off. 
Don’t believe us. Call any one of the 
numbers and ask. 
  

~~ GROOMING 
By GEORGE JOHNSON 
AND DALE LENINGTON 

0 TE PET HOTEL 
—INDIVIDUAL RUNS — 

CAREFUL PROFESSIONAL ATTENTION 
GIVEN EACH DOG OR CAT 

626-6610 
1766 MISSION 

AT 14th ST. 
SF. 

PET 
SUPPLIES 

PICK UP AND DELIVERY         

Tales of Tessi Tura 

Balling The Future On the 
Operatic Casting Couch 

by George Heymonit 
atic opera buff idea to keep in mind that 

iy Lr Pe pas- Ursula Schroeder-Feinen, 
sion of a groupie with the who made a stunning 
precision of an air traffic debut here last year as 
controller. They must the Dyer's Wife, ‘will be 
sort out where singers are singing Turandot in Chi- 

      

  

  

to be and find the cago at about the same 
gone to go see their time - just a phone call 
favorite casts. Since away. 
many singers lan 
engagements three to five SEATTLE 

in advance ven : 
al nas Hg So far, Seattle Opera is 

grapevine and a few edu- the only company to an- 
cated guesses, it's not nounce their season two 
hard to map out what's years in advance; a keen 
coming up. move to stimulate sub- 

Rumors run rampant, of SCr!ption in Wha 
course. One currently pening errs "8 will be 
circulating is that an pris NORMA, with 

a is being written for ah Deutch i 

ls Sills based on the Christina Deutekom, w 
character of Miss Haver- 
sham in Dickens' GREAT 
EXPECTATIONS. Al- 
though I haven't been able 
to nail this one down, the 
thought of Beverly doing a 
mad scene covered with 
silken cobwebs is most en- 
ticing. One must also 
keep track of backup 
artists: Montserrat 
Caballe is scheduled to 
debut in San Francisco 
this fall as Turandot, but 
Miss Caballe is notorious 
for cancelling due to ill- 
ness. Although we all 
want her here, it is a good 

  

    

              

       

    

  
  

    Toy 

sang the role in San Fran-/will be 

watch 4 it to 

cisco two years ago when 
Caballe cancelled. Hot on C 
the Druid's heels will be 
Bizet's CARMEN. Grace 
Bumbry will sleepwalk in 
the gypsy's footsteps in 
January as Lady Macbeth. 
Following the Verdi work 
will be Mozart's DON 
GIOVANNI with Sherrill 
Milnes in the title role. 
The final presentation will 
be Puccini's LA BOHEME 
with Ermanno Mauro of 
the New York City Opera 
as Rodolfo. This Spring, 
Lilian Sukis makes her 
Seattle, Vancouver and 
Portland debuts in a tri- 
city production of 
Mozart's THE MAGIC 
FLUTE. Ms. Sukis, who 
opened this 

with a new production of 
DAPHNE, also does a 
stunning Mimi, and it is 
my fond hope that Glynn 
Ross will engage her for 
that role in Seattle. 

SAN DIEGO 

Looking to the south, 
we know that San Diego 

producing the     

          

      

  

ie 2 Pr 

world premiere of Gian- Queen of Spain. 
arlo Menotti's new 

opera. 
by Jean Cocteau, the earlier this 

Beverly 
ills, for whom the role is 

Based on a work being written, advised me 
ear that the 

opera is about some mad results would be blood- 
  

} summer's 
Strauss festival in Munich! 

    

MINUTEMEN 
DEMOCRATIC 
cLus 

    
    

  

    

   

     
     

      

    

   
         
   

on AUGUST 

KING 
STOKES 
GREEN 
MILK 

FERNANDEZ 
BETANCOURT 

HAGEN 

  

         
    

           

  

      

      
   

       

        

call for reservatio 

277 B, Shipley 

and The End Up 

gi could be there tonight. At THE ENDUP. 
A Dance Bar on the Corner of Sixth and Harrison. 

  

BAY AREA REPORTER JULY 21, 1977 

Invites You to a 

GAY CANDIDATE'S 

AT JACKSON'S 
2237 POWELL 

at 11 am. 

Limited seating . . please 

546-7147 or write: 

Minutemen 

Democratic Club 

San Francisco, Ca. 94107 

This space paid for by 
Kemo's, Oil Can Harry's 

CH 

6th 

ns... 

Street 
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curdling, at the very verdi's OTELLO with ; 
Placido Domingo > as the Rysanel will take on the ill-advised Moor, Ingvar thovern's 

least. 

SAN FRANCISCO '78 Wiadyised Moor, IDngva 
and Katia Ricciarelli as FIDELIO. Usually our season is his 

kept under fairly tight 
wraps, but 

only opera, 

. choked-up wife. Heading toward the h Domin 0 will open the schmaltz depgrtment we 3 i enough Met's "78-'80 season as will have LA BOHEME, Orne telling has come OTELLO, too, Our second with  Heana ap wi . the ol Owing. production will be a lon making her local debut as Rome 0] 3.300 guess Rrerdue 3 revival of Mimi, and Giacomo : 2 , 3 gnu sight’ will Drove pretty Bichar 3 OEE, ios Aragall singing Rodolfo. 
reinarkabls, 2 Opening with the beloved Leonie land night of 1978 will be Rysanek as the Marscinl. Francisco in    

  

    

the Van- 
  

3 N 
An Organization of Gay Catholics | Qi Massenet’s Farity, LE 

and their Friends | ‘Massanet wrote 
rarities, or 

  

    mostl 

  

   

    
   

   

      

     

St. Peters, 24th & Alabama, San Francisco In ESCLARMONDE, 

      San Francisco, CA 94101 or call (415) 8634940 

      

  

   

  

  California 94101 

monster, and then runs off 

1550 CALIFORNIA 

(at Polk) 

776-2282 

  

    

  

role in Bee- 

Cotrubas lini's NORMA. 

ALIER, At long last, Joan Suther- 
will return to San 

couver Opera's production 

Richard/in t 
Mass, Ist Sunday of every month - 3p.m. |Bonynge has been romping under 1 the archives sgain The season's madness will 

oan be LUCIA DI LAMMER- 

    

lin. Later that Fall, Ms.i With Sinbad the Sailor. I'll 
be seeing it this fall in 
Seattle and will let you 
'’know who wins! 

It will also be a heavy 
ear for Bel Canto. 
hirley Verrett will take 

on the title role in Bel- 

be a casting coup if Dr. 
Adler could get Montser- 
rat Caballe to do Adal- 
isa, a switch in roles the 
wo artists have already 

planned for La Scala. M 
ess is that Adalgisa wi 

e sung instead by 
Huguette Tourangeau who 
wil Probably also appear 

e Massenet work 
Bonynge's baton. 

BAY AREA Remaining Sundays of each month -6 p.m. had to fly off into the MOOR, with Jose Car- : : St.John of God, 5th & Irving, San Francisco wings, a ‘la Peter Pan. reras rendering ~~ Doni- Dignity a There is speculation that zetti's version of "Your LE ROI 'D LAHORE Cheatin' Heart." To guess P.O. Box 5127 For further information about our religious, might even have a panto- the soprano, pour some San Francisco, educational and recreational programs write mime in which she slays detergent in the first act Bay Area Dignity, Inc., P.O. Box 5127, Ghidrah, the three-headed fountain and think of one 

of the best dagger- 
wielding ladies in the 
business. 

The rest is hazy. Our 
Mozart work will be DON 
GIOVANNI with Walter 
Berry as Leporello. Our 
Wagner will be a tossup 
between the Met's new 
roduction of LOHEN- 
RIN, with Rene Kollo 

and Anna Tomowa- 
Simtow, or a revival of 

  

It would M 

Imperator of 

Ponelle's vivid Production 
of DER FLEIGENDE 
HOLLANDER. Both 
would be more than wel- 
come. There are one or 
two slots still vacant. At 
the moment, speculation 
includes a production of 
ACBETH for Sherrill 

Milnes, a revival of RIGO- 
LETTO with Luciano 
Pavarotti as the Duke of 
Mantua, or even a revival 
of ELEKTRA for Ursula 
Schroeder-Feinen. 

Not everyone plans 
their nights out with the 
anxiety and meticulous- 
ness of the hard-core 
opera buff. One Thanks- 
giving I went to a matinee 
at the Los Angeles Music 
Center, hopped a plane to 
San Francisco and caught 
the eveni ng PTI nce 
of MA FLUTE. 
Marvin met me at the air- 
port with a gruesome 
sandwich of turkey, cran- 
berries and candied ams 
on whole wheat bread and 
rolled me into the lobby 
of the opera house in the 
nick of time. Dr. Adler 
was conducting a little 
slower than usual that 
night; by the time he got 
to intermission, my body 
was somewhere over 
Alaska. But I got to see 
the dragon. . . 

George Heymont 

  

  

The Gamecock Court 
will host GALLERIA 
DISCO this Saturday night 
at 8:00 at the Galleria, 
101 Kansas Street. 
Admittance is $3.00 and 
all proceeds benefit the 
Northern California Hu- 
man Rights Advocates and 
Save Our Human Rights. 
We have Surprise guests 
for you, lots of disco 
dancing, a no-host bar and 
loads and loads of fun. 
GALLERIA DISCO will 
help pay for our lobbyist 
in “Sacramento, and, at 
this point, we need that 
lobbyist desperately. 

CIRCUS-CIRCUS is to 
be held on Sunday, Jul 
31, at California Hall. 

- This, as you know, is a 
benefit for OPERATION 
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by Hector 

CONCERN. 
ately need funding for 
O.C. so please support the 
candidates of your choice 
for Mr. & . Circus- 
Circus by purchasing their 
10¢ tickets and by attend- 
ing. Circus-Circus Chair- 
man, Chuck Bayles 
(Dowager Empress = XI 
Flame) has promised a 
gigantic event this year, 
and you all know that 
Flame produces!! 

On the subject of 
Flame, we understand 
that the CLOSET BALL 
Committee has been 
meeting now for several 
weeks. The Closet Ball 
seems to get bigger and 
bigger each year, and this 
ear should be no excep- 
lon. If you're interested, 

get all the details from 
huck Bayles. 

Don't forget the 
GALLERIA DISCO this 
Saturday night; it's goin, 
to be an outrageous even 
In every respect! 

“Sex Show” 
Auditions 

Four males are needed to play multiple parts to 
replace some of the cast 
of "Sex Show: An Evening 
of Satirical Skits" by Daniel Curzon. Some pay. 
Auditions will be held at 
the gay Community Cen- 
ter, 330 Grove Street, on 
Shursdaty July 28, and 
Friday uly 29, from 7:30 
to 9: Op and on Satur- 
pf uly, 30, from 2 to 4 «Persons applyin 
must be’ available for 5 
least 2% months. 

  

We desper- 

PALM SPRINGS 

DAVE'S 
VILLA CAPRICE 

67-670 CAREY RD. 
714 / 328-2018 

COME TO 
A NIGHT 
ON THE 

foo VILLA 
~. CAPRICE 
A = 
CELEBRATE 

~OUR 

SATURDAY, 
AUGUST 13th 
8 P.M. 
FREE BUFFET 
FREE BEER 
RSH UI 0g 
& 
a= SNE 
WITH 
EGYPTIAN 
COSTUME, OR 
$5 ADMISSION 

5, 
DAVES 

RENO 

DAVE'S 
WEST SIDE MOTEL 
3001 WEST 4th ST. 

[AOAC YET 0K) 

SEATTLE 

DAVE'S 
STEAM BATHS 
PL PRI WAS 
206 / 623-2045 

SAN DIEGO 

DAVE'S 
CLUB 

4969 SANTA MONICA 
AINE PIRI} 

SAN FRANCISCO 

DAVE'S 
STEAM BATHS 
100 BROADWAY 
415 / 362-6669 
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by Michael Nameth 
The next rew months promise munity. The Mr. FeBe's contests 

to be an exciting time for our com- held every Thursday nights are fun 
  

  

2. 

4015-B 24\h STREET (between Castro & Noe) 
open daily 10-6 648-2773 CLOSED TUESDAYS 

INDOOR & OUTDOOR PLANTS & TREES 
GARDEN SUPPLIES DELIVERY AVAILABLE 

We offer unique plants for 
the connoisseur 

JULY SALE 

All Palms - 20% off 

Indoor Ficus Trees (6-10 feet tall) 

$25.95 with this ad   LOOK FOR THE RAINBOW!!! 

  

        

Brief 
® Benefit for the Northern California with the proceeds going to “Meals Revue and Michelle Plays the 

with the inimitable Randy Johnson It has been an exciting season for * pP.S., while Sutter's Mill is 
as M.C. The finals will be August 7. all the teams. Don’t forget to buy sponsoring Joe Ross. You may This Saturday My Court plans to your raffle ticket for the Police remember Joe from his warm vocal attend the "Galleria Disco’ —a game August 21 at Hayward Field renditions in Doris’s Dizzy Daisy 

Human Rights Advocates and Save on Wheels”. Tickets may be pur- Pa/ace. He has twice been elected Our Human Rights. chased at any of the sponsoring All Star Pitcher in the community 
The Community Softball bars for $1.00 Softball League and currently tends 

league ends the season with the Many events are scheduled in barat Sutter's Mill. Members of the Championship playoffs July 23 and July and August for “Operation Softball League do not back a 24 at Balboa Park starting at noon. Concern” and much money is ‘‘title’’, but in the case of Doris and 
needed. Dowager Empress XI Joe, they will back an individual in 
Flame is holding her auction, A Hot what they personally may want to 
Name to Remember at the New Bell obtain. Remember this title is one 
July 26. Flame will auction off many that is “bought”, by you and from 
of her gowns, jewelry, momentos, the contestants ticket sales. All 
trick pads . .. all for Operation money taken in by the candidates 
Concern. “'Circus-Circus” on July goes to Operation Concern. 
31 promises to be a bigger and The Court of the White Rose 
better event than ever before. and Myself send our love with 
There will be all kinds of booths this Viscount Joe Sanders from the 
year. Three women are running for C.M.C., who is currently back East 

  

Ms Circus-Circus with June Star- to donate his kidney to his brother. DANA BALIN ling sponsored by the New Bell, Thanks to FeBe's for raising money in Jackie Starr from the Starlight for his expenses. Joe is a fine man. CABARET REVUE Room and Carol Quen from Scott's The Barbary Coasters and Knights Fri. and Sat. Pit, all vying for your purchasing of Malta will be having their Gold 
tickets for -10 each. When they visit Rush Run July 29, 30 and 31. John 
your favorite pubs, please help Blythe, a man of many talents, is 
them out. The men this year are directing the show A Night at The 

9:30 and 11:00 pm 

DINNER RESERVATIONS 
75.75% Larry Casas, sponsored by the Opera for the run's highlight. 

1390 California Th ® ° at Hyde e Men in My Life 
   

  

San Francisco 

Chez, Jacques 

  

The Homosexual Teacher 
PART I- DECENT OR INDECENT EXPOSURE 

  

| ——————— HE RULING ARM 
ky 4131 19th St. 

i 864-2664 
5 _ o 
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by Paul-Francis Hartmann    

   

Anita Bryant and - her 
incendiary drive to repeal 
‘Miami's short-lived anti- 
discrimination ordinance 
focused on a raw nerve: 
the queer in the class- 
room. Bryant stoutly 
maintains she was not out 
[to persecute Gays but to 
protect the nation's child- 
ren. The specific menace 
is the homosexual school 
teacher. 

Appearing on 
Donahue's national 
Bryant brought up the 
subject of teachers. 
Donahue asked, "Are you 
saying that just because a 
homosexual “is known and 
1s a nice guy that this will 
enhance the chances of 
children becoming homo- 

Phil 
TV, 

sexual?" Her answer was, 
Yes!" Since, "they can't 

have . children them- 
selves," they must '"re- 
cruit" them. 

We now add to the play- 
ground pervert, goggle- 
eyed creep passing out 
poisoned jelly beans, the 
Hinsrant father, a new 
category: the fag Mr. 
Chipps. "The Romer Cathe 
olic "archbishop of Miami 
‘would have closed down 
his parochial schools 
rather than hire a homo- 
sexual. Bryant hasn't said 
‘much about Lesbians, but 
California Atty. Gen. 
Evelle Younger filled the 

ap with a.statement that 
e would not permit 

Lesbians to be girls camp 
counselors. 

It is not clear whether 
Bryant fears either sexual 
abuse of her children or 
corrupting role models. 
Or both?” On the first 
possibility says the con- 
servative San Francisco 
Xaminer in an April 24th 

editorial: 

"Those who thought the 
child molester gp a stranger who victimizes 
children in laygrounds 
have learned that’in three 
out of four cases the 

0 

molester is a member of 
the family or is known to 
the family ... Relatives, 
neighbors and teachers 
are the only real defense 
many children have." 

Bryant's dread, as well 
as the fear she arouses in 
the breasts of millions of 
mothers, is the homosexu- 
al as role model, as a 
recruiter. 

It can be assumed that 
there are tens of thou- 
sands of homosexual 
teachers in our classrooms 
today - from nurser 
school to post-doctora 
seminars. A 1977 Kinsey 
Institute update insists on 
the validity of its earliest 
data that "13.95% of 
males and 4.25% of fe- 
males had extensive 
homosexual experience." 
Concludes its director, 
Paul H. Gehard, "... a 
significant ‘percentage of 
the American population 
is predominantly homo- 
sexual in its sexual and 
affectional orientation." 

There are no statistics, 
but it is estimated that 
the percentage of homo- 
sexuals in teaching is 
higher than comparable 
professions. This edu- 
cated guess would include 
nuns, brothers, priests 
rabbis, and Sunday Schoo 
teachers. 

To Anita Bryant and her 
stalwarts the enemy is 
real and, where visible, 
must be eradicated. The 
more rabid are hastening 
sexual loyalty oaths legis- 
lation around the country. 
Their Bible-skewered 
crusade has given every 
American parent - at the 
least - a moment's pause. 
"Well, what about Mr. 
Chipps and Ms. Dove - 
what are they petusliy up 
to from 8 to 3, 186 days 
of the year with Dick and 
Jane?" 

State credentialing 
agencies have become 
more _ liberal (lax?) in the 
last decade. In California 
to be homosexual is no 
longer grounds to deny a 
teaching credential. Even 
some who have been 
charged with a sex crime, 
copped a plea to a lesser 
ffense Roa loitering, 

vagrancy, disturbing the 
peace) have had their 
credentials reinstated. 

More and more aca- 
demic organizations have 
their a caucuses. 
Teachers rend national 
conventions and report 
back on workshops on Gay 
Literature or Gaye 
oriented counseling. 
San Francisco a Gay 
Teachers grou meets 
openly and ‘lobbies the 
local school board. 
Homosexuals openly run 
for school boards and do 
well at the polls. 

With all this activity 
do not Anita Bryant and 
aroused parents have 

ounds to be concerned? 
: e answer - "Yes, they 

ol! 

They have a right and a 
arental responsibility to 
now just how homosexu- 

als behave and perform in 
the nation's classrooms. 
Yet the questions are 
much easier to form than 
to find the answers. If 
one can accept generali- 
ties that one person's 
experience is one way oO 
leaning insights and 
arvesting understanding, 

then I offer the case of 
one homosexual teacher 
«+. My OWN. 

* kk 

As a Gay male (which 
means on one level a 
human being who prefers 
sex with males rather 
than himself, females, 
children, animals, vegeta- 
bles or minerals) I have 
taught for 16 years on 
both Coasts from the 4th 
gale to senior college. 

s 1 asd like most 
adults, I found the child's 
world successively less 
goga ing and moved Siep 

step, grade ade, 
ar B the ion evels. 
Once I exhausted my aca- 
demic degree level (I 
could go no higher) and by 
1973 finding the system 
exhausted -I resigned. 
speak for myself only, my 
homosexual friends (male 
and female) and the 
stories I have heard along 
the way. 

In 17 final years of 
university accepting my 
homosexuality as a fact of 
life, I had also to accept 
the consequences. Cer- 
tain careers were certain- 
ly out of the question: 
the State Department, the 
military, politics - or any 
position requiring a secu- 
rity clearance. Others 
loomed less and less 
appealing - what was to 
be gained in striving for 
lace and prestige and 
ame. It seemed then the 

higher one climbed the 
more vulnerable he be- 
came. Competiton looked 
less attractive knowing I'd 
join the race with an 
easily shattered Achilles 
heel.” Life's expectations 
were rapidly trimmed. 

In the late 50's teachers 
were in great demand. 
The pay was low; no one 
snooped into one's private 
life. One did his job and] 
was left alone. Socializa-| 
tion with co-workers was 

—
 

optional. The work 
offered mobility. One 
was appreciated and 
respected and there was 
much time off. 

I had more talent and 
potential than the job de- sents a 60 minute multi- 
manded or could ever use. 
In one sense, the school 
district and the students 
were gitine more for 
their dollar than they 
realized. I considered by 
inability to wave the flag 
of dedication fair trade 
for a career I considered 
third rate. 

Year after year m 
evaluation informed me 
was a competent teacher. 

60's I By the late S tures slides, movies, 
achieved the dubious special lighting, electron- 
eminence _ of master jcally controled © fra- 
teacher. My last three gantes, explosions, a 
rofessional years were 
ackluster - of 1 
energy given to findin 
ways to extricate myse 
from a career I had come 
to see as dead-ended, if 1650 

most of my|and more! 

not bankrupt. Teachin 
held no more for me and 
had no more for it. The 
security-bag and the 
fringe ‘benefits were the 
only bonds that held me, 
an once I could see 
beyond these sirens, I 
abandoned the classroom. 
I was neither missed nor 
replaced. . . 

I have never regretted 
my decision, nor have I 
wasted time looking back 
over those 15 ears. 
Recently a friend showed 
me an editorial from a 
San Francisco Gay 
news/journal which stated 
that Bryant's challenge 
had to be answered. And 
1t was not the hair- 
dressers, the poodle 
roomers, the ballet 
ancers, who were called 

upon to do battle but the 

I agreed and since have 
pondered over the issue of 
sexuality in the school- 
room and the homosexual 
teacher as role model. 

Paul-Francis Hartmann 

To be continued. . . 

Travel For 

Seniors 
Designed Tours, a local | 

tour operator, has opened | 
the YOUTHFUL S 
TRAVEL CLUB. This club 
discounts all tours for its 
members through a one 
dollar lifetime member- 
ge fee. A newsletter 
T SENIORGRAM, is 
mailed out monthly with 
information pertinent to 
club members. Special 
trips are made available 
to club members and, on 
many tours, club members 
can receive up to a 10% 
discount on trips. Infor- 
mation and assistance can 
be obtained by calling 

  

NOW 
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at 2:00 in the afternoon 
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(415) 398-1612 or writing _. 

| Designed Tours, 120 Perry 
St., San Francisco 94107. 

The ENERGIZER pre- 

  

media extravaganza 
entitled "Zero to Infinity." 

"Zero to Infinity" is a 
Sighty sound, and special 
effect journey that begins 
with the beauty and quiet- 
ness of nature, and gradu- 
ally progresses t rough 
technology and space until 
the show reaches its 
climax, an explosive ab- 
stract fantasy. 

"Zero to Infinity" fea- 

ree dimensional screen, 

Energize every Frida 
and Saturday at 8:00 
10:00, Sunday at 8:00, at 

Market Street. 
Phone 864-8228. 

301 TURK ST. SANFRANCISCO, Ca 94102. 

SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
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     SOUTH-BAY CHRONICLE 
SUPPLEMENT OF THE BAY AREA REPORTER 

      

Superimposed over the 
trian Joris a black equal 
sign (double bar) to signify 
equality of human rights, 
and the words San Clara 

logical, sprue) physical 
emotional, and , socia 
values of a person. 

Of the women present 
Judy Krystal emphasize 

“Santa Clara 
County 
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ARY JAMES : Johnadoseph. . ncn ren DYIINSCOE « «vinnie conan Tihs Sam Ciraulo Peninsula and East Bay Representative 
: TR GENE EARL Marlyn G.°Fleener ............ ovis AIBACVICEE . ovo vis vie dias Rosalie Nichols 

3 ‘Ms. H: Definitely! | think it's an most people will avail themselves to Dialogue 
Important step towards building the best service they can secure for 

  

Marla Hartley, a straight busi- 
ness woman with a genuine under- 

standing of the issues affecting the 
gay community, the diversity of 

lifestyles within our community, 

and the prejudices that gays 

encounter, has recently changed 

the emphasis of her business 
service. 

In a recent interview, she 

agreed to discuss her impressions 

and business policy, regarding the 

gay community. She is the owner 
of the “Roommate Bank’’ located & 
in San Jose, and uses the business ta 
slogan ‘we specialize in your kind |. 4 
of people.’ 

    

James: Why are you changing Marla Hartley, owner of Roommate Bank, San Jose talks to Chronicle 
the emphasis of your roommate 

service to reach more people in the 

Gay Community? 

Ms. Hartley: Because the Anita 

Bryant mentality has already had 

tragic consequences in the Gay 

Community. Anyone who runs 

newspaper ads and opens their 

home to potential roommates for 

Interviewing takes a risk, and | feel 
that at this time, we can minimize 
those risks by providing our service 
where we screen and select our 
clientele very carefully 

editor. 

J: What experience have you 

had in dealing with gays, and the 
sensitivities of the gay lifestyle? 

Ms. H: Personally, | am very 
open minded sexually. | have never 
had as “gay experience’’, but | have 
known many Gay people over the 
years as close friends. | feel that 
whatever people choose to do in 
bed is their own business. If the 
Anita Bryants don't like it, they can 
shove it. We are all sexual beings, 
and should have the freedom to 

  

    
   

  
    

Offset Printing 
Layout and Design 

We've Gone Underground 

  

express that sexuality by whatever 
means, between consenting adults. 

J: How are you planning to 

indicate your interest and support 
of the Gay Community? 

Ms. H: Through the media and 
public contact. | will be contacting 

all of the Gay organizations, and 
will speak at any gay function. | am 
available to answer questions or 
talk anywhere to explain my 
support and interest in the com- 
munity. | understand that there is a 
Gay Business Association being 
considered, and | would be interes- 
ted in addressing them, or offering 

support of their organization in any 
way that | can 

J: As a straight business 

same goals of 

development. 

policy? 

Ms.H: Yes, and it has all been 
positive and supportive. The other 
straight business people that I've 

discussed this matter with have en- 
couraged me to do so, and 
indicated that they would do the 
same. We may have the beginnings 
of an exciting new cooperation 
between the Gay and Non-Gay 
business communities. 

J: You have indicated a special 
empathy for the Gay minority — 
why? : 

Ms. H: Being a woman, of 
Jewish background, and having 
been raised in a very Catholic 
neighborhood, | know what preju- 
dice and repression are all about. | 
have experienced it many times in 
the past 

J: Do you have any gay 
counselors working at your agency 
now, and do you see any special 
need to employ gay personnel 
because of your business with the 
gay community? 

Ms. H: As a matter of normal 
hiring procedure, | have no reserva- 
tions about hiring gay personnel — 

J: Have you had any reaction 

from other straight business asso- 
ciates about your new out-reach 

mutual respect and understanding their money, regardless of the 
between our two communities. We sexual preference of the business 
should all be working together for owner. The sexual orientation of a 
our common goal as a visible Store owner has nothing to do with 
demonstration that we share the the quality of a product or service. 

community J: In summary, would you care 
to address any remarks to our 
readers? 

Ms. H: Yes—| want to say that 
| give a damn about the issues 
affecting the gay community be- 
cause these same issues affect all 
of us. Anita Bryant is a total asshole 
that has managed to create more 

trouble than we can assess right 
now — ‘but’, she has also made 
many people aware that we all need 
to do some serious thinking about 
human rights and the freedoms that 
many of us take for granted. | 
understand that A.B. 1302 has been 
delayed because of the Dade 
County vote, and that's a shame. 
The lesson for all of us is that we 
must work harder to understand 
one another, and allow for our 
differences 

S.C.V. 
Coalition 

By-Laws Vote 

  

SAN JOSE - The Santa 
Clara valley Coalition for 
Human Rights held a full » 2 RAL > 5 3 assembly meeting to begin MANN 5, /) 120 East San Carlos Street owner, would you join or affiliate yo qo not have gay staff members discoosion and or on the 

> BOCKSTODF (Basement 3rd & San Carlos) with a G.B.A., or encourage other at the present time. | do not see a Proposed by-laws as sub- 
& BOOKSTORE (408) 289-1088 10:30 10 6:30 straight business to be supPOMtive? special need’ for gay counselors. Mitted by the by-laws i 

Hiring a gay counselor or two just COMmittee. 
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--Dick Savage 

   
454 No. 13th Street 

San Jose 
298-1458 

"Let me show you how home owner- 
Ship and real estate investment 
will reduce your income taxes." 
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i matching roommates. 

j 

because we have gay clinetele 
would be tokenism. Our present 
staff is very aware, carefully 
selected, and sensitive to all human 
situations that are considered in 

J: In dealing with your gay 
clientele, do you offer any consider- 
ations or procedures that are of 
special interest to gays? 

Ms. H: We have one procedure 
that is helpful, but not used exclusi- 

@® ely with gay clients. We take 
photos of all our clientele so pros- 
pective roommates can review 
them to avoid the possible embar- 

@ 'assment of being referred to a 1 
former lover for instance, or a one 
night stand that one may not wish 
to meet again. We screen our appli- 

@ c@nts very carefully, and make 
every effort to provide thoughtful 
service — won't tolerate unfairness. 

J: There is a sentiment that 
gays should ‘buy gay’'—do you 
have any thoughts about that? 

Ms. H: As a supportive policy 
to help independent gay businesses 
It's a fine idea; however, | feel that 

With appr. 70 people in 
attendance, each of the 
seven liaisons reported on 
the preliminary meetings 
of the committees they 
represented. 
. The Treasurer's report indicated that $975 is still uncollected from the 
ofiginal $1,500 in cash and 
ledges made at the first 
oalition meeting several 

weeks ago. 

It was apparent from 
the summaries that all of 
he newly formed com- 
mittees are moving quick- 

.to develop specific 
activities. 

The Publicity Commit- 
tee introduced graphics for the logo they De developed for the Coali- tion, and it was adopted by full assembly vote. 

€ Inverted pink triangle 
was chosen because it Ee become widely known as a symbol of oppression that 
originated in the Nazi 
concentration camps. 
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Coalition for : : the value of her involve- Human Rights wil appear Libertarians fe value of her involve: in a circle around the tri- the positive experience of 
angle. Suggest Way sharing her Gay awareness | 
pe eeeeeemeeeiee TODEFUSEHUMAN Within the one universal a apostolic atholi Mr. Renegade RiGHTS THREAT Farah. 

; ; : John Tally clarified the Meetin, in executive Tors Selected At session, Lhe Libertarian lon i arange Sd the im 
Grand Opening Barty of Santa Clara mediate goals , of the ran Pp g County resolved to oppose 20Utl rd : 1 pose WET ED San Jose's newest bar banning homosexuals from fiom the heterosexual 

ed July 8-10 with teaching in public schools 
Cy do 1 oatitte door in California. 

rizes and events that 

rew a large crowd on all Rey, William C. White of a 
three nights. 

Friday night it 
"Horsefeathers, an 

i San Fran- case it should pass: 
dla 0 m good and homosexuals not allowed 

was dition to 

laying a wide range of to teach in public schools teachings." 
F oaressive Western should not be forced 2 Recent achievements 

music, By SOF them or atten by the collective include a 
Saturday "Judd & hem. . .. formal letter from Arch- 

Friends," "also from San Commenting on the dif- pishop Quinn which ac- 
Francisco, played to a full ficulty of testing for knowledges Dignity as a 

homosexuality, man 
house. a members said they Ri. 

Sunday night the new | onsider declarin 
owners, Chuck and Larry, selves homosexual if 
hosted a fine buffet which meant they would no long- 
was followed by a series op pe required to 
of contests. Winners were taxes to support pu 
selected for "Big Basket," schools. 
"Hairy Chest," and t 
looking in "Jockey Shorts 

(was someone 

Catholics, 
non-official support of the 

Libertarian activist the Catholic Church towards 
definite, open and 

Los Altos proposed an ad- active ministry, and to 
he amendment inform Catholic Gays that 

all to make it more fair in they 
sexuality in a manner that 
is consonant with Christ's 

support group within the 
Catholic = Church 

them- Archdiocese of San Fran- 
it cisco. Syo OF onahaspaEey the theater at 7:15 PM. 

m j 
For further information "Hamlet" and "Taming of Reserved seats are 

Pir about Dignity, write to the Shrew," 
the South Bay Collective 

. : Part Dignity, P.O. Box 24511 

a San Tose, at (408) 371- San Jose City College, reservations call the box 
really iu human rights, including 1564. 

   
       
        

   
to change the 

      

   

    on 

can express their Jim West, liason to *’Dignity Bay Area.” 

  

Curtain for the alter- 
nating productions will be 
8 PM in the campus the- 
ater, 2100 Moorpark Ave. ’ 
Prior to each perform- 
ance, an expanded pro- 
gram of Renaissance 
music_and dancing will be 
staged on the green near 

Summer 
Shakespeare 

At SJCC 

  

in the 

will be the 2yaliabls in advance from 
roductions the campus eater box 

er the Sr annual office or at the door. For 
95154, or call Shakespeare Festival at further information and 

July 28 - August 7. office at 292-3621. 

  
recruitin contestants ithe right to choose unpop- . 
  with a frashli ht prior to ular sexual standar S. | 

the first Contest?). Libertarians believe that] 
mone should be punished 
'simply for choosing a non- 
majority lifestyle or for 
being identified with a 
minerty religion, race, or 
nationality. 

Archbishop 
Acknowledges 

“Dignity” 

   

   

  

by John Joseph 

The South Bay Collec- | 
tive Dignity, an affiliate 
of the Bay Area Dignity 
of San Francisco, over the 
last year has been led by. 

    

        

       

2 ; wr ! 1 Jim est and Father 

os 7 -nar Wagner +M.I. 
~L The ship of the, rine genberhiy 

: South Bay Dignity now ex-| 
ceeds 80 Gay Catholics. 

Two main events con- 
iviti At a recent church es. ; 

Bh ates Eo Ss as service, several members 
"Mr. Renegade" and were interviewed and they 
awarded a month's pass to €X i hs jReaning. 
the Watergarden Baths, a and value of Dignity. 
trophy, and the option to According to Father 
host future events. The Wagner, "ALL baptized 
three Jriges were Andy Christians share grace in 
Sas o e 641 Club, Christ and have an intrin- 
Alfonso Reyes of the Sun- sic dignity that is pre- 
down Saloon, and Ken gerved and strengthened 
Traver, publisher of the through the sacramental 
Provincial Press. life of the Church. 

"Dig A drawing was also held Jim West added, 
which gave the winner a pity is a means for grea 

m 
personal orientation an 

paid weekend in alm er acceptance 0 

paid byit's a means of allowing 
prings with air fare an 

hotel expenses Ans 
The Renegade. me to maintain and sup- 
i vee Eh port my Catholic beliefs. 

John Tally plated, Digs 
ity is a support gro 

“within the C Ct to Gay 
Catholics." 
Another gala, "As a 

member of the South Bay 
Collective Dignity, I have 
grown towards a greater 
understanding of the total 
person because the effort 
centers upon the total 
integration of the psycho- 

Mr. Renegade, Bill Gates 

  

The challenge of 
the new era is simply 
the total creative 
process of growing up 
-and mere teaching 
repetition of facts 
are as irrelevant to 
this process as a 
dowser to a nuclear 
power plant. 

- Marshall McLuhan     
  

  

        

  

      Hey! San Jose & 
‘Marin guys... 

WHEN ARE YOU COMING OVER? 

  

     

    

    
Be it to EA T. ee Choose from our Brunch or Dinner Menu 

and get truly delicious food at prices you can easily afford. 
Brunches served weekends & holidays. Dinners served nightly. 

or to DRINK... If you like your bar to be a relax- 
ing, pleasantly comfortable bar, you'll love our cocktail lounge. But 
should you be looking for the newest in disco, trip lights, wild danc- 
ing and frolicking crowds, the upstairs CORRAL ROOM is your bag! 

or to DANCE... THEN DANCE YOUR ASS OFF! 
Hot music, good vibes, special lighting effects & bot bot people! 

From all over northern California! Southern, too! 

or join in our JOCKEY SHORTS 
CONTEST. S80 

HELD EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT! You could be 

richer. Be sure to wear your jockey shorts! A bot fun time! 

So Comon! Come on over. We're waiting.* 

HANS STE 
316 14th STREET 

Reservations: 893-6280 

*WE FREELY RECOMMEND OUR GOOD FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS: 

The BANK CLUB, 264 14th St. BERRY'S, 352 14th St. 

LANCER'’S, 3255 Lakeshore REVOL, 3924 Telegraph 

WHITE HORSE, 6547 Telegraph GRANDMA'S HOUSE, 135 12th St. 
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the Redwood _ City Police. 
Any persons having infor- 
mation should contact 
Detectives Morton or 
Pratt at the Redwood 
City Police Department, 
365-7100, or on or 
Charles, owners of The 
Answer, at 365-9444. All 
information will be kept 
confidential. Andy is 

Editorial 
JUDGE NOT LEST THEE BE JUDGED 

Kast & North 

    

  

  

At a recent organization meeting here in San Jose, we had the unfortunate circumstance in which 
one of our Gay religious leaders took it upon himself to publicly denounce five other community leaders by name, and then proclaim that he was ‘personally’ 

  

by Gene 
holding these five Beople responsible for the division MODESTO the Hang Loose. After missed by us all. Let's try that "He" perceived to exist in the community. Not working fixe dogs to get and help find the perpe- content with having passed judgment on’ these The 1st Annual Closet the place cleaned, painfed trator of this horrible leaders, he went on to launch an emotional outburst Ball, held last week at the and loging like ‘a bar, crime. 

ol 
against one of them for having allegedly "slandered" Holiday Inn, in Modesto they were d to get out 
the organization that the self-styled judge repre- was eli planned event. of the premises. They can HAYWARD sents. All of this was done in the name of so-called Everything went off do nothing about the situ- : unity. smoothly. Even Dowager ation, i My becuase The second meeting of A Tew ob : : : Empress Flame made it to they made one small error the Human Rights Com- SW observations 4re in order Modesto for the first - 3,2 took someone's mittee will be held August » 1. Denunciation and confrontation do not lead time. Winner of the Ball word about their lease. 10 at Centennial Hall, to "unity" unless that unity is being bought at the was Jim of Stockton, who They only had a verbal Hayward, Room 4. Last intolerable price of silencing alternate opinion via also won the Miss Con- agreement - no signed meeting was a success. intimidation and vague threats of condemnation. geniality award. Runner- papers - and, of course, Call Jack or Jim at the 2. The righteous judge in our midst has only UP was iss De Carlo. i) license was in Pete Turf Club for information. 
been in our community a few short months and is However, there were [Ontana’s name, so out barely acquainted with the five organizational lead- some problems with this they go. Word 2 Be SOUTHIBAY ers he denounced - hardly enough time to determine function, as there were WIS€' Let it in writing: JULY 22. Pam Hettin- the exact cause of differences that exist to some with the Coronation Ball, FRESNO r & Tina Frisco will be extent between various members of one organiza- which was also held at the ge th "Just W tion. It is unfortunate that the diversity _of Holiday Inn. Punks were While in F top in & Te "5300 omen commitment to principles within one organization han ing around the door d oi wm a Stor Sp San Jose. IF 8:00 - was somehow misconstrued as divisive to the entire to Ihe ballroom malting 30d Ses 118 Nove £6900 I AT Oo rom community. comments such as: "We 320 outs i Dad a fal : In contrast, the five community lead that Ought to go to the car and / isco. JULY 23. The En- were accused of creating "disunity" ae Te ar get the shotgun and break Hakor'and hot disco chanted Faces Review is spent a combined total of more than twelve years IP the room and mow 'em SACRAMENTO giving a final farewell 

Sppearancon. Csldie Mon- 

The Royal Wedding of {ah Carla La Mar, Tanya 
Gat e ioptelaie Si tury will be back together 
23. & ou may call the Bo for this last show to be 

a held at A Tinker's Damn Jangles Bar in Sacramento . ’ for “details at (916) 383- Sen Jose, at 8:30 PM. 

working for the Gay community of Santa Clara down” and "Let's cut some County. The AC COTr n Jt these five indi- Of these faggots tipes like viduals are far too numerous to mention here, other We did last time." The than to summarize that they have founded several of Management of the Holi- the more prominent organizations and have been day Inn could care less, it very active politically with an impressive list of Would seem. victories on our behalf. Announced candidates 
for Emperor this year are 
Roland Beilesle and Joe 

2.00 cover. 
In the interest of "real" unity, I would su gest JULY 29. Brook Crosb that everyone get involved with the organizations Anderson. Empress III REDWOOD Y - that are ‘obviously doing the relevant work. We candidates are Lindi 90D cit De Se - already have Anita Bryant judging us. We certainly Lovelace, Jimmie McCall The butchered body of 11:30 PM. don't need any guilt trips or condemnation from and Elaine Barringer. Andy, a_ patron of The within our own community. Answer Lounge, was dis- JULY 30. Costume Sunnie and Ann were : © Dance sponsored by th covered in : is : < his home June [Seo eminist Alliance 

going to open a new bar, 3 A ie 
23. £2097, a quiet, intelli~ 5,00 FM to 1:00 AM : gent man, years old, onah's oil Aundar 

* New Bar % Hew Owners % ew Friends Loi $1.00 sami 
was not In the habit of MCC) $1.00 sdmicoicn 

     

     
getting himself in trouble ..: i - one of the reasons he Sim Costume 31.50 with liked The Answer where B.Y.O.B SiresSmentis. most people are mellow. ~*~" : Andy was last seen leav- _ JULY 30. Emperor and Ing the bar the previous Empress Coronation ball, Sunday evening with a lad McCabe Hall, San Jose in his early twenties, (Civic Auditorium com- about 5'9" tall, weighing plex) from 6:00 PM to around 155 Ibs., SAE idnight. Tickets at the medium length straight door. For info or reserva- brown hair. © Few clues tions call 251-4491. have come to light yet, 
although one of the em- ployees of The Answer put 
a Composile ugcthenw ar 
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Fremont Flap 
— Gays On 

Plaque 

    
   

  

       

    

      

  

      

  

    

     

  

    
    

   

    

Im 

MONTEREY 
DISCO MUSIC 
DANCING 
MOONLITE DECK 

FREMONT - The City 
Beautiful Committee 
promised commemoration 
on a plaque to any person 
or group giving $50 to a 

r Bicentenni ove and 
214 Lighthouse Ave. the Fremont Gay Commu- 
Phone 408) 373-7828 nity of Concern contribu- 

e 

The plaque - with the 
ay group's name among 

19 ‘civic minded contribu- 
tors - is now ready to be 
cemented forever into 
Fremont's Central Park. 

But at least two cit 
leaders are vowing to ri 
the plaque of it - 
sexuality.” is Momo 

n 1 . eras Son's advertise a 

{Pierre Eymard of the Dominican Convent in 
Mission San Jose, adding 

   

  

   
           HAPPY HOURS 393 STOCKTON     

    

   
       

   

  

Mon thru Fri SAN JOSE ithe She, "lay, resign from 
mittee unless the plaque 

          

is altered. 

The Gay Community of Concern called the issue 

4 PM to 6 PM 
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"a typical reaction of per- pilit 

The sad thing, she said, 

sons who 

myths about homosexu- ]ike the other ones on the 
ality. Our understanding plaque.” 
of this certainly doesn 
mean that we sit by and 

to fight for our Rodiger, writer. The pro- 
old a lot of rights as a aration d ram moderator is Al 

ewman, well known tele- 
vision & film personality. 

SAGE Educational Cen- 
take our name off the is that the donation was ter is devoted to removing 

made in hope of providing the barriers of communi- 
"a realistic image of the cation and connection be- 
local Gay community, not tween people. The Center 
as freaks or as people who |offers ‘a training program 
live in San Francisco, but which teaches people how 

plaque.” 

Sister Pierre first 
learned of the Gay group's 
inclusion on the perma- 
nent memorial at a recent 
meeting of the City Beau- 

tiful Committee. She 
complained that the en- 
tire committee had not 
been consulted before the 
fait accompli and that the 
whole thing "violates good 
taste." 

City Councilman Tony 
Azevedo added, "A park is 
where our younger gener- 
ation goes to. they see 
that on the plaque, the 
kids will automatically 
think the organization is 
okay. Most kids would 
assume that if it's not 
‘legitimate, the city 
wouldn't put the name on 
the plaque. . . 

"Our young generation 
Seeing these things will 
say, ee, there's nothing 
wrong with it, and why 
not get involved with it? 

Azevedo hopes that be- 
fore the City Council 
intervenes two new ap- 
ointments by the City 

Eouncil to the City Beau- 
tiful Committee will give 
enough votes to declare 
that Gay individuals 

plaques but the name of a 
ay organization cannot. 

Tony 
founder of the Gay Soup, 
has countered by lobbying 
for Gay appointments to 
the City Beautiful com- | 
mittee. 

In the meantime, Fre- 
mont Gays have issued a 
statement expressing 
"hopes that due process 
will be followed." 

ex A woman co-founder of Rights; Paul Lorch, Man- 

ditor of Bay Area the Gay group elaborated 
that "it's our resoonsi- 

people who have families to connect 1 
in [selves and others in mean- and are interested 

other things." i 

Three of the other four "8 Ways 
members 
council are trying to stay [Wednesday, 

on the city 

clear of the controversy 
in the apparent hope that 

is it will 
their 
ment. 

sipate short of Way, kata 
required involve- 

But Councilman Leon 
Mezzetti 
-against the 
Azevedo 
Pierre. 

has come out b 
efforts of 

and Sister 

"I wouldn't necessarily 
want the Gays teachin 
my children, 
said, "but the rules were 
that for fifty bucks you 

name on the get your 
plaque. And 

Mezzettl 

the Gay 
pepibls, God bless 'em, are 
ollowing the rules. . . 

"This is America. 
change can't 

You 
the rules 

after the fact,or tear the 
plaque down." 

Marin Forum 
GAY? STRAIGHT? 

names can appear on the WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? 

author” of 
Bolinas Reef" 
Greenin 
will lea 
anel 
ions about 

of 

_'On July 27 Charles Reich Mello, 30, a co y pa Ce 

and "The 
America," 

a distinguished 
in answering ques- 

homosexual 
and heterosexual life 
styles. Other panelists 
are Janet Bode, author of 
"View From Another 
Closet;" Beatrice Bowles, 

rt 

aging 
Reporter; 

on 

an 

Children's 

James 
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with them- 

ingful, lasting and excit- 

anel will be held 
July 27, at 

8.00 PM at the Unitarian 
Fellowshi Channing 

The 

Not Enough, 
Rev. Stan Roberts, 

CC San Jose | 

It would seem that most 

{the necessity o 
|one's 

  

interested people have a gusting." Some of my 
tendency to agree with colleagues are beginning 
the level of saturation to show signs of weaken- 
that has been reached in ing, a few have already 
our exposure to the public started to faintly cry 
eye. Some of us are "Uncle." Under pressure 
crying for relief from the to consistently respond to 
seemingly endless on- the demands of the hour, 
slaught of encounters. It it would seem possible 
would seem that the flood that some of us may lose 
gate has been opened, and sight of our individual 
every person who has ever identities. When we be- 
wanted to ask about "you- come lost in the maze of 
know-what" has now been Tesponsiniiity to the cause 
given permission, it might and become” so overtaken 
even be possible that in the issues of the hour 
there is no longer even that we lose sight of basic 

raising individual human iagntity 
,hand * and being then we are probably we i 

recognized. on our way to becoming 
The other dav in the victims of the system. 

complex where I live, a SRS AH AT es a 
man who had seen coy around; we cannot afford 
Pictuse n The paper asks to lose any of the precious 

thought I was. When I PeOPle power now exist- 
Teo "Probably," he ia a pris Warning to looked at me with disdain 2lI involved in the grea 

of the Gay community and and said, "You are dis- Work of human rights. 

  
  

  
   

      

       

  

At Fred's, we never rub 

you the wrong way! 

FRED’S 
HEALTH CLUB 
1718 BROADWAY 
REDWOOD CITY 
365-9303 

Massage & More 
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District Elections 
Showdown—Prop. A 

  

  

Against 
Repeal 

Clint Riley is a long- ay 
time Gay rights advocate, 
although he 1s not a mem- City Hall 
ber of the Gay commu- x 
nity. He is a campaign 
manager who has cham- 
pioned many local, liberal 
candidates and issues and 
was _campaign manager 
for PARC “Hongisto in io do 50. 
his two successful Sheriff New 
races. 

Riley is convinced that 
District Elections are 
necessary because "you do 
not really have 11 friends 
on the Board. They do not 
have a commitment to 

as a 

supervisor. 

the 

people will have to deal ] with that real power at example, there is not a 
Now, essen- large 0% voting bloc in tially 'downtown' super- the Ric 1 C visors are elected who although I believe it woul 

only promote the needs of be impossible for a super- 
do community be- visor who is from that 

cause it is easy for them area not to be responsive 

alliances with 
other minorities will be 
formed under the new sys- 
tem, according to Riley. 
He says that new coali- 
tions will be formed be- 
tween minorities - with ) 
people who will need the pro-A "argument is based votes of the Gay commu- exclusively on where Gays 

vitality, a real democ- 
racy." 

The fear of District 
Elections, Riley insists, is 
unfounded . .. "It will not 

believes that "the Gay create a homophobic men- 
community is now isolated tality. 4 

minority group. people of this city are 
Under District "Elections Bigaificantly more open- ou would probably get a minded and liberal 

i hen People in other parts of 
e 

general, the 

han 

country +... For 

mond District 

to the needs of Gay 
people. Certainly no 
supervisor there ~ would 
survive if he attempted to 
launch a homophobic cam- 
paign. The same is true in 
every section of the city." 

Riley states that "the 

your concerns nor do they nity. An added PLUS live and you cannot define promote your needs con- 
Fistently, what ou have 
is a "live an et live' A 
attitude. What else have have contact wit 
you got? How many Gay 
people are in responsible 

positions In city govern- ing none oO 

would be that "prejudice the power of the Gay breaks apart when people community exclusively on 
2 one where they live. hey 

another. The Board cur- have allies in every sec- 
rently represents every- tion of the community one but ends up represent- who support Gay rights 

its from a ‘civil libertarian constituencies well. When viewpoint.” The possibility of the all of the parts are well 
y whole 

1 be enhanced. Then that there will 
new 

election of a Gay super- represeniad the 
visor is vitally important wi 3 
in Riley's analysis. He there will be a 

     

    
    

  

   

Herb Webb 
June 1977 

Herb, dear friend, Brother in our struggle. Active 
in community affairs, a man who stood proud for 
what he was, and knelt humbly to help others. 
We shall miss you Friend. 

The Rosenberg Family 
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The Lion Pub 

The campaign manager 
illustrates "his argument 

not be a 
backlash against pro-Gay 
supervisors by pointing to 
the relatively = conserva- 
tive Assembly districts of 
Willie Brown and Leo 
McCarthy. He empha- 
sizes that both of these 
men have been openl 
supportive of Gay rights 
but they continue to be 
re-elected by sizable 
margins. 

"Gays are a significant 
portion of this city," Riley 
concludes ... "The 
should have positions in 
city government, rather 
than just be allowed to 
live here. Gays should 
have real power in this 
city. Under District Elec- 
tions they will have a 
chance for the first time 
to become part of the 
Power structure, to wield 
hat power for the con- 

cerns of Gay people.” 

   

George Mendenhall 

   
San Francisc 

+ of Sacramento & Divisadero 
Open 12 Noon Everyday! 

For 
Repeal 

Les Morgan is a local 
Gay activist who is an 
expert in demography) the 
statistical study of human 
opulations. His firm, 
Ds, recently 
contributed research used 
by the Coro Foundation in 
its study of District Elec- 
tions and appeared in a 
S.F. Examiner series. 

Using computers, 
Morgan has been analyz- 
ing what he believes is the 
pro-Gay vote in certain 
precincts. He has con- 
cluded that "the election 
of supervisors by districts 
will reduce the amount of 
olitical influence that 
he Gay community now 

has in San Francisco." 

Morgan fed 35 factors, 
including local elections, 
into a computer. He first 
determined how people 
voted by party affiliation 
and by votes on law-and- 
order "issues. There was 
still an additional ‘and 
pure factor not associated 
with the other yoting pat- 
terns. This he calls the 
pro-Gay vote. Those 
scoring’ highest in these 
areas voted favorably for 
Harvey Milk, Carol Ruth 
Silver, Earl Stokes and 
Richard Hongisto in their 
city races. The highest 
opposite vote (called 
"anti-Gay") did not record 
high for ‘the pro-Gay can- 
didates” but did favor 
Supervisors Terry Fran- 
colts and Bob onzales 
lus D.A. Joe Freitas 
against Silver). 
The computer read-out 

reveals that the highest 
ro-Gay vote was in the 
astro-Haight 5th Dis- 

trict and nearby precincts 
while the highest anti-Gay 
determination was in the 
Bayview-Hunters Point 
(District 7) and in the f 
Outer Mission (District 8). 

Morgan says that the 
computer reveals that 
many of the anti-Gay pre- 
cincts surface in lack, 
Chicano and wealthy "lily 
white" areas which are 
considered traditionally 
conservative. Most sig- 
nificant, he stresses, 1s 
that "the one issue that 
Blacks and Latins can 
2gtes on is that they don't T i e Gay people." 
. The analyst states that 
in all of his past analyses 
he has never observed the 
upper income white dis- 
tricts falling into the 
same voting category as 
the lowest income ghetto 
precincts. He says, "It is 
obvious that there is a 
strong anti-Gay feeling in 
both of those extreme 
areas. 

Morgan cautions that he 2 
has considerable respect 
for those who may dis- agree with him and who 
support District Elections. 

e says, "We may dis- 
agree but we have the same goal." His conclu- 
sion is, however, that the discernable ro-Gay vote appears predominantly in 
istrict 5 which will be- 

come politically isolated under the new votin plan. This could result, Ed be- lieves, in the bulk of the 
City going its own way 
while Paying little atten- 
tion to the one "Gay" dis- 
trict whether it has a Gay 

supervisor or not. 

The demographer illus- 
trates his point by dis- 
cussing the state of 
California in relation to 
State Assembly members. 
He stresses that, "In San 
Francisco we have one of 
the most liberal assembly 
districts in the state. 
However, the opinions of 
the people in “the 16th 
Assembly District cannot 
influence the opinions of 
other Assembly districts 
in California. Do you 
think anyone in District 
52 pays any attention to 
the Gay people in District 
16? Obviously not. This 
same argument can be 
scaled down to our geo- 
graphic unit - San Fran- 
cisco." 

Morgan believes that 
Gay people would fare 
better at City Hall by 
voting for repeal. He 
urges that District Elec- 
tions will "obviously 
isolate people, includin 
Gay people. District 
contains almost all of the 
extremely pro-Gay pre- 
cincts . .. you don't need 
a computer to realize that 
District Elections will en- 
capsulize the constitu- 
encies in their districts. 
It makes sense that if 
eople are not permitted 
0 vote outside of their 

district, that they will not 
have any influence on the 
other districts.” 

George Mendenhall 

Badlands Vs. 
Pendulum For 

CSI. 
Championship 

by Rennis 
The two Castro area 

sponsors across the street 
rom each other will be 
matched in the final play- 
off games this weekend at 
Balboa Park, Field No. 1. 
It is a best of three games 
series with one game 
played Saturday, July 23 
at noon. The second an 
third (if necessary) games 
will be played on Sunday, 
July 24, at noon and 2 PM. 

This past weekend saw 
the Division B Champions, 
he Badlands, handily 

defeat Division C's Rain- 
bow Cattle Co. by scores 
of 7-1 and 9-0. "In two 
exciting (ames, the Pendulum Pirates from 
Division D edged the Sac- ramento Hut from Divi-. 
sion C by scores of 11-10 
and 3-4." This will mark 
Irene's fifth consecutive 
season that he has been in 
the play-offs. The winner this weekend will play the Police All-Stars on August 

1 in a benefit for "Meals 
on Wheels." 

B.A.R. 
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for 

Northern California 
Human Rights Advocates 
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Save Our Human Rights 

    

     

    

  
      

  
Sound by Audio Design Specialists 

  

  

NO HOST BAR 
SAT., JULY 23 NCE $3 ADVA i 

$4 AT DOOR 

GALLERIA DESIGN CENTER 
101 KANSAS ST. 

PRESENTED BY THE GAMECOCK COURT 

EY MILK, *P.S. RESTAURANT, TS AVAILABLE AT: CASTRO STATION, RECORD HOUSE, HARV > 

Tioga BAY AREA REPORTER, COMMUNITY CENTER, SHIRLEY'S ETC., HECTOR, 

MAIN LINE GIFTS, STARLIGHT ROOM   
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the beginning of your new sound... 

Your new sound. It should be 
distinctive, direct, clear. Designed 
for your disco, club, or bar by 
sound technicians whose knowil- 
edge, professional experience, 
and precise equipment produce 
only the finest, high technology 
sound reproduction systems. 

Your new sound. It must be true, 
unique, and able to satisfy a de- 
manding public. It comes from a 
system tuned to your environment 
—an environment defined by the 
sounds that make it hot. 

Your new sound. It should begin 
with Sound Genesis. We're in- 
ferested in answering the ques- 
tions that concem you . . . in 
creating your new sound or im- 
proving an existing one. 

Your new sound. Let it begin with 
Sound Genesis. It's time we lis- 
tened to each other, 

Sound Genesis, Inc. 
(415) 391-8776 - 445 Bryant 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
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SOUND ge MECSLS 
San Francisco 

    A & B GO DOWN —A GAY VICTORY     
IN THE BAY AREA 
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